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The Spectral City: Walking the Literary Landscapes of New York City 
Brice Particelli 
!
This dissertation focuses on the intersections of theories of place, space, and story. It is 
part ethnographic, part literary studies, and dives deeply into American history and 
literature, beginning with the industrial revolution in the 19th Century. It steps into 
theories and literature surrounding how we story ourselves into the world, focused in 
large part on the literary archetype that grows from the concept of the flâneur—Charles 
Baudelaire and Walter Benjamin’s urban wanderer who walks both the city streets and art 
and literature to explore meaning and purpose of city and story, and to fight against a 
sometimes alienating place. My dissertation expands some of those notions, and explores 
the ways we expand and investigate our own literary geographies.  
Each chapter merges theory and practice in various ways of reading and writing 
space and story—from a walk across the city and its waterfront where I chronicle the 
history of the flâneur alongside the history of the economic and physical development of 
New York City; to a sit in a neighborhood café where I theorize how we layer (or 
“write”) history, personal experience, and literature into familiar places; to a 24-hour ride 
along the 1-line subway, which becomes an extended metaphor that problematizes 
“meaning” in literature as I loop through a supposedly static space, barely moving from 
my seat from 8am to 8am. Each of these investigations intentionally blurs the lines 
between reading and writing, space and story, and theory and practice, in order to expand 
theoretical approaches to place and literature. 
!
Through this dissertation I hope to add to the theoretical body of work in studies 
of place, literature, and urban studies, and to challenge the ways that we discuss literary 
theory by offering approaches to these discussions in ways that situate them in a different 
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The city must never be confused with the words that describe it.  
And yet between the one and the other there is a connection. 





A prerequisite for finding our way through any story or novel is to be lost:  
the journey can’t begin until we’ve been set down in a place somehow unfamiliar. 







LANDSCAPES AND OUR LITERARY SELVES 
 
A few months before my second birthday, when my mom was pregnant with my 
brother, my parents decided to move from downtown Chicago to the suburbs 30 minutes 
north. Until then I’d only played outside on concrete playgrounds or sidewalks, so when 
my mom brought me outside to our new one-acre lawn, she was excited to let me play in 
the grass. 
“When I set you down on the lawn,” she says, “you immediately got up with your 
toys and walked right on over to the sidewalk. You just plopped down,” she laughs. “I’d 
pick you up, bring you back to the grass, and you’d walk right on over to the sidewalk. 
Every time. Yep, you’re my city kid.” 
I’ve heard that story a lot since I moved to New York six years ago, but it wasn’t 
always so. After high school, I moved through a string of beautiful, outdoors-oriented 
towns—Santa Barbara, Burlington, Portland, Dillon, Fort Collins—and when I lived in 
those places, my mother told a different story. She told the story of me at 11 and 12, so 
desperate to get into the mountains that I begged to go on group trips to ski or hike, even 
when I couldn’t find a friend to join me. In that story, my move to the city was the least 
likely plot twist. 
Whether we tell the stories or someone does it for us, these stories place us in the 
world. They are forgotten and remembered, they become important and then 
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inconsequential, and they are told, retold, and rewritten to create the imaginative 
landscapes that compose our place in the world. By looking at these stories, we gain 
insight into the world that is framed for us, and we see how we reframe the world 
ourselves within the context of the stories around us. 
Often, as in the sidewalk story above, they are rooted in place. However, every 
story is a “landscape” as the word meant when Dutch painters created it in the 17th 
Century. It is a word whose etymology offers a metaphor for how we might approach 
story, hinting at the ways in which we are embodied by and embody ourselves through 
art. 
Combining the word land with schap (to shape or condition), these painters created 
a word to describe the bucolic scenes they painted. Landschap. Landscape. It connotes a 
storyteller’s framed selection of the 
world—the cloud formations over a 
Flemish countryside, or a river 
splitting two cow-filled pastures—as 
well as the genre of art that these 
paintings live within. But it also 
refers to the land in front of any 
individual at any time. It is the scene 
in front of any walker, hiker, or 
ambler who looks up to enjoy their 
horizons. It is the view in front of you right now, contained only by time, place, and the 
limits of your own perception. 
Below is an example of a Dutch landscape painting from 
the Golden Age, View of Haarlem from the Dunes near 
Overveen, painted in 1670 by Jacob Van 





The idea of “landscape” refers to artist, art, and viewer in one gasp. It implicitly 
questions the idea of art then, blurring the lines between the way other people shape the 
world for us and the ways we frame and reframe the world for ourselves. And it blurs the 
lines between the tangible, the perceived, and the imagined, hinting at a constant dialog 
between the ways we define our own landscapes and the ways we have them defined for 
us.  
“Landscape,” then, might be defined as a selection of the world that is framed and 
set apart by either an artist or a viewer, regardless of whether it is re-framed and 
presented as a product. It can be both public and personal, hinting at a complicated 
layering of perception where our own experiences and framings live alongside those 
presented by artists and writers, historians and cultural arbiters. 
Landscape’s etymology provides a metaphor for an embodiment of art that 
connects land and imagination, artist and viewer, and perceiver and perceived in an active 
relationship that allows for a perpetual action of observation, exploration, and creation 
and disruption. It implies a participatory world where we are framing constantly, creating 
constantly, whether we recreate it for an audience or simply reframe it for ourselves. 
Story and landscape become synonymous in some ways, as “story” comes to mean a 
framing of the world that conveys a selection, whether that selection is offered through 
the medium of art, history, oral story, narrative text, or imagination.  
To use the example above, my mother shapes the sidewalk story as both observer 
and storyteller. She surveys the land of my life—the horizons spread before her—and 
picks a scene she wants to render, filtering it to find a moment in time and space that 
represents something she wants to illuminate. In this case, she chooses to share that 
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moment through storytelling and frame a scene for her listeners, an anecdote that can take 
on a contextual importance. She chooses something that seems intended to disrupt 
people’s perception of me—a person often understood as more of a traveler and an 
outdoorsperson—so as she tells this story to friends and family, it shifts and alters their 
landscape of me. Similarly, the telling makes me reconsider myself, and probably causes 
my mom to reconsider not only me, but her, her family, and our shared histories. 
Of course, as the context changes—if I move to the mountains again—that 
sidewalk story will change. It might even be pulled from display, thrown into storage, 
and replaced by a different story. Likewise, if it becomes cliché or boring or stale, it will 
lose its creative power and slowly disappear. Stories are fluid in this way, linking and 
layering us to the world, to culture, to others, and to ourselves in a constantly changing 
motion. It is why texts come and go in popularity, and why they mean different things to 
different cultures, times, and people.  
In the same way that our own stories change, cultural stories change over time as 
well. And while some of these storied layers become comfortable or even oppressive, and 
can feel permanent, they are still malleable.  
Whether the story is public or private or somewhere between, we challenge this 
permanence constantly by offering a different form in each retelling or reworking of 
story, art, culture, history, or self. It is the simple power of a story in the world.  
Roland Barthes looks at the way stories challenge our understandings of culture 
and self in The Pleasure of the Text, writing that in a text, “two edges are created: an 
obedient, conformist, plagiarizing edge (the language to be copied in its canonical state, 
as it has been established in schooling, good usage, literature, culture), and another edge, 
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mobile, blank (ready to assume any contours), which is never anything but the site of its 
effect: the place where the death of language is glimpsed” (1975: 6). If our known world 
or culture or self seems like a contained frame, then new stories and understandings can 
be seen as layers that overlap and expand, pushing the boundaries further and further out, 
building on what exists while also creating something new.  
A storied landscape must fit its audience and context and be understandable in a 
time and place in order to be relevant to the horizons it lives within, or speaks to, or it 
will be discarded or ignored. But stories also challenge the status quo. By creating new 
edges and redefining existing landscapes, they might alter our perception of some aspect 
of ourselves or even dramatically shift our view of the world, and through this rewriting, 
stories are inevitably destructive, disruptive. They cause us to reimagine our perception 
of the world around us—recreating, replacing, and reframing. 
Stories usher in the death of language, of culture, and of self, but what they offer is 
a creative death, spawning world from world constantly. 
Creativity implies death and disruption. To create is to alter. It is to replace and 
rewrite and redefine and redirect. It even alters our relationship with the physical world. 
To create in the world is to alter our storying of the world, which affects the way we see 
and act within it. “Creativity” in this sense, and imagination, can then be harnessed as a 
critical approach to the way we develop new understandings of the world.  
 
Building Landscapes 
In the United States, landscape painting gained its prestige with the Hudson Valley 
School artists just a few miles north of this city. Its founder, Thomas Cole, is often 
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credited alongside contemporaries like Ralph Waldo Emerson and Henry David Thoreau 
with establishing the United States’ early understanding of nature and conservation. 
In Cole’s 1836 “Essay on American Scenery,” he lists the country’s beauties, from 
the snowcapped mountains in New Hampshire, to the autumn leaves in Massachusetts, to 
sunsets along the Hudson River. But it is a hostile essay too, written in defense of these 
beauties. Cole writes, “There are those who through ignorance or prejudice strive to 
maintain that American scenery possesses little that is interesting or truly beautiful—that 
it is rude without picturesqueness, and monotonous without sublimity—that being 
destitute of those vestiges of antiquity, whose associations so strongly affect the mind, it 
may not be compared with European scenery.” Cole writes that in the United States’ 
scenery, “you see no ruined tower to tell of outrage” or “gorgeous temple to speak of 
ostentation,” but in the pastoral beauty of people living among the mountains and trees 
and sunsets, we can see “freedom’s offspring—peace, security, and happiness” (1836). 
Cole’s country might lack history, he writes, but it has so much more to offer.  
When Cole wrote this, the United States had just doubled in size with the Louisiana 
Purchase, but it wouldn’t acquire the land that holds the Grand Canyon, Yosemite, Bryce, 
and the Redwoods for at least another ten years. Kentucky was still considered the wild 
Western frontier, and the Indian Removal Act was at its zenith, pushing hundreds of 
thousands along the Trail of Tears into the unknown West in an attempt to bury one 
civilization so that another could be built on its bones. 
Cole wasn’t only fighting the perception of the United States as a wild and 
ahistorical frontier though. He wasn’t only defending it from European snobbery. Along 
with the Western land-grab, the United States was in the middle of its Industrial 
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Revolution, and Cole’s essay was in part a warning against thoughtless expansion. He 
wanted to force his readers to pause and consider how they would create their new 
country. Cole suggested that the United States did not necessarily want to rush down 
Europe’s path, describing European land as one in which all of the “primitive features of 
scenery have long since been destroyed or modified—the extensive forests that once 
overshadowed a great part of it have been felled—rugged mountains have been 
smoothed, and impetuous rivers turned from their courses to accommodate the tastes and 
necessities of a dense population” (1836). 
Europe at the time was a bit of a wasteland. As the environmental historian 
William Cronon explains, Europe’s imperialist zeal of the 18th and 19th Centuries wasn’t 
only built from ambition. It was a necessity grown from overconsumption. Western 
Europe had burned all of its trees and torn up its ground to heat homes and feed factories, 
and its land was dying (2003). 
To the European colonizers, though, this wasn’t a problem. Burning every last tree 
didn’t cause the visceral reaction that idea might cause now, so there was no slowing, 
only a desire to harness new resources to continue the momentum of industrial 
development and consumption. If their land didn’t have enough resources to support their 
desires, they would find other lands to conquer. 
This zeal was found even in their language. The concepts of nature and wilderness, 
for instance, were not positive ones. Cronon writes that in the late 18th Century, “to be a 
wilderness then was to be ‘deserted,’ ‘savage,’ ‘desolate,’ ‘barren’—in short, a ‘waste,’ 
the word’s nearest synonym. Its connotations were anything but positive, and the emotion 
one was most likely to feel in its presence was ‘bewilderment’ or terror” (1996: 1). 
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Wilderness was something to be tamed and harnessed and controlled, so the words of 
nature and industry themselves meant something quite different than they do today. 
Thomas Cole was not only promoting the beauty of his country’s land in 1836 
then; he was attempting to redefine the very concept of beauty. He was trying to reframe 
language and culture so that a land’s beauty did not have to be towers and temples and 
white marble cathedrals. It could be forests and sunsets and snowcapped mountains. 
By offering the pastoral landscape as beautiful, he also argued for caution against 
the growing tide of industrialization. He wrote, “In this age, when a meager utilitarianism 
seems ready to absorb every feeling and sentiment, and what is sometimes called 
improvement in its march makes us fear that the bright and tender flowers of the 
imagination shall all be crushed beneath its iron tramp, it would be well to cultivate the 
oasis that yet remains to us, and thus preserve the germs of a future and a purer system” 
(1836). 
Cole worried that we were beginning a path toward self-annihilation. He worried 
that industrialism and utilitarianism would consume our land and people and cloud our 
way toward a better way of living. He concluded, “May we at times turn from the 
ordinary pursuits of life to the pure enjoyment of rural nature; which is in the soul like a 
fountain of cool waters to the way-worn traveller; and let us learn the laws by which the 
eternal doth sublime and sanctify his works, that we may see the hidden glory veiled from 
vulgar eyes” (1836). 
Slow down, he seemed to say. Don’t rush blindly for tomorrow. 
Many of Cole’s paintings were allegorical, so, like the essay, they were designed to 
explicitly challenge the way we see and story our world. In fact, Cole’s seminal 
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landscape series, “The Course of Empire,” had just been finished that year and was on 
display here in Manhattan—the city that was quickly becoming the country’s economic 
epicenter. 
The series offers five paintings that show what Cole saw as the cyclical nature of 
an empire, leading us from “The Savage State” to “The Arcadian or Pastoral State” to 
“The Consummation of Empire” to “Destruction” to “Desolation” and back again. 
Cole’s work appeared at a 
moment when a small group of 
conservationists, conservatives, and 
abolitionists questioned whether to 
continue expanding at the same rapid 
rate that Western Europe did, 
consuming its resources and people 
to build an economy on this 
consumption at any cost.  
 “The Course of Empire,” read 
together with Cole’s writings and the 
times, implies that he saw Europe as 
an example of a dying civilization—a 
canary in the coalmine that had 
destroyed its land out of the greed of empire. He seemed to hope that by presenting the 
story of the world in this way, he could alter his own countrymen and the course of their 
growing empire. 
Below are Thomas Cole’s second and fourth in the five-
painting series, “The Course of Empire.” (You can see 
all five in Appendix A.) 
 







By harnessing an audience through art and writing, Cole hoped to redefine his 
culture one viewer at a time, and one redefined word at a time. In fact, he wanted to 
reframe history entirely—recasting European history as destructive rather than 
constructive in order to push his own country toward an alternative future.  
But stories stack on stories, both personally and culturally, and sometimes they do 
so in a way that creates a perceived permanence. His art came up against a framing of the 
world that was less likely to shift.  
Momentum is difficult to shake, and the Industrial Revolution was drawing people 
to factories and cities in droves in the 1830s. New York City’s gridded plan had been set 
in motion in 1811, allowing for a rapid expansion down 11 avenues and 155 crosstown 
streets, and it was quickly consuming the rural island of Manhattan, while inequities in 
land and resources created desperate people who fled the hills to the cities in hope of a 
better life. And while many only found misery and disease, each new tenement or factory 
only amplified the shift. New cultural and economic hegemonies were created as this new 
urban society was built, and to argue for the pastoral was almost as if to argue for the 
return of a monarchy—the most recent pastoral life in cultural memory. Cole, Thoreau, 
and Emerson were either seen as bourgeois conservatives looking to preserve a world that 
had really only been available to the wealthy, or they were romantic idealists who could 
be admired for their abilities in description but ignored. 
They became outliers, though popular ones, and economic expansion and imperial 
growth were instead painted as inevitable. Artists like Cole altered language to a degree, 
but they inevitably lost as a different identity and hegemony were built—by us and for 
us—leaving the world with little more than monuments to Cole’s, Emerson’s, and 
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Thoreau’s ideas, built both in the occasional quote and anecdote, and in the preserved 
“wild” of national parklands that offer a release valve for any continued Cole-ite, but 
really only to serve as a hint of a world long since given up. Once the factories started 
going up and people turned toward the idea of this new kind of society, massive 
population and cultural shifts simply made it too hard to consider another path. 
Martin Heidegger helps us understand the way that the momentum of cultural 
landscapes build, using the metaphor of the bridge in his 1951 essay, “Building, 
Dwelling, Thinking.” He explains that the way we build the physical land in front of us 
shapes not only our physical world but also our cultural movement through place. We 
frame the land, but the land also frames us, and both land and culture link in ways that 
amplify momentum. We get stuck on a path.  
For instance, when a bridge is built across a river, he says, the bridge changes our 
understanding of the river. It transforms not only the land, but also how we use the land. 
It changes what we think of as “banks,” and it changes our relationship to the water. By 
building something like a bridge, we alter and then solidify our ways of moving across 
the land. He writes, 
It does not just connect banks that are already there. The banks emerge 
as banks only as the bridge crosses the stream. The bridge designedly causes 
them to lie across from each other. One side is set off against the other by the 
bridge. Nor do the banks stretch along the stream as indifferent border strips 
of the dry land. With the banks, the bridge brings to the stream the one and 
the other expanse of the landscape lying behind them. It brings stream and 
bank and land into each other’s neighborhood. The bridge gathers the earth 
as landscape around the stream. (2001: 150) 
 
As we build, we create distinct ways of walking and moving through the land—parcels of 
land that not only are now connected, “gathered,” but now also create the perception that 
they were once disconnected. “Need” becomes obvious to us, then, in hindsight, and the 
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structures become valued, whether that need was real or not, and whether those “needs” 
have been addressed in positive ways or simply picked up by momentum. Alternative 
paths are ignored because the new path is set.  
In Thomas Cole’s case, he thought the United States was at a time when they could 
look at the bridges of industrialism and urbanization that were being built and question 
what these bridges connected, and if we liked where they led. But whether his argument 
was incomplete, flawed, or simply not persuasive, it apparently was not strong enough to 
overcome the momentum of the path being set. His argument was easily transformed into 
the protection of a religious sublime—grand cathedrals of national parks that could be set 
aside from industry (and often accessed only by the wealthy). And it was part of a trend 
in the split of our national soul into two distinct paths: the protector and the oppressor, 
promoting parks and democracy and freedom on one side and justifying scorched earth, 
slavery, and imperialism on the other.  
“Bridges lead in many ways” (2001: 150), Heidegger says. So while we build a 
bridge to make our lives easier, and to simplify movement, the bridge also begins to trap 
us into ways of living and seeing. We no longer ford the river by judging a number of 
factors—distance, depth, preference, time of year, etc. Instead, a choice is made for us. 
Our understanding of the world begins to solidify. Towns that are not served by the 
bridge will fade (or they will build their own bridge), and towns along the path will grow 
with increasing permanence. 
Our lives begin to shape around these structures and symbols, but we do not always 




And this sense of exploration is the power of art and story: inquiry and questioning, 
criticality and creativity. It is the power of reading, walking, and observation. While we 
do not usually look at a bridge and worry that it has separated us from having a better 
relationship with the water, we do sometimes walk along those banks, struck by its 
beauty or movement, and become surprised that we don’t notice it more often. Perhaps 
we walk through a National Park and consider a pre-industrial past, or we walk through a 
new neighborhood or foreign country, or we read a new book, and we consider 
alternative ways of being in the world. 
There is power in this wandering, and it is in this sense of exploration that we 
discover the complex movements of our everyday selves, and we open the opportunity to 
intentionally and unintentionally disrupt our own understandings of the world to create 
something new. 
Bridges and structures are not all-powerful. A bridge is often built for a specific 
purpose—perhaps to improve commerce and communication between two towns—but it 
will inevitably take on unintended uses. We wander from the paths set before us, and the 
bridge might become a fishing spot, a romantic perch, a pleasant walk, or even a symbol 
of government ineptitude that spawns protest. 
There is an inevitable and constant development of these alternative ways of 
moving and perceiving our structures. Times and cultures change and so do we, but 
finding these alternatives can be amplified and made more thoughtful with an 
understanding of how these storied landscapes are created and layered. It is through our 
wandering, wondering, and explorations that we begin to consider alternatives, and to 
challenge the frames of our landscapes. So while the bridge might structure our 
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movement and understanding of a place, we are also constantly disrupting the symbolic 
understanding of that particular place, and thereby disrupting it. And while these storied 
and physical landscapes have deeply rooted structures that can overwhelm our movement 
through the world, they are also malleable.  
Just as Barthes writes about texts, saying that “the death of language is glimpsed” 
in every new creation (1975: 6), we can also see death in every wandering or walking. 
We are constantly rebuilding and reimagining bridges for ourselves, reading by reading, 
walk by walk, as we wander through. The question, then, is how we find ways of pausing 
as Cole does with the definition of beauty, or as Heidegger does with the bridge, and to 
wander off the paths with eyes up to use intentioned wanderings to explore the ways we 
story ourselves in the world. 
 
Walking Landscapes 
In The Practice of Everyday Life, Michel de Certeau calls walking “a space of 
enunciation” (1984: 98). He compares walking with writing, suggesting that they are 
ways of both appropriating new spaces and ways of acting upon the world. But he also 
draws parallels between walking and reading, suggesting that in both we “poach” new 
territories as we wander off the established or intended paths. Walking and reading 
become creative acts then, just as building and writing are, and as we expand the horizons 
of possibility, we appropriate new ways of experiencing and moving to create new ways 
of framing and being in the world. 
There are many ways we walk through our everyday. For instance, when I walk 
from my apartment in the East Village to the subway, I sometimes do it in very 
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automated ways. I am thinking about work or friends or family and largely ignoring the 
steps I take and the path I follow. I am going to work, or to recreation, or to family or 
friends. And this is common, of course. We get stuck on our paths. As you walk through 
New York, you can see people walking with their heads down, or staring at the space 
before their feet, or even reading from their phone. Walking can become a transitional 
and functional act—a way of stepping with, continuing along, and being led, just as 
reading sometimes can be—but it can also become the central action, a way of seeing and 
exploring.  
There is a tradition of inquiry built from intentionality in walking. In the 1930s, 
Walter Benjamin perhaps did the most to establish a methodology around the metaphor 
of walking by using the concept of the flâneur, the city stroller popular in the 
19th Century who goes “botanizing on the asphalt” (1997: 36). To be a flâneur was to 
wander through the city at a turtle’s pace. In the 1840s, in fact, it was even fashionable to 
take turtles for walks, so that the turtle might set the pace. 
The flâneur was often considered a dandy or dawdler, but Benjamin took the 
actions of the flâneur and turned them into a method of cultural exploration and 
resistance. He takes the supposedly passive act of walking and makes it active. Since 
Benjamin, the flâneur has been used as a metaphor for cultural inquiry, a way of slowing 
down to observe and explore the connections between everyday movements and their 
place in culture, economy, history, and literature. And by building on this method of 
inquiry, the focus shifts from a study centered on structures—determining the “meaning” 
of the bridge—to a focus on the ways we move across or around these structures, and by 
simply asking why, we challenge their place in our everyday. It turns our focus to the 
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individuals and individual stories that define and redefine our cultural, physical, and 
personal landscapes.  
This dissertation, then, will not focus on defining the structures that determine the 
ways we read and walk through the world, nor will it ignore their existence. It will be an 
exploration of the ways we read and write ourselves onto the land—structures and all—
and the ways we disrupt and complicate the world through our own layering of stories, 
walkings, and histories to create and recreate our own ever-changing landscapes. 
The only way I know how to talk about story is through story, so each of the 
following essays will be its own way of wandering, and its own intentional walk. Form 
will meet content whenever it can, as each essay will use narrative to explore the way we 
story our experience in the world. The hope is that by exploring the city through various 
ways of wandering, we will also explore ways of reading the world, history, literature, the 
body, nature, and the everyday experience. 
While my own experience is not limited to New York City, or to intentioned 
wanderings, these essays will focus on exactly that. The purpose is to focus on a singular 
but complex place, and to explore the ways stories layer onto that place through a single 
narrative perspective. And the modern city is an interesting place for it. Benjamin quotes 
Georg Simmel, who wrote that, “Before the development of buses, railroads, and trams in 
the nineteenth century, people had never been in a position of having to look at one 
another for long minutes or even hours without speaking to one another” (1997: 38). 
There is magic to cities, and magic to island cities in particular, where societies build 
vertically rather than horizontally, and densely rather than as sprawl.  
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Each essay that follows will be its own narrative exploration through the literary 
and physical landscapes of New York City, and the narrative will take central stage. In 
some ways, this dissertation is in the tradition of Umberto Eco’s explorations of ways of 
reading through place in Six Walks in the Fictional Woods, or Italo Calvino’s fictional 
exploration of cities and histories in Invisible Cities, or Rebecca Solnit’s history-minded 
books on wandering and walking, or Michel de Certeau’s “Walking in the City,” but it 
will nestle in between works like these, using physical explorations of the city as a way to 
talk about the ways we read place, space, and story. History, theory, literature, and direct 
experience will blend as layers to the landscapes of my own New York. 
Like any narrative-driven work, I will not always interpret, nor will I always layer 
theory on top of experience. Each essay will have its own balance between narrative, 
context, history, and theory, and I will leave gaps intentionally and unintentionally where 
you, the reader, will bring your own experiences to these narrative wanderings. But the 
hope is that by narrativizing theory—putting theories of narrative within narrative, we 
will build a more fluid and dialogic relationship between the ideas and the doing, and 
perhaps begin to break down the separations between form and content that often happen 
when we theorize narrative and culture.  
These essays will bring you on a walk, a memory and history-driven wander, a 24-
hour subway ride, a run, and an overnight paddle down the Bronx River. Stories are 
meant to entertain, after all, and it is through memorable moments and metaphors that we 
create new ways of considering the world. 
In the first chapter, “Walking the City: The Urban Wanderer as a Literary Figure,” 
I will use a long walk from the East Village to the Gowanus area of Brooklyn to set the 
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stage, discussing the evolution of the urban wanderer from the heart of the Industrial 
Revolution in the early 19th Century to today. The “urban wanderer” that these essays 
will focus on was born with the modern city, so the history of the city and the history of 
the urban wanderer will run alongside each other within the context of lower Manhattan 
and Brooklyn.  
In Chapter II, “Playing in the Intersections: Layering Story through Memory and 
Space,” I will explore how memory and history interact with and layer onto place as I sit 
on the streetside corner in a neighborhood with deep personal and historical memory. 
Looking at the way memories organize us within place, space, and story, this essay will 
investigate how our changing histories affect our relationship to place and how that story 
or history affects our concept of home and belonging. It will begin to seek out the 
possibilities of an embodied sense of history, literature, and self. 
In Chapter III, “Riding the Local: Shifting Landscapes, Shifting Stories,” we will 
explore transitional understandings of place, space, and story. These are the non-spaces, 
the places in between. Through a 24-hour ride along a single subway line—the 1-line—
the narrative will follow a seemingly sedentary activity, a single landscape, but it is also 
one that constantly changes, moment to moment, day to day, in a way that exposes our 
shifting understandings of structures, meaning, and relationships. The subway cars will 
remain the same, but the stories that guide them and our understanding of them will 
change. 
In Chapter IV, “Running with Descartes: The Body as Place and Story,” I will take 
a long run through the Lower East Side to talk about the relationship between mind and 
body in the city, and to investigate and linger in the many ways of embodiment in reading 
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and writing place and story. How do we feel the city, and how does writing or reading the 
city cause us to perceive the city and our physical selves in different ways? How do we 
feel story, and how does it layer itself into perception, interaction, and even the sensory. 
What are the chiasms between story and city, body and mind? 
In Chapter V, “Adventures in the Sewershed: Exploring the City as Nature,” a 
friend and I will take an overnight paddle trip down the Bronx River—the only fresh 
water river in the city that has not been paved over for development. I will use this trip to 
look into how we cordon off sections of our world spatially—both through physical 
structures and cultural ones, and investigate the ideas of wilderness, nature, civilization, 
and the city, and how we partition our worlds in usable and recreational space. 
And in Chapter VI, I will return to some of the themes begun here, and talk through 
the implications to the ways we walk creatively through the world—as amblers, readers, 
writers, and pedestrians. What is it to create intentional “walks” through text, story, and 
space, where exploration is the central goal? What is the power of play in investigation? 
This dissertation will dip in and out of fields and histories. The hope is that by 
offering a layering of multiple ways of storying the world, it will create juxtapositions by 
discussing texts and ideas not always placed together. And by using story to embody 
these connections, I hope to avoid simplifications and didacticism by allowing for the 
complexities and connections that only story can allow readers to make.  
Hopefully, as well, these essays can find the meeting place between outward 
adventure and inward investigation, and find the meeting place between the story of the 
11-year-old who was ready to set out to see what can be seen outside of his known life, 
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WALKING THE CITY: 
THE URBAN WANDERER AS A LITERARY FIGURE 
 
On the corner of 12th Street and Avenue A, a cabbie pulls out of a parking spot and 
almost hits a cyclist, who swerves out of the way just in time. The cabdriver leans on his 
horn as if it was the biker’s fault, yelling into the windshield, but the biker rides away as 
if nothing had happened.  
As if torn from a heavy-handed movie, there is a graffiti skeleton on the side of the 
tenement building three stories above—a Tyrannosaurus Rex with its mouth open, ready 
to eat the words “NYC eats its young.” 
I’ve seen this scene before—and almost been hit by cabbies many times myself—
so my pace doesn’t change. I’m walking quickly, as quickly as I would if I were headed 
to work, or to meet a friend, or off to do errands, but my callousness reminds me that I’ve 
got no reason to rush today. In fact, I walked out the door with the specific intention of 
going slowly. I’ve been reading about the idea of walking as a metaphor for how we 
experience art and literature and I want to explore these ideas myself.  
I walked out the door early, at 5 pm, with loose plans to meet friends in the 
Gowanus neighborhood of Brooklyn at 9 or 10 pm. I’ve got a good five hours before I’d 
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be missed or late, and I’m only four miles away. At a New York pace, that’s not much 
more than an hour-long walk. 
Walking slow is an odd feeling. I’m fighting muscle memory as I try to find this 
new pace. The awkwardness of it all seems to illuminate exactly how much our bodies 
come to expect a certain speed in certain situations. I know Avenue A like I know my 
own apartment, so I can walk without much thought, but it isn’t only my gait that is 
expected or automated; it’s also what I notice. While I was walking fast I focused only on 
the traffic—cars and bicycles racing close to each other, pedestrians walking on the 
wrong side of the sidewalk, and any interesting people that crossed my path, like the 
three friends in matching metallic blue face paint or the man with a mustache that seems 
to have swallowed his face. Slowing down is a readjustment, like the mild discomfort in 
your eyes when you move from a dark room to the light. Suddenly everything is off-
putting and new. 
It’s an easy metaphor to reading. The structure on an experience makes us focus on 
specific things. In a class or book club, we are often directed on what to focus on, and in 
a personal reading, we often reach for a book for specific or situational reasons, but in 
any reading, we have the opportunity to alter our gaze from the intended. And the 
metaphor can be stretched further. 
In 1980, Michel de Certeau wrote the essay, “Walking in the City,” offering 
walking as an example of how we take an ordered city and make our own sense of it.  
Manhattan is a perfect place to juxtapose how individuals walk through a 
structured world. The city is laid out in grids, 11 major avenues and 155 crosstown streets 
that are organized in a way where the central concern is economy—not community, not 
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religion, not government. It is mathematical, built for easy commerce, and de Certeau 
wrote about it from atop one of the World Trade Center’s twin towers.  
From that perch nearly 1,400 feet above the city, the structures that empower this 
organization were laid out starkly and geometrically before him, and he used the elevated 
view to acknowledge the concerns of his intellectual forebears that structures can be 
overwhelming. And from that view it is hard to argue against the fact that we live in a 
subdivided and spatialized world. We can become trapped and trap ourselves in these 
grids, sticking to neighborhoods and cultures and habits that become comfortable and 
constricting all at the same time. From above, these separations become clear. He wrote, 
“The gigantic mass is immobilized before the eyes. It is transformed into a texturology in 
which extremes coincide—extremes of ambition and degradation, brutal oppositions of 
races and styles, contrasts between yesterday’s buildings, already transformed into trash 
cans, and today’s urban irruptions that block out its space” (1988: 91).  
From above, it is easy to see a city that automates and alienates our movements, 
and separates us into geography and culture and even race and class. But we do not 
always experience the city in that way, he says. He suggested that through the act of 
walking, we devise our own “tactics” for navigating this structured world. We create our 
own purposes, meanings, and uses for the city, “poaching” territory when we wander off 
the paths established for any singular purpose. We make the city our own as we 
appropriate the space for alternative uses—taking the long walk home, sitting on a stoop 
to enjoy the sun, or exploring a new neighborhood. The structure was created for a 
purpose and we are meant to read and walk through them as such, but we appropriate the 
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city for ourselves and alter it simply by walking differently through it. De Certeau 
suggested that there is power in walking, then, in wandering, in exploring. 
 
I turn east down 10th Street at Tompkins Square Park and head down a wide 
sidewalk shaded by a tall canopy of hedge maples, London planes, and American elms. 
Some of the elms are 150 years old, and their long limbs dance in the wind. It is early fall 
and their leaves are mostly gone, growing toward sun and light in the middle of this 
skyscraping city.  
I pass the park’s concrete baseball fields and a skate park filled with loud voices 
and scuffing shoes. Halfway down the block I pass the “Peaceful Grove,” a tiny picnic 
garden of baby spruce and oak wedged between the skate park and some basketball and 
handball courts. Kids laugh and play on either side, but this oasis is empty. I’ve lived 
here for years, but I’ve never been in it. I consider stopping to sit and look up at the trees, 
but I’ve not quite slowed myself down enough to want to linger yet.  
On the other side of the street from the park, there is a row of seven-story tenement 
buildings—brick apartment complexes that are each three or four windows wide with 
thick, iron fire escapes crisscrossing their facades. Some of these buildings are nearly as 
old as the oldest elms, but not quite as tall. There is a public library in one of the 
tenements, and it’s one of my favorite spots to sit and read or work. 
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As the park ends at Avenue B, the 
tenements’ first floors shift from residential to 
commerce. There is a large windowed barbershop 
where a man getting his hair cut inside. Behind 
him is an open door to a backroom where a 
bartender is setting up for the night. It’s a not-so-
secret speakeasy that will soon have a bouncer out 
front and a dozen people in line hoping to get in.  
Tompkins Square Park was built in 1834 as 
the foundation of a growing city. In the 
Commissioners Plan of 1811, the city plotted its 
expansion with the grid system. It was an 
engineering and civic feat that extended the small 
city of lower Manhattan into the full island along a 
2,000-block matrix of long commercial avenues 
and residential cross-streets. The plan coincided 
with the beginning of the United States’ Industrial 
Revolution, so the city expanded rapidly north and 
quickly consumed the farmlands and hills of the 
rest of the island. 
In 1811, the East Village was farm and 
swamp, but as the city expanded north, Tompkins 
Square Park was planned as one of the six original 





neighborhood parks: Union, Madison, Washington, Stuyvesant, Tompkins, and 
Gramercy. These squares were built to create wealthy neighborhoods, but three years 
after the city reached Tompkins, a housing market collapse brought on the Panic of 1837, 
and this part of Manhattan soon filled with the tenement buildings the Lower East Side is 
now known for, giving it the iconic fire escapes blocks rather than, say, the 19th Century 
mansions and brownstones that still mark Washington and Gramercy. Rather than 
wealthy townhomes, this neighborhood was consumed by factory workers, immigrants, 
and impoverished families. It largely stayed that way until young artists and activists 
began moving in in the 1950s, ‘60s, and ‘70s until the city’s financial services industry 
boom hit the neighborhood with a new wave of gentrification in the ‘90s and ‘00s, slowly 
beginning to attract the kind of wealth that was intended from the start. 
As I pass Avenue B and head toward C, the stores and bars fall away to the 
occasional bodega or small business. Mostly it’s a mix of old tenements, large apartment 
complexes, and the occasional new-construction glass and steel condo. Then past C, 
tenements and condos fall away to the taller, wider buildings of public housing and wide 
apartment complexes, and near the corner of Avenue D, there is a community center with 
a pool and playground and a dozen kids out front smiling and laughing. 
As I cross D, I watch an older couple yelling at each other. The man is on a fold-up 
bicycle and has what I would assume is his 5- or 6-year-old granddaughter sitting on the 
bike rack above the back tire. The bicycle has tiny wheels, but her little legs are still too 
short to touch the ground. She hangs precariously to the seat post as he leans the bicycle 
against his leg. 
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As I get close enough to hear their conversation, the man is yelling, “Ese es tu 
problema, ese no es mi problema. Ese es tu problema.” He pulls away while looking 
back, still yelling, and the bicycle’s wheels wobble. The bicycle looks like it’s about to 
topple over, but the grandfather seems too occupied to care. The young girl is equally 
unfazed, hanging onto the seat post and rack without a care.  
The bicycle finally gets enough speed to go in a straight line—the wrong way 
down a one-way street. 
The urban wanderer’s roots are often placed in a story by Edgar Allan Poe, who 
bounced his whole life among the eastern seaboard cities of New York, Boston, 
Baltimore, and Philadelphia. His 1840 “The Man of the Crowd” was an early story that 
offered a dark look at the anonymity of city life in the age of industrialization. In the 
story, an unnamed narrator watches crowds walk past, observing various “types” of 
people, making judgments on their professions and personalities by their clothes and 
habits. The narrator soon fixates on one individual he cannot categorize, and it troubles 
him. He follows the man, for two nights, worried by his suspicious demeanor and the hint 
of a dagger under his coat. There are indications the man is a murderer, but we see no 
crime, and the reader is finally left to wonder whether to worry more about the man in the 
crowd or about our anxious narrator … and perhaps to even wonder if the two men are 
the same person, a lost soul wandering without purpose through an over-purposed city. 
After all, what is a man in the city if he is not a factory worker, a manager, a train 
conductor, or a servant? 
“The Man in the Crowd” is often seen as a precursor to Poe’s famous detective 
Dupin (Werner 2004: iix), but it is not quite a detective story. There is no crime, only an 
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endless loop of potential criminal and passive observer, wandering the streets together, 
but separate. Walter Benjamin writes of it, “Only the armature remains: the pursuer, the 
crowd, and an unknown man who managed to walk through London in such a way that 
he always remains in the middle of the crowd” (2006: 79). And while Poe’s Dupin 
becomes a more pointed walker—in search of criminals to catch—his man in the crowd 
seems more of a wandering example of a city filled with so many people that anonymity 
can become a horrid veil for evil. Unpurposed walking, here, becomes deviant when not 
attached to a function of the city’s economy. 
Of course, there are many readings, and it is the kind of story that lends itself to it. 
It is a walking story that requires you to walk through the text to find your own way. 
There is no obvious point to it, so you must wander and pause to consider whatever you 
want to consider. For me, I pause to wonder whether Poe’s “Man in the Crowd” 
represents Poe. I wonder if the narrator is a metaphor for the life of the alienated artist in 
the Industrial Age, wandering without place. I take my own understanding of Poe, and 
some textual evidence, and I see something a bit different than Benjamin and others, and 
this reading is a “poaching” itself. I wander off the path of the story and of the traditional 
readings to wonder a bit…. 
In the same book that holds “Walking in the City” is an essay called “Reading as 
Poaching,” where de Certeau transfers many of his metaphors of walking to the act of 
reading. He suggests that schooling and “experts” push us to read texts within specific 
structures and purposes, but we often wander off-course to find so much more than what 
we are told is there. We poach as we read in many of the same ways that we poach as we 
walk. For de Certeau, walking and reading are both ways that individuals stake claim on 
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our place in the ordered world. We rewrite ourselves and our landscapes constantly, 
challenging the way that others read and write the world around us and for us. 
 
10th Street ends at the FDR Drive in a cul-de-sac just past Avenue D. The land on 
either side of me is spacious but barren—pocked with 13-story public housing buildings, 
each in the shape of an X and rising like concrete monoliths above yellow-green grass. 
There are almost 20 buildings from 6th Street to 13th, called the Jacob Riis Houses, built 
just after WWII and named for the photojournalist whose 1890 book How the Other Half 
Lives offers pictures and stories of the Lower East Side. The book chronicles a time when 
dozens lived to a room and worked in factories for pennies a day. Riis photographed 
young children working the looms for the textile industry and families living without 
running water or sewage disposal. 
Riis was one of the first flash photographers, and he spent his nights walking 
through the factory slums taking pictures of the everyday conditions of workers and their 
families. Unlike Poe’s wanderer, who brought us in as voyeur to the terrifying underbelly 
of a city, Riis hoped his written and photographed walks would shed light on the city’s 
troubles. He even became friends with Teddy Roosevelt and brought Roosevelt out on 
some walks, helping him understand the lost lives that fed the American upper class of 
the so-called Gilded Age. 
Riis’ work and activism put faces and stories to the nameless, allowing the factory 
workers to be seen as human rather than grist, and it would help usher in changes to labor 
and landlord laws. His walks, shared with the world through story and image, became 
dramatic acts of social change. 
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In one passage in How the Other Half Lives, he wrote: 
Where are the tenements of to-day? Say rather: where are they not? In fifty 
years they have crept up from the Fourth Ward slums and the Five Points the 
whole length of the island, and have polluted the Annexed District to the 
Westchester line. Crowding all 
the lower wards, wherever 
business leaves a foot of ground 
unclaimed; strung along both 
rivers, like ball and chain tied to 
the foot of every street, and 
filling up Harlem with their 
restless, pent-up multitudes, they 
hold within their clutch the 
wealth and business of New 
York, hold them at their mercy in 
the day of mob-rule and wrath. 
(1971: 12) 
 
I’ve walked past these 
buildings hundred of times but 
never noticed that they were 
named after Jacob Riis. In fact, 
I’ve not thought much about Riis 
since I read How the Other Half 
Lives in high school. 
I walked down 10th Street 
to the East River Park today 
because I wanted to see the 
water, but seeing the Riis Houses 
and the FDR Drive butting against the river sparks a memory from when I first moved to 
the city. I was surprised when I first recognized that Manhattan had put public housing 
Jacob Riis, from How the Other Half Lives (1890).  
 
“Three Urchins Huddling for Warmth in a Window Well on 









and a highway along the waterfront. Most people would assume that waterfront views 
would be claimed by the wealthy in the same way that neighborhood squares were. But 
this city was much different when the highway and public housing were built in the 
1940s and ‘50s. We were an industrial nation in a booming phase then, and our factories 
had lived along the water for a hundred years, dumping sewage and shipping materials 
down into the sea. It must have seemed obvious to the urban planners of the time to put 
low-rent housing on the outskirts. Many American cities were trying to make themselves 
more car-friendly, and this was the outskirts then, the dirty waterfront, and the natural 
progression of center to periphery to discard.  
The city’s urban development head at the time, Robert Moses, led the charge, 
slicing highways through neighborhoods and waterfronts, and constructing massive block 
housing, all built on the structures and ideas put in place in the 19th Century. The FDR 
was nothing more than another river—moving workers and good in and refuse out. It was 
merely an extension of the utilitarian perspective that had built the island so quickly. 
The Industrial Revolution in the U.S. took hold during the British embargoes in the 
War of 1812, when the U.S. was forced to begin manufacturing for itself. This city itself 
doubled in population every decade throughout the 19th Century.  
Poe, who died in 1849, was living right in the heart of it.  
In the late 1840s and ‘50s, the Parisian poet Charles Baudelaire began translating 
Poe’s work to French, elevating Poe’s work around the globe. The two lived at a time 
when Europe and America were solidifying their shift from an agrarian economy to an 
industrial one, and this shift did not leave these men unaware. Both were consumed by 
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the idea of the city, and Baudelaire began directly theorizing about the city, in part by 
using the methods and metaphors of walking. 
Baudelaire’s Europe had begun its own Industrial Revolution well before his 
lifetime, and before the United States did, but he watched the United States’ rapid 
development with horror. He saw the country as one that was “proud of her material, 
abnormal and well-nigh monstrous development, this newcomer in history [that] has a 
simple faith in the all-powerfulness of industry” (1995: 73). In writing about Poe, he said 
he saw the poet as an example of what it is to be a talented artist left to die in abject 
poverty for the simple fact that he is trapped in a country that only respects industrial 
production (1995: 100). 
Baudelaire believed that America was being built on “the idea of utility, which is 
the most hostile of all to the idea of beauty” (1995: 100), creating the kind of society 
willing to build its wealth on slavery and servitude, ready “to tie up and burn negroes 
whose sole crime is to have felt their black cheeks pricking with the red blush of honour” 
(1995: 100).  
This degradation of the individual at the expense of utility even reached into our 
poetry in what he calls “the heresy of The Didactic.” He worried that everything in this 
new world had to have a specific, production-oriented purpose—even our poetry and art.  
Baudelaire writes, “A whole host of people imagine that the aim of poetry is some 
kind of instruction—that it ought now to fortify the conscience, now to perfect manners, 
now to demonstrate some aspect of utility” (1995: 105). He didn’t suggest that poetry 
was meaningless or without morality, but the trend to reduce art to be seen as nothing but 
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function and utility is troubling. He writes, “If a poet pursues a moral aim, he will have 
weakened his poetic powers” (1995: 106-107). 
Baudelaire attempted to elevate the idea that wandering and walking and observing 
and creating were not only beautiful or poetic. They were essential. They were ways of 
challenging this overwhelming demand for utility.  
In his essay, “The Painter of Modern Day Life,” Baudelaire uses his reading of 
Poe’s “Man of the Crowd” as a platform from which to transform the Parisian flâneur in 
order to make us walk in a different way.  
At the time, the flâneur was considered a bourgeois figure who strolled the city 
streets—a dandy or dawdler who took long, slow walks. He was a “he” and he was 
bourgeois because it took power and money to wander for long periods of time, but 
Baudelaire focused less on the individuals than on the walk, and transforming the act of 
walking and wandering into a metaphor. 
Baudelaire recast the flâneur as a more exploratory and creative figure—a 
passionate spectator painting the world anew through observation. Walking was a 
creative and thoughtful act, a way of stepping away and re-painting the world. 
The crowd is his element, as the air is that of birds and water of fishes. 
His passion and his profession are to become one flesh with the crowd. For 
the perfect flâneur, for the passionate spectator, it is an immense joy to set 
up house in the heart of the multitude, amid the ebb and flow of movement, 
in the midst of the fugitive and the infinite. To be away from home and yet 
to feel oneself everywhere at home; to see the world, to be at the centre of 
the world, and yet to remain hidden from the world—such are a few of the 
slightest pleasures of those independent, passionate, impartial natures 
which the tongue can but clumsily define. The spectator is a prince who 
everywhere rejoices in his incognito. The lover of life makes the whole 
world his family…. The lover of universal life enters into the crowd as 
though it were an immense reservoir of electrical energy. Or we might liken 
him to a mirror as vast as the crowd itself; or to a kaleidoscope gifted with 
consciousness, responding to each one of its movements and reproducing 
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the multiplicity of life and the flickering grace of all the elements of life. He 
is an ‘I’ with an insatiable appetite for the ‘non-I’, at every instant 
rendering and explaining it in pictures more living than life itself, which is 
always unstable and fugitive (1995: 9-10). 
 
Baudelaire’s flâneur has the spirit of the traveler or wanderer or artist. He is an explorer 
who embraces the streets as an extension of home rather than as structured paths that lead 
from function to function. His wanderer seeks to be a “passionate spectator,” walking in a 
way that is a “return toward childhood,” toward wonder (1995: 7). 
Baudelaire elevates the act of walking into a method of exploration and inquiry, a 
creative act that combines critical inquiry and the joy of discovery into the everyday. And 
like de Certeau a hundred and thirty years later, Baudelaire suggests that walking is a 
generative and creative act itself, and that if we walk in this more thoughtful way then we 
can all become the “painters of modern day life.” 
 
The FDR is filled with the bumper-to-bumper traffic. It is 6pm on a Friday and all 
the commuters and all of the weekend escapists are trying to get out of the city at the 
same time.  
I head up one of the heavily fenced overpasses while the traffic below moves 
slower than I can walk. It reminds me how happy I am to not own a car any more, and to 
not be trapped down below.  
In front of me, a mother leads three 10-year-olds dressed in football gear. The kids 
look like their pads have swallowed them whole as they talk excitedly about their day. 
One of them can barely catch his breath as he tells her about a game they had played in 
class, but they’re gone as soon as they’ve appeared. They head down the access road 
toward the playing fields while I continue on toward the water. 
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The East River is a deep black and blue, perhaps half a mile wide here. Across it I 
can see Williamsburg’s factory waterfront. It looks like a neighborhood in rapid 
transition, with a handful of high-rise apartment complexes under construction—their 
naked white lights running dozens of stories into the sky, sitting among a row of decrepit 
and often abandoned factories. 
The riverfront on my own side is undergoing change as well. When I moved here 
seven years ago, this boardwalk was in the beginning phases of construction, beginning 
its shift from yellow grasses, discarded trash, and broken fences to what it is now—a 
shiny wandering walkway of fresh cement, parkland fields, and modern art. The city is 
still working on completing much of the work further south, where old factory 
warehouses and shipping docks still consume parts of the waterfront, but this city’s 
waterfronts have been slowly transitioning from its industrial past in recent decades. 
I’ve come to this waterfront a lot since living here, but I am almost never walking. 
I commute by bicycle to teach at a university in lower Manhattan, and I bike to visit 
friends in Brooklyn. I’ve gone on dates down here and I’ve run circles along these paths. 
On particularly motivated days, I run down this walkway to go rock climbing at a gym in 
Brooklyn, but I usually come here for a specific purpose—to get somewhere or to do 
something productive. And while I am walking to Brooklyn, and doing it to write this 
piece, I am also not doing any of it very efficiently. There is a more direct walk to 
Gowanus, and a more direct way to describe the history of urban wanderer. Most 
histories do not involve an actual walk, in fact, but if I’d done this solely from the 
comfort of my apartment, then I would see and show you a much different world—one 
without all of the detours and amblings necessary in any walk or wander. 
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Like crickets … I can hear crickets, and they are getting louder. 
The boardwalk is a long, narrow, cement structure with the river on one side and 
playing fields on the other, but within the boardwalk there are several small parks, 
gardens, and picnic tables. The sound of the crickets seems to be coming from a small 
garden of tall cattails in front of me. As I get closer, I can hear thousands of them creating 
a cacophony of high-pitched chirps. I walk up to it and kneel down, looking to see if I can 
find any, but I can’t. I walk around the cattails slowly, looking in, but I can’t see a thing 
but the sound. And it is deafening, as if there are too many crickets to fit in this tiny plot 
of land. But I can’t see a thing. There is nothing. I give up and walk south. 
 
We give the title “Industrial Revolution” to the decades surrounding the turn of the 
19th Century because it was such a massive shift, but the shift didn’t exist in a single 
“revolution.” It continued and continues still. The second half of the 19th Century would 
see the advent of the elevator, the telephone, public transportation, steam engine ships, 
and the expansion of the possibilities and uses for steel, glass, electricity, and plumbing. 
Cities grew not only out but up, into massive skyscrapers and factories. Information 
passed with increasing rapidity as access to electricity propelled printing presses, radios, 
trains, and intercontinental cables. Boats began transporting huge numbers of people 
across oceans—mixing, uprooting, enslaving, and altering cultures at a faster and faster 
pace. Poe and Baudelaire lived in the heart of much of that change, and so did this 
waterfront. 
Across the river, the Domino Sugar Factory stands as the most iconic factory along 
Brooklyn’s waterfront. It is a beautiful but abandoned redbrick set of buildings erected in 
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1884 that runs for four city blocks next to the Williamsburg Bridge. On one of the factory 
towers, set against the massive steel bridge, is the yellow cursive sign that reads “Domino 
Sugar.”  
The factory is one of the symbols at the center of the changes the city is going 
through right now. If you walk through Greenpoint or Williamsburg, it’s hard to not 
come across flyers, petitions, signs, and graffiti supporting a campaign to “Save the 
Domino Factory.” Since it shut down operations in 2004, its new owners have announced 
plans to build another series of high-end waterfront skyscrapers, bringing more office-
jobs and housing to the area, but various community organizations hope to stop the plans 
or buy it back, and turn the landmark building into a museum or cultural center. 
Their justification on the need to save this building ranges from flyer to flyer. In 
some it is a desire to preserve history or a symbol of a neighborhood, in others it is a 
struggle against gentrification or a concern over the massive change to population 
density, but one thing is for sure, there is power behind that place … but probably not 
enough to save it. 
Looking around, I realize I am the only person walking on this boardwalk. The 
only one. There is the occasional cyclist, and the occasional fisherman, but mostly there 
are just dozens of runners. They pant their way past me, often staring at the cement ten 
feet in front of them. Most are in their 20s to early 30s. Most are fit and wear expensive 
running clothes. Well over half are women. I continue south as they run past in either 
direction. Most of them run loops, so I see them again and again. 
To my right there are playground, ballfields, and running tracks. I pause to watch a 
touch football game on a yellow grass field and then a padded football game on greener 
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grasses. Both groups are high school boys, but the padded kids are more muscular, and 
they move more slowly. The kids without pads are laughing, and while they are just as 
organized, they are actually playing. They get off ten plays in the time it takes the padded 
kids to run one. 
Between the two football practices, a half a dozen high schoolers hang out on the 
sidelines. Two boys have bicycles, and two more stand near them. They are all watching 
what seem to be their two friends—a guy and girl. The girl is laughing and playing, but 
then she pushes him. Hard. When he regains his feet, she punches him in the chest. He 
buckles back and she jumps on him, wrestling him to the ground. Their friends laugh 
nervously, but they don’t do anything. They seem as unsure as I am if this is a joke. She’s 
on top of him, smacking him hard in the head with open hands. She stops for a second to 
yell at him, and then hits him once more before getting up to run over to the other guys, 
smiling and laughing as she does. The beaten boy gets up and walks over with an unsure 
smile. The girl’s attention goes back on him, but this time with a face filled with smirk 
and play. 
 
In the 1930s, Walter Benjamin elevated the idea of the urban wanderer through his 
own writing around the flâneur. The flâneur’s existence in anthropology, literary theory, 
political activism, and urban studies is often attributed to his analysis of Poe and 
Baudelaire in The Writer of Everyday Life (a clear pull from Baudelaire’s The Painter of 




Benjamin ties the flâneur more directly than Baudelaire to the economic 
transformations of capitalism and industrialism. Or at least he ties it with a more forceful 
use of the discourses of Marx, Weber, Durkheim, and others that would shape the cultural 
criticism of the 20th Century. To Benjamin, the flâneur represents less the questioning 
artist than a direct fight against the mechanical movements of the city and the alienation 
of an automated life. The flâneur is not a wanderer but a fighter, using secession and 
analysis as a sort of civil disobedience. Walking becomes a tool for a specific end rather 
than an exploration.  
Benjamin writes, the flâneur’s “leisurely appearance as a personality is his protest 
against the division of labour which makes people into specialists. It is also his protest 
against their industriousness” (1997: 54).  
Benjamin saw the period that Poe and Baudelaire lived through as a historical 
moment where artists, poets, and the flâneur were fighting for a world that could have 
been. It was the flâneur who paused to look, while others became objects of industry. The 
writer is merely a walker who shares his thoughts, but he goes through the same process 
of stepping away, observing, and analyzing. Writing and walking become one. 
But the flâneur would not survive either, in Benjamin’s view. In The Arcades 
Project, Benjamin explores the flâneur in his own 1930s Paris and explains that one can 
no longer be a true flâneur: 
[The flâneur’s] is the gaze of the alienated man …. whose way of life 
still conceals behind a mitigating nimbus the coming desolation of the big-
city dweller. The flâneur still stands on the threshold…. The crowd is the 
veil through which the familiar city beckons to the flâneur as 
phantasmagoria—now a landscape, now a room. Both become of the 
department store, which makes use of flanerie itself to sell goods. The 




For Benjamin, walking in the city has become unavoidably connected to consumerism, 
making it impossible to step outside of an economy-driven, utility-focused life. Through 
the prevalence of advertising and new industries (like the expensive clothes on the 
runners around me), walking merely turn us into a different sort of cog in a wheel that 
spins us through a producer/consumer relationship with the world around us.  
There is no stepping away. The flâneur’s actions have been co-opted to die the 
slow death of window-shopping. 
The sun is beginning to set, casting a soft yellow-orange glow that cuts a sharp 
shadow under the Williamsburg Bridge. Unwieldy overgrown parks offer fenced-in, 
untrimmed trees and long grasses underneath the bridge. These parks are on the 
threshold. If one were to add some crushed cement and graffiti, it would be easy to 
imagine a scene from the 1970s and ‘80s crime dramas that embraced the idea that gangs, 
drugs, and dead bodies were the natural inhabitants of New York City’s underpasses and 
waterfronts. But the city is not moving in that direction right now, and the backhoe and 
the piles of gravel and protective fencing seem to imply these areas are in the process of 
being turned into manicured parklands. With a bit more trimming and landscaping, they 
will soon become part of the newer wealthier waterfront. 
The island narrows after the bridge, forcing me right, to the west. Downriver, the 
Manhattan and Brooklyn Bridges stretch between the two boroughs. The Manhattan 
Bridge is first and looms in sterile, silver-blue steel, blocking out the iconic Gothic 
Revival stone of the Brooklyn Bridge. To my right, soccer fields and football fields are 
filled with casual sports leagues of adults playing in their free time on a Friday evening. 
The overhead lights slowly turn on as the sun disappears behind Manhattan’s skyline. 
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Across the river is a power plant and a cement factory with an empty barge that I’ve 
never seen move. 
The runners between the Williamsburg and Manhattan Bridges are as thick as they 
were a mile ago, but we’ve slowly passed the threshold from there being more women to 
there being more men. I’m not sure what to make of it. Is it geography that has shifted the 
demographics—more men downtown than in the East Village area? Or is it safety—
women feeling less comfortable running during sunset? Or is it something else—perhaps 
gendered career paths with different end times, or simple coincidence, or something else 
I’m not thinking of? As often happens, I’m unsure how to read this part of the landscape 
around me. 
At the Manhattan 
Bridge, I head away from 
the river and into the city 
on a street I’ve never been 
on. The bridge hums above 
in traffic and subway cars 
as I head through a small 
neighborhood of 
Chinatown, walking uphill 
in search of the Manhattan 
Bridge walkway. I’ve been 
on the waterfront for well 
over an hour now, and it is 
Detail of the three lower Manhattan Bridges, from “New York 
City, Congressional Districts: Borough of Manhattan, 1921” 




odd to be back among buildings. My horizon is now measured in the tens or hundred of 
yards, rather than miles, and it feels claustrophobic. It takes a bit to adjust. 
Closest to the water, Chinatown seems consumed by older people walking and 
chatting across desolate blocks. Speed is slower here—slower walking, slower cars, 
slower sounds, and it feels more neighborhood than bustling metropolis, but block by 
block the speed quickens, people’s average age goes down, and the buildings become 
taller and newer. There are more shops as I get farther in, more fish markets, and more 
rotten fish smells. The sunlight changes too. It set below the tall buildings long ago, but it 
now sets below an unseen horizon, the earth’s horizon, casting the sky in deep orange and 
streaks of red. Light plays off of the peeled paint of the tenements and sheds the 
occasional beam down a street onto people closing up shop for the day, or making their 
way home. 
In the mid 20th Century, the surrealists tried to turn the urban wanderer into even 
more of a revolutionary character than Benjamin’s. In the 1950s and 1960s, the 
Situationists developed the practice of Psychogeography, turning walking from 
observation, inquiry, and resistance into a more active and disruptive method. Guy 
Debord helped develop a methodology around this idea with the concepts of the dérive 
(or “drift”) and détournement (or “diversion”) centered on the belief that we had become 
a “society of the spectacle”—where consumer culture had appropriated our every move 
and now drove our culture entirely. 
Debord took Benjamin’s worries and amplified them, writing that we had reached a 
point where “the commodity completes its colonization of social life” (2004: 42). He 
suggested that it had consumed not only our views on the street and in our homes, but all 
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of our social relationships. Everything is now mediated by images and “commodity 
fetishism” rather than interactions (2004: 4). We have turned each other into 
commodities, and our interactions into transactions. To combat this, Debord sought out 
ways to disrupt this relationship by focusing on walking and art in the everyday in order 
to find ways to fight their co-opted existence. 
The détournement (also called “culture jamming”) called for the re-appropriation 
of art and walking. Détournements were often acts of parody, satire, and irony, and were 
sometimes based in art and advertising, and sometimes in flash mob re-writings (and 
re-walkings) of place and space. They were meant to take the symbols, genres, and 
language of the culture of commodity and use that language to challenge itself.  
One recent example of culture jamming I’ve seen in the East Village is by the 
street artist Raemann, who puts up post-apocalyptic black-and-white posters of people in 
gas masks attached to water 
bottles. The bottles read, “Poland 
Spring Air” and “EviAir,” hinting 
at both the world we might live in 
some day and the one we already 
do live in, where something as 
essential as water or air might be 
so suspect that it has to be bottled, 
marketed, and sold.  
Another example is the 
group “Improv Everywhere,” who 






performed the “Subway Art Gallery Opening,” staging a gallery opening on a subway 
platform. They placed art index cards next to ordinary objects. Subway signs, garbage 
cans, and even standing people were labeled as “art.” The group caught regular subway 
riders off guard with the waiters in tuxedos handing them glasses of wine (2009). 
Détournements are more spectacle than walking, though. The dérive, or drift, is the 
Situationist technique that is most like the concept of the urban wanderer. It is a way of 
walking that—like the détournement—is meant to expose the ingrained structures, 
movements, and discourses in our everyday life, but it is done through walking and 
mapping rather than spectacle.  
In his essay, “Theory of the Dérive,” Debord writes, “In a dérive one or more 
persons during a certain period drop their relations, their work and leisure activities, and 
all their other usual motives for movement and action, and let themselves be drawn by the 
attractions of the terrain and the encounters they find” (1956). He urges people to walk in 
ways that challenged the expectations of movement through a place.  
While this sounds a bit like Benjamin’s flâneur, Debord pushes for it to be a social 
action. In the dérive, two or three 
people meet (and ideally don’t 
even know each other by face) 
and they walk, or drift, together 
through the city. Their walking 
becomes an analysis of “the 
fissures in the urban network, of 
the role of microclimates, of 
Screen grab from the video, “Subway Art Gallery 
Opening” (courtesy: improveverywhere.com.) 
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distinct neighborhoods with no relation to administrative boundaries, and above all of the 
dominating action of centers of attraction” (1956). They might create a map, or write 
from the experience to share their findings, but the idea is to develop a new 
understanding of geography, a “psychogeography” determined by an individual 
unshackled from the spectacle. The wanderer follows whatever excitement or interest 
carries him or her, and expressly ignores the boundaries. 
Debord hoped that these walks would help create “psychogeographical 
articulations of a modern city” that are “no longer a matter of precisely delineating stable 
continents, but of changing architecture and urbanism” (1956). He hoped that by 
disrupting the everyday, and exploring the world with intentional randomness, we would 
develop a more critical, questioning relationship with our personal geography. He wrote, 
“The element of exploration is minimal in comparison with that of behavioral 
disorientation” (1956). Debord wanted us to disorient ourselves intentionally so that we 
could find new ways of walking or being in the world. 
 
Walking up to the Manhattan Bridge is like entering a surrealist wasteland. I half 
expect a melting clock to drip from one of the many flat surfaces. It is a disorienting 
place, but not by choice. 
While the bridge is an impersonally large and simple steel suspension bridge, the 
entrance to it is a broad, empty space. At the top of the emptiness, leading onto the 
bridge, is a massive white stone archway and curved colonnade. It is a mix of styles that 
feel incongruous and off-putting.  
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The bridge was built in 1909 during the City Beautiful movement (and not too long 
after Riis and the Gilded Age), when neoclassical architecture was stretched into grand 
public plazas. Architects and city planners of the time took classical architectural plans 
and essentially just doubled the space around each feature. After a hundred years of a 
booming urban life, they wanted space. 
The Industrial Age had created overcrowded cities filled with dirty factories and 
tenements, so this urban design movement seemed to believe that adding space around 
major public works would create a few oases of white stone and long horizons. City 
Beautiful gave us public plazas like Washington, D.C.’s Grand Mall and Chicago’s 
World’s Columbia Exposition, as well as Oscar Niemeyer and Lucio Costa’s disastrously 
sprawly Brazilian city, Brasilia.  
The city falls to a visual lull here. There is a hundred-yards-square cement oasis 
that is crisscrossed with crowded roadways trying to get onto, off, or past the Manhattan 
Bridge. It creates a confusing set of cement islands, but it does have a surprisingly 
soothing feel. It forces the eye in one of two directions, downhill to a sprawling section of 
Chinatown’s Canal Street, or up to the bridge entrance, but the lack of structures and 
horizon creates a mess of cars, bicycles, and pedestrians. Signs and lights are useless 
here, and police stand in the middle of the streets trying to direct it all.  
I cross over a few islands, but like everyone else, I’m jaywalking without the notice 
or care of the police, who seem to have accepted the fact that we will all run our reds. 
They barely react to anything until one of the red-light runners, a car, almost slams into 
oncoming traffic. The cop raises her arms high and yells, “Hey,” before she shrugs and 
turns back to waving her arms inconsequentially in the air. 
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I make it through the roadway minefields and get onto the bridge’s south side 
walkway. There are two levels to the Manhattan Bridge, with cars on the upper level, and 
the subway, pedestrians, and cyclists on the lower level. Through a thin fence to my left 
run two tracks of the N/Q subway lines, then two tracks of the B/D subway, and then a 
northside walkway designated for bike traffic.  
The sun has finally set, and the sky has turned a deep blue. I’ve run this part of the 
route before and hated this hill—a steep incline to the apex—but I’m just ambling now, 
pausing to look down at the neighborhood I just came from. The fence is high and curled 
inward to discourage jumpers, but I can see Mechanic’s Alley below, a small street that 
cuts parallel to the bridge.  
Manhattan Bridge runs at an angle to the streets and Mechanic’s Alley cuts with it, 
creating an odd set of triangular blocks and buildings among the gridded city. It seems 
this bridge was one structure that was forced sideways, and it makes for some interesting 
architecture. One tenement is shaped like a triangle. It’s smallest end narrows to fewer 
than five feet wide. The room inside must be no wider than three feet. It’s interesting to 
wonder what that room might be used for, but the whole building also seems to be 
crumbling away like a slice of blue cheese. 
The roofs of all of the buildings are covered in graffiti. The buildings are about the 
same height of the bridge here so it is a perfect canvas with a captured audience. These 
tags are mostly nothing special though. They celebrate individuals, their crews, or the 
Lower East Side, but they are not political, and they are not particularly beautiful. They 
are names on a wall. 
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Behind them, the financial district rises like a mountain of rooftops and spears. The 
waterfront has parklands and the FDR, then factory warehouses that have been turned 
into apartments or storage units, then public housing blocks and rows of tenements. But 
past those high-rise apartment buildings and office complexes are covered in the bright 
lights of massive glass, steel, and stone. 
The New York waterfront has transformed because of the success of these massive 
buildings. In the 1960s and ‘70s the country deindustrialized as we outsourced production 
and imported other countries’ natural resources and labor, building our economy on debt 
and consumption. We consolidated our power through the banks and military, throwing 
leaders out of power in Iran, Guatemala, Chile, Panama, and many more, but our debt 
mixed with the loss in manufacturing caught up with us. In 1975, New York City itself 
almost went bankrupt as the country went through a deep recession. It didn’t end until the 
early 1980s when a new economy gained steam, creating a boom through a service 
economy that focused on banking to facilitate economic trade around the world.  
New York became the center of this new economy, furthering the shift of 
manufacturing and shipping jobs out of the city or out of the country, and consolidating 
power even further. The dot com boom in the 1990s, and its deepening and continuation 
today, created new entrepreneurial opportunity that expanded these complex “service” 
jobs that require little more than a cubicle and a computer.  
In fact, I have a friend through rock climbing who does energy sector trades from 
his apartment a block from the climbing gym. He has two 55” monitors side-by-side 
where he can watch a dozen trade and research windows, waiting and sitting all day until 
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he sees an opportunity to buy or sell a piece of the world, and then skim a bit from the top 
for his commission. 
We’ve sealed our fate in this new economy for the time being. New York City’s 
billionaire mayor from 2002 to 2014, Michael Bloomberg, who made his money in the 
financial services, transformed the city’s physical landscape to reflect this new post-
industrial vision. Bloomberg focused his reimagining of the city on high density office 
buildings and condos and a redesigned waterfront. He rezoned 37% of the city in his 12 
years. This massive rezoning paved the way for more than 400,000 new buildings, with 
most either along the waterfront or along subway corridors. Factories were replaced with 
high-end condos and parklands, and car traffic was replaced with high-speed buses and 
bike lanes. It was a rapid change that created deeply mixed reactions, from joy in green 
spaces and a cleaner city to anger at his lack of care for existing residents, who were 
often shoved from their homes as the city’s rents and property values skyrocketed, and 
for the continued deepening of the divide in privilege, power, and wealth for a specific 
kind of work. Bloomberg oversaw the largest rezoning initiative since 1962, when Robert 
Moses was in full force building highways and public housing units. (Fessenden et al., 
2013) 
But Bloomberg made one thing clear: the age of industry was over in New York 
City and it wasn’t coming back. 
An N-train rumbles by on the tracks behind me, shaking my skin as it rattles across 
the bridge. The subway car is filled with people headed from Manhattan back to their 
homes in Brooklyn. It is dark where I’m standing, and the subway car is lit from inside 
with thousands of people staring out the small windows, or with their heads down in a 
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book, phone, or floor. As the subway clatters away, I realize that the lights above me are 
out. Several lamps in a row seemed to have blown. I’m halfway across the Manhattan 
Bridge and I’m in darkness.  
For a moment it is quiet. My eyes adjust. It is as if I’ve just walked from a house 
into the woods and suddenly my senses come alive. I can see stars. In a city that drowns 
its nights with light and noise, it is rare to see stars. It is rare to see sky. But there they 
are.  
I stop and lean into the fence. My fingers wrap through the chain links.  
The Brooklyn Bridge is about a thousand feet away, lit softly along its suspension 
cables, and the financial district’s lights rise to the right, but what consumes my view is 
the dark river. It swirls in current and shimmers as shadows and stars and city lights 
reflect on the water’s surface as the river flows toward New York Harbor.  
It is dark here. And quiet. As dark and quiet as it gets in this city. Manhattan looks 
small and bright and contained. Its crowded lights shoot beams into the sky, but it is no 
match for the dark mass of river, harbor, and ocean.  
Standing tall in the midst in the middle of all the tall lights is a deep gap of height 
and light where the massive World Trade memorial park now sits.  
The new World Trade Tower One grows from the center and it is nearly complete. 
It looks tall and glass and incomplete, with naked light bulbs running lines up its side in a 
uniformity that only calls to attention the life in the buildings around it. Its lights are 




It has been well over a decade since the towers were taken down by people who 
seemed intent on destroying a symbol of America’s global dominance. More than three 
thousand people died in the attack, including 32 from my hometown in Connecticut, and 
they are slowly rebuilding. The tower is supposed to open within the year and it looks 
nearly complete. 
When Michel de Certeau stood on top of one of the Twin Towers in 1980, the 
United States was in recession, the city was broke, and the financial sector and 
entrepreneurial economy were barely on the horizon. De Certeau was part of a movement 
in academic theory that tried to step beyond a structuralist understanding of culture. They 
felt it was no longer as simple as saying that we were cogs in a wheel—either the 
producers or the consumers, or the owners and the owned. He refuted the hyperbolic 
language that implied we were without individual power and without nuanced ways of 
living in the world. De Certeau was part of a shift that saw singular interpretations and 
didactic visions of the world as destructive, even if those binary arguments were 
commanded to fight oppression. By pulling at the strings of nuance and story that sat 
between the polemics of oppressor/oppressed, developed/undeveloped, city/nature, 
white/black, male/female, and others, these theorists began developing a new language 
based on a more complex inquiry.  
Anthropology, in particular, was upended, as the practice of studying the “other” 
was complicated. Clifford Geertz worried that if anthropology continued looking at 
culture as separated, bounded, and independent, rather than as a complex layer of 
individuals and interactions, we were trapping ourselves within a destructive 
understanding of each other (1975: 119). He argued that his field needed to better engage 
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in “thick description” rather than didactic analysis, and to drop the polemics in favor of a 
more narrative and dialogic understanding of people. 
Standing on this bridge, looking at the gap that once held the towers that 
de Certeau stood on more than thirty years ago, it’s hard not to see the actions of 
September 11 as a dramatic and corporeal example of the continuation of that separated, 
bounded understanding of the world, both in our actions as a military-led economy, and 
in the polemic world view that would lead people to a casualty-filled spectacle of a 
suicide as a form of protest and change through destruction. 
I walk on, as I must, and I am soon over Brooklyn’s DUMBO. The lights are out 
below and couples walk along the riverfront parks that overlook downtown Manhattan. 
Renovated factory buildings rise up beyond the parklands with massive glass windows 
that show high ceiling apartments and office space.  
I knew DUMBO in the late 90s when I was an intern at a small magazine. Our 
managing editor and her artist boyfriend lived illegally in one of DUMBO’s few 
remaining abandoned factories. They had us over one night for drinks and I fell in love 
with the city a little bit that night, seeing the high, stripped ceilings and artwork strewn 
across the room. I would leave the city for the mountains less than a year later, but I 
remember it as a night that almost talked me into staying. 
DUMBO was originally called Fulton Landing but as the factories closed and 
artists moved in, residents coined the name DUMBO, Down Under the Manhattan 
Borough Overpass, the ugliest name they could think of. It was the 1970s, and they knew 
they had a gem, despite the rapidly closing waterfront factories. They decided they 
needed a new name to deter the inevitable gentrification that comes when artists move 
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into a waterfront area. They hoped that an ugly one might keep the developers out just a 
little longer, and DUMBO sounded less post-industrial quaint than Fulton Landing. 
It didn’t work, of course, but the name stuck, and all of the tall industrial factory 
buildings next to me have been turned into expensive waterfront condos and office space. 
Most of the artists, some of whom had been living illegally in lofts that were zoned as 
warehouses, were kicked out … just in time for rezoning and resale. I lost track of that 
former boss, but unless one of them joined the banking industry or hit the lottery, I’d 
assume they’ve also long-since been pushed out. 
The place certainly has beauty now in a post-industrial quaint kind of way. The 
waterfront is a picturesque set of parks, including a glass-encased carousel and a small 
beach where newlyweds like to get their picture taken so that the Manhattan skyline can 
be behind them. They’ve gutted one of waterfront the warehouses and tore off its roof, 
too, to turn it into a massive events space for concerts, food expos, and parties. It sits dark 
now, but I’ve seen it filled with thousands of lights and even more people. 
The bridge ends past DUMBO in downtown Brooklyn. It’s an area that could not 
be more different than the part of the Lower East Side I just left. This part of Brooklyn is 
a car culture city. I’m on Flatbush Avenue—a wide artery surrounded by massive glass 
behemoths that could just as easily be the city center of Denver or Dallas. It dwarfs the 
pedestrian and makes me feel as though this is a city that would swallow any cyclist or 
walker whole. 
Flatbush is the direct street to my destination—a diagonal that cuts across the grid, 
but after several blocks, I can’t stand it any more. I pop off down a side street, deciding 
that I’d rather weave my way through neighborhoods.  
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Even a block off of Flatbush, the city falls to a lull. The shops seem too small, and 
too neighborhood-like to be only a block off of sterile Flatbush Ave. There is a 
barbershop with three men talking and laughing loudly inside, and a car repair shop, a 
closed laundromat and clothing store. Two blocks in, and I am on the brownstone streets 
of Brooklyn Heights—cars lining both sides of the streets and trees above. I curl in and 
out of these street that I’ve never been on, headed through Cobble Hill and Carroll 
Gardens. One block it might be brownstones, then bodegas and flower shops, and then 
suddenly I am in a line of expensive cafés and restaurants, before hitting a block of public 
housing units before an old set of industrial-era row housing. My walk dips in and out of 
these scenes, as if I am moving through time and space without direction. The grid is of 
little help here, as it is slightly offset and doesn’t really lead me toward where I want to 
go … diagonally in a gridded city. I feel constantly lost. I don’t know this place at all and 
I move slowly, happy not to be in a rush, happy to feel disoriented. 
Psychogeography continued past Guy Debord, and Ian Sinclair is often credited 
with reasserting a new version of it in the 1990s, built from what some might call a sort 
of mysticism or occult. This new strand of psychogeographers explored along ley lines—
the culturally rooted lines of “energy” and history that run through cities. In New York, 
for instance, they might simply walk down Broadway, which runs a diagonal along the 
length of Manhattan but was once the Dutch street Heerestraat, and before that the 
Lenape’s Wickquasgeck Trail. Or they might follow a route that is less easy to grasp, like 
one along the psychic energy between great cathedrals or other meaningful places. Or 
they might even simply spell out a word across a landscape (Coverley 2012: 208-9). 
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In today’s psychogeography, the idea of the wanderer or drifter or flâneur seems to 
have shifted to something more structured and often product-oriented. Will Self, for 
instance, wrote a series called “Psychogeography” for The Independent from 2003 to 
2008, which acted more as travel articles or walking tours from place to place, and they 
even sometimes even included trains or planes, like his “walk” from London to New 
York (Coverley 2012: 215). These kinds of walks hover somewhere between the 
intentional politics of Debord and the spectacle he criticized, part inquiry and part 
cultural capital and product that embraces the commodity fetish of walking. 
Sinclair offers a slightly different take, that of the thesis-driven walker, the walker 
who attempts to directly challenge a specific aspect of the world by rewriting it 
dramatically. He writes, “The concept of ‘strolling’, aimless urban wandering, the 
flâneur, had been superseded. We had moved into the age of the stalker; journeys made 
with intent—sharp-eyed and unsponsored. The stalker was our role-model: purposed 
hiking, not dawdling, nor browsing…. This was walking with a thesis. With a prey” 
(Coverley 2012: 209).  
In both, walking is almost less important than creating art, or maps, or writing 
about the walking. These maps become essential because they “not only defamiliarize 
standard representations of space through disrupting the coherent and continuous order of 
maps, but also reveal the fractures and incoherences of socially produced space through 
their basis in urban explorations, and leave ‘openings for something new’” (Pinder 2005: 
390). But the hope in walking, rewriting, and re-representing, is to “playfully and artfully 
‘see’ the juxtaposition of the elements that make up the city in new and revealing 
relationships. The planned and unplanned segregations, the strategic and accidental 
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adjacencies, and the routine but random triangulations that occur through the mobility” 
help us constantly experience “a repository of fresh signification” (Jenks 1995: 155).  
Psychogeography has become something closer to performance art, though, and 
does not quite catch on. I might argue that this is because it too often feels like sloppy, 
utility-focused art, a continuation of the use of the discourses of the world they are 
attempting to disrupt—spectacle to fight spectacle, commodity to fight commodification. 
And perhaps there’s an inevitability to some of that, but there’s also a dishonestly and 
destructiveness that can come with it too. To explore the nuances of that, we can return to 
Raemann’s poster series about bottled air. He takes an issue we can all get behind—clean 
air and clean water—but he uses the language and spectacle of advertising to speak to it 
through parody and sarcasm. It leaves us without a particularly nuanced argument. His 
use of the rhetoric of his enemy allows it to fall flat. His art is at best thought-provoking, 
but we are left without meaning, or replacement, and only with the understanding that 
meaning is there. (We should have access to clean air? Okay … Who would disagree?) 
So Raemann fights products by creating new product, and by creating an image that will 
be shared and photographed across media because it feels like political activism, but 
really it is an unspecific form of obfuscating politics. It calls us to action to do… well, 
nothing, but to do so with fervor and aplomb.  
Worse, writes Naomi Klein, this kind of defiance reinforces the language it tries to 
fight against. By re-appropriating spectacle-driven imaging, it becomes part of the same 
dialogue and is easily and often re-co-opted. We see it daily as advertisers use these same 
tactics of self-effacement and inward-facing sarcasm in order to sell product (2006). It is 
Benjamin’s death of walking in a window-shopping world, but it also leads to more 
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insidious behavior, like the screams of “freedom” to justify an ill-advised war or an over-
reaching surveillance program. It perpetuates a cycle of violent spectacles that begets 
violent spectacle, and symbols that beget symbols. To bring this back to the metaphor of 
the walk, this is what it is to walk the world with a thesis. 
And to be clear, walking is nothing more than a metaphor here for wandering 
through ideas in the world, but it’s hard not to wonder if we’ve dipped a bit too far 
toward Benjamin, and a bit too far from Baudelaire, who called for us to embrace the 
complexity, and who hoped we would explore the complexity of our geography. He 
asked that we become passionate spectators who walk with the eyes-up investigations and 
explorations in a way that is a “return toward childhood,” toward wonder, and toward 
constant learning and inquiry (1995: 7).  
I’m feeling lost in Brooklyn. I pass a public housing unit, and the neighborhood 
changes again. I’m among row houses and brownstones and back among what seems to 
have once been the working class houses above the Brooklyn waterfront. As I head 
toward the intersections, I see a sleepy café on the corner with outdoor seating. Two 
young women are dressed in expensive clothes and they talk loudly with their hands, 
complaining about all of the excessive meetings they have to sit through at work. “I 
mean, just let me go back to my desk and do my job,” one says.  
They laugh and complain about the people who talk too much in these meetings, 
the people who say stupid things, and the people who take time away from real work. 
They’re piling on, agreeing and agreeing and agreeing and getting louder by the moment.  
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I smile at their exaggerated tone until I realize that I’ve walked past this place 
before. I am near my friends’ home. This is their neighborhood. These are their 







PLAYING IN THE INTERSECTION: 
LAYERING STORY THROUGH MEMORY AND SPACE 
 
I don’t want my poems lisped on the numbered tongues 
of children. May they be part of the world and sight  
by which we become the eye and defy question. 
—Frank O’Hara (Perloff, 1977: 53) 
 
A too-thin couple in black walks past, led by a teacup dog wearing a pink sweater. 
They barely notice the two men covered in faded face tattoos, chatting like old men under 
a tree at an entrance to Tompkins Square Park. Cabs and squirrels scurry between 
tenement buildings as an overcast sky silhouettes a church steeple. Birds sing in the trees 
as a fall wind picks up, pushing the summer sun from my skin. The wind jogs my 
memory, taking me back to my first visits to this neighborhood twenty years ago. I was 
fifteen and sixteen, coming in from the nearby Connecticut suburbs to buy weed and fake 
IDs in this “rough” part of the city. 
The East Village is home now, and not so rough, and sitting across from the park 
today causes those lives to collide, layering times and senses together. The renovated 
tenements flash with memories of long since painted over graffiti, and this café’s fresh 
croissant and cut flower smells are overrun with memories of sour streetside garbage.  
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I remember when a friend asked someone for a dime bag not too far from here and 
my heart jumps. It is as if I am there again. Adrenaline is actually released into my 36-
year-old veins. For several seconds—minutes, in fact—I experience the world through 
multiple times, multiple senses, and multiple memories. But this is the thing with 
memory. It accumulates, piling up to be re-membered, whether we ask it to or not. And it 
is often pieced together in a very physical way. 
When I moved to New York seven years ago, this café on Avenue A was my spot. 
It told the story of myself that I wanted to tell. Set up like a small Parisian café with 
cheap furniture, a faux tin tile ceiling, and outdoor seating, it symbolized the 
neighborhood I wanted to live in: mellow, quiet, bohemian. And because it was just three 
blocks south of my new apartment, it helped begin to ground me in this place and fall 
faster in love with the city. Over the years I’ve slowly begun to feel rooted here, and to 
miss my neighborhood whenever I travel away from it for too long. 
This café is also the perfect place for people watching while you work, and in front 
of me today is a goateed guy about my age riding a skateboard. He has on camo cargo 
shorts, a thin green t-shirt, and a beanie. He pauses occasionally to rest his board against 
the traffic pole to admire it, but mostly he’s playing in the intersection, trying tricks 
between moving cars, disrupting traffic. 
The casual danger of it all reminds me of Chet Raymo’s essay, “The Silence,” 
where he watches a young girl hit by a skateboarder. The moment pauses Raymo’s world. 
“Pigeons froze against the gray sky,” he writes, “Promenaders turned to stone. Traffic 
stopped on Beacon Street.” But as Raymo holds a terrified breath, he says, the cosmos 
doesn’t pause with him. As the girl flies through the air, the Earth’s rotation carries her 
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half a mile to the east, its orbit carries her forty miles west, and the solar system drift 
drags her twenty miles toward the star Vega. “There was no protest from the sky,” 
Raymo says, proof that the cosmos doesn’t care if a child is hit while walking down 
Beacon (1985: 3-4). 
And just as a memory made my stomach knot, Raymo’s story now layers onto this 
place too. I half expect a young girl to step around the corner and into this skater’s path. 
It’s one of the things that make reading so wonderful—allowing characters to set 
up in our minds and live as actors among our memories. We collect these stories the way 
we collect experiences, making them our own. In fact, recent studies seem to imply that 
we respond to words in a very physical way. If you hook a person’s brain to a scanner 
and have them read words like “perfume” or “coffee,” their brain lights up the same way 
it does when we’re actually trying to smell. When we read metaphors like “the singer had 
a velvet voice,” our brain tries to feel the velvet, and when we read sentences like “John 
grasped the object,” our brain grabs. “The brain, it seems, does not make much of a 
distinction between reading about an experience and encountering it in real life,” writes 
Annie Murphy Paul in a review of recent literature around the subject (2012). 
We build our world through metaphors and stories in a very similar way to the way 
a writer creates a text, piecing it together with memories, sensory perception, and other 
people’s stories.  
T.S. Eliot said, “Immature poets imitate, mature poets steal,” and perhaps he’s 
being cute with alliteration, but there’s meat in that pie. Shakespeare pulled plots, 
phrases, and even full paragraphs from Holinshed, Chaucer, and Plutarch, intermingling 
them with his own to create a new world. My own writing above yanks words and ideas 
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from other times and places. The fact that I quote them is merely a cultural habit. 
Shakespeare didn’t bother with any of that. He simply stole it, but he did it before the 
militarism of intellectual property that grew from John Locke’s suggestion that labor 
creates ownership. In 1689, seventy-three years after Shakespeare’s death, Locke wrote 
that taking “what is common and removing it from the state nature leaves it in creates 
ownership. Thus when my horse bites off some grass, my servant cuts turf, or I dig up 
ore,” that land becomes property (2002). Locke’s property, not the horse’s, not the 
servant’s, not the community’s, not his family’s, and not the shovel’s…. His.  
While we are all constantly taking what exists and altering it for ourselves in a far 
more fluid and collaborative way, this definition of ownership gained ground 
nonetheless. Soon everything was available to be owned, all the way down to the 
intellectual property of thoughts and phrases. Words are trademarked, ideas are patented, 
and sentences are copyrighted. Like this one right here, written by me. (It’s mine.) Just 
don’t ask who owns the word “one,” or how many other people have used a similar 
phrase or idea. 
Intellectual property law is a rapidly growing field and we are constantly pushing 
at the boundaries of these lines. Recently an East Village yogi was sued by his teacher, 
Bikram Choudhury, for using a sequence of yoga moves Choudhury had taught him. This 
guru claims intellectual property and is asking for one million dollars in damages. 
Ours is a society that Shakespeare wouldn’t adapt well to. He probably saw his 
thievery no differently than when he created thousands of new words—nearly 2,000 of 
which sit in our dictionaries today (like eyeball, advertising, aroused, and blushing). 
They weren’t new words, not exactly. He snagged bits of Greek and French and 
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repurposed them as adaptations and adoptions, riffing on existing thought to expand the 
world anew. Science is built on this very idea—the concept of the Big Bang could not 
have been imagined if Galileo had not been the first to turn a telescope to the sky in 1609, 
or if Aristotle hadn’t suggested that the universe might have an infinite past, or if 
thousands of other things hadn’t happened along the way. 
Ideas are cumulative. They are collected and layered and repurposed. In fact, as a 
college writing instructor, I have to have the talk on plagiarism each year, and the 
nuances always feel fuzzy to me. I find myself fumbling my answers when my writing 
students’ questions go too deeply into the specifics of what is “common knowledge” 
(common property) and what needs to be cited to avoid plagiarism (thievery).  
If I look to The Council of Writing Program Administrators for a definition of 
plagiarism, they offer the only somewhat helpful, “In an instructional setting, plagiarism 
occurs when a writer deliberately uses someone else’s language, ideas, or other original 
(not common-knowledge) material without acknowledging its source” (wpacouncil.org). 
That’s pretty vague. For instance, above, do I cite who first reported the Choudhury 
lawsuit? Or because I can find it in multiple sources, is it considered common? Similarly, 
do I cite one of the many people who speak about the etymological history of 
Shakespeare’s “original” words? And does my placement of Locke inside the history of 
intellectual property demand citation because there is debate and discussion around it? Or 
is it “mine” because I offer a slightly different (one might say synthesized) understanding 
of his place in that history? 
Of course, this thievery is something we all do. Daily. 
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Sitting across from winding paths and thick elms and oaks in Tompkins, my 
brother Ryan comes to mind. Every time a friend visits from out of town, we end up 
walking through it to our favorite bars or restaurants and Ryan inevitably and proudly 
talks them through the 150 years of protests and riots that help define this park. He tells 
stories of the food shortage riots in 1857, and the civil war draft riots in 1863, when the 
poor were being conscripted while the rich paid to stay at home. He tells them about the 
labor riots in 1874, and the demonstrations during the Great Depression. He tells them 
about Robert Moses, New York’s most famous (and infamous) city planner, who turned 
Tompkins’ single-lawn park into today’s partitioned lawns during the Depression.  
The park had seen too many protests, it seemed, and Moses suggested that a bit of 
landscape architecture might alter the story of this place. 
Moses cut Tompkins into dozens of mini-parks with gates and fences and cement. 
We now have three parks designated for children, a park for dogs, a park with a grassy 
hill for picnics, a basketball 
field and a cement ball field, 
a handball court, parks for 
benches and cement, and a 
dozen other parks cordoned 
off for “nature” (i.e., well-
fed rats living among 
manicured plants and 
bushes). Each mini-park has 
its very own rules to guide 





it, and its very own tall metal fencing to protect it. 
Of course, Moses’ plan only partially worked. Not long after, Vietnam War and 
Civil Rights protests were held here with regularity, and as the city slowly fell into 
disrepair and poverty in the 1980s, all those little parks and nooks became the perfect 
spots for shantytown villages for the growing homeless population.  
In 1988, the city had had enough. It decided that the overrun park was an 
embarrassing reminder of their homeless problem, so they decided they would clear it. 
But many of the homeless had nowhere to go—and they’d put some labor into the land, 
after all—so they didn’t leave. They met the police with protests, offering chants like, 
“Free food, free beer!” and “Die Yuppie Scum!” So in the middle of the night on August 
6th, New York City police came in with batons swinging, turning a sit-in into something 
far more bloody. It would take three years and a full closure and renovation to finally get 
the last of them to leave. 
 My brother loves introducing our neighborhood through these stories, framing his 
life for people through these selected bits of history. But Ryan is in marketing—his job is 
to talk as many people as he can into collectively “needing” the same products. Like most 
jobs, it doesn’t exactly scream protest and disobedience. In fact, it is a career built on 
strengthening a status quo. So by defining his neighborhood through these stories of 
dissent, the stories write Ryan too—his identity, his neighborhood’s identity, and himself 
in the world. It allows him to hold onto parts of himself outside the workplace, even as 
his job pushes him to sometimes do things he’d rather not do. It allows him to rewrite 
himself into the world. 
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History is its own story, after all. We select the bits that fit our perception of 
ourselves, our culture, or our country. But the idea that history is selective and subjective 
is a fairly new understanding, and one that we constantly push up against.  
Jacques Ranciere writes that in the Romantic Age the ground beneath history 
began to shake. In the 19th Century, we “blurred the dividing line that isolated art from 
the jurisdiction of statements or images, as well as the dividing line that separated the 
logic of facts from the logic of stories” (2004: 36). As more and more people were able to 
read the various tellings of history and religion, they began to recognize them as 
narratives of their own, easily manipulated. History became movable. Fallible. Ranciere 
writes that through this, “Writing history and writing stories come under the same regime 
of truth” (2004: 38). The lines begin to blur, and new understandings are born. Cultures 
and selves are rewritten onto a landscape that had once seemed static. 
Like Frank O’Hara’s poem, excerpted as epigraph above, stories can become 
reality. They become our eye, collecting connections to constantly discover new worlds. 
They disrupt our understanding of place and ourselves, and allow us to write and rewrite 
the world again and again. 
O’Hara’s poem itself is rewritten. He draws lines from Percy Shelley’s “Hymn of 
Apollo,” where Shelley has Apollo call himself “the eye with which the universe beholds 
itself.” Shelley writes, 
I am the eye with which the Universe 
Beholds itself, and knows it is divine; 
All harmony of instrument or verse, 
All prophecy, all medicine, is mine, 
All light of art or nature; - to my song 
Victory and praise in its own right belong.  




One can imagine O’Hara reading this, saying, “I’ll rewrite that self-centered nonsense.” 
Instead, he turns us all into the eye. 
I don’t want my poems lisped on the numbered tongues  
of children. May they be part of the world and sight  
by which we become the eye and defy question.  
(Perloff, 1977: 53) 
 
O’Hara puts the reader at the center. He wants the storyteller’s words to become part of 
the way a reader creates new frontiers in an ever-changing world. He wants words to 
become things.  
The first New York literature I remember layering into this city was Walt 
Whitman, the father of free verse poetry, who struggled as a journalist and teacher here 
while trying his hand at poetry. His oeuvre is filled with New York-centered work, but in 
high school his 1865 “Song of the Open Road” grabbed me more, spinning me through a 
vision of a world I longed for, pushing me to explore paths “latent with unseen 
existences.” Whitman’s words helped persuade me to set out as often as I could, to, 
ordain myself loos’d of limits and imaginary lines,  
Going where I list, my own master, total and absolute, 
Listening to others, and considering well what they say, 
Pausing, searching, receiving, contemplating, 
Gently, but with undeniable will, divesting myself of the holds that would 
hold me. (2008) 
 
In college and after, I drove across the country a dozen times coast to coast, traveled the 
Pacific Islands on a sinking freighter, climbed glaciers in Patagonia, and rode a mountain 
bike through Sicily—all to inhale the “great draughts of space” I could only dream 
existed until I found them myself. 
Metaphors pushed me down some roads and carried me out of others. For a decade 
I bounced around the world in search of them, and just as Whitman’s words were too 
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powerful to not chase within myself, I found other metaphors that were too powerful to 
leave unwritten once I’d learned of them.  
In the Pacific, I traveled to the Republic of Kiribati, a nation who had the 
international dateline moved so it would no longer cut through the middle of their 33 
islands. The move had other consequences too, though. By shifting the dateline east, it 
made the Kiribati the first people to see the new day, the first to welcome the new year.  
It is a powerful metaphor when you learn that Kiribati is also dealing with the 
unfortunate reality that their islands are low-lying atolls. Their country has an average 
altitude of two meters so their water table rests on top of the sea. With oceans rising, they 
expect their home to be uninhabitable within 40 to 60 years. Their water table will be 
mixed with salt water. Many of their islands will disappear altogether, but they will all be 
uninhabitable…sandbars in an endless ocean. These people then—quite literally the first 
to welcome tomorrow—will be the first to lose their entire country to climate change. 
 
The skateboarder in the intersection sees me looking in his direction and comes 
over. I give him a nod hello. 
“Hey man,” he says, “mind watching my board for a minute?”  
“No problem.”  
He leans the board against the thin metal rail between us, pausing once more to 
admire it before heading inside the café. I hear the prison-style electronic buzz of the 
bathroom door, and a few minutes later he’s back.  
He picks the board up by the nose and shows it to me. “Good looking board, isn’t 
it?” he asks. 
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“Yeah,” I say. It’s covered with stickers of punk bands and dragons and another 
that says, simply, Anarchy.  
“I just got it in from Cali,” he tells me. “You can tell it’s a good board by the cut. 
Three pieces of wood, hand-carved, shaped together seamlessly.” He rubs his fingers 
tenderly across a small groove that cut love handles into the board so that the core is 
exposed—three distinct layers of dark wood. “You can only see it here, where they show 
it off.” He rubs his fingers down the hourglass sides. “The ride is all about the curve. I’m 
just trying to decide if it’s too much shape for me.”  
Without waiting for a response, he drops the board on the pavement and hops on as 
it runs toward the street. He’s back out in the intersection, flipping and jumping between 
slow-moving cabs and pedestrians. 
 
When I tell the story of my neighborhood, I usually lead off with the fact that Allen 
Ginsberg lived on my block for twenty years. But when Ginsberg died here in 1997, I 
was in California and had come into this neighborhood only half a dozen times in high 
school, and once more for a party on 7th and C where my friend, dressed as a bum for 
Halloween, stumbled drunk into a pile of garbage and had to be helped out. “That’s 
perfect!” someone across the street laughed. “Awesome costume, man. Way to commit.” 
I didn’t actually move into this neighborhood until 2007, but my own story often 
still begins with Ginsberg through this sort of literary geography, as if his literature, or 
even he, has been layered onto my personal landscape.  
Starting with the Beats was easy and famous and fun—not to mention meaningful 
to my identity as a traveler and writer, so I’d tell people how Jack Kerouac lived two 
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blocks south of my apartment, and how William Burroughs lived with Kerouac one 
summer. The two wrote a novel in the form of that wonderful childhood game, “Exquisite 
Corpse”—where one kid starts a story and the next has to pick up where he left off, then 
back and forth until they’ve co-created a new, shared world—a corpse of ideas stacked 
one upon another.  
And I like that image, as gruesome as it sounds, because what are stories but 
ghosts, and what are books and buildings and street patterns but the exquisite corpses that 
remain from a history of stories all coming together, stacked with meanings and 
associations? 
I have a friend who believes that ghosts are always around us. She says that they 
reveal themselves to us only if we allow them to. I imagine stories are these kinds of 
ghosts—a whole world living among our own. If we let them, they interact with us, 
appearing in the architecture and texts and landscapes around us. They appear in our 
cultural and personal memories, and they fade as our beliefs and architectures fall into 
disrepair, often leaving nothing more than a faint imprint on the land. We wander through 
these stories, changing them and allowing them to change us, whether we acknowledge 
them or not, disrupting the ordered city, causing it to die and be reborn and die again.  
Ghosts stack upon ghosts, and like the skateboarder’s new board, these layers allow 
for a better ride. The more stories we learn the more we can situate ourselves in the 
world, and the more we can stick our feet firmly in our personal and cultural geographies 
and learn to wander through.  
These layers allow us to navigate what might otherwise seem like overwhelming 
and dangerous intersections, curving in and out among the fast-moving traffic of 
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traditions and cultures and histories and language. They let us ignore or even rewrite 
these massive forces that can often feel so unavoidable and unchangeable.  
 
Across Avenue A there are two men sleeping on a park bench, separated by an 
armrest. They’ve wrapped a thick coat around the arm as a makeshift pillow. The tops of 
their heads nearly touch. I can’t help but see Ginsberg’s lament wrapped around these 
sleeping men, weaving past the guitarist on the corner of St. Mark’s playing lofty 
incantations as “angelheaded hipsters burning for the ancient heavenly connection” laugh 
drunk in the park (2013). 
When I want to, I can see Ginsberg everywhere, the 28-year-old him wandering 
through the streets, perhaps alongside and talking with furious hands to the bearded elder 
of himself, complaining about rising rents and “the tanked-up clatter of the iron regiments 
of fashion.” He laughs at the girls in bug-eyed glasses and over-plucked eyebrows, at the 
guys with gelled hair and skinny jeans, and at the ads along Avenue A, filled with the 
“nitroglycerine shrieks of the fairies of advertising and the mustard gas of sinister 
intelligent editors” (2013). But whether I call on his ghost or not, a Ginsberg world is 
ever-present, intermingling with my own as it swirls down A, spinning through the trees 
and into this little café. 
 
My literary geography might have started in part in the Beats, but I’ve layered over 
it with other readings, other experiences, and other histories. It’s an easy thing to do here. 
This part of Manhattan is home to the Nuyorican literary movement and the mimeograph 
movement, to New York School poets like Frank O’Hara and the Poetry Project at St. 
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Mark’s Church on the Bowery. It is Sidewalk Café and KGB Bar and the Bowery Poetry 
Club. It is the heart of punk rock and rock in the ‘70s, and Warhol and Basquiat, as well 
as hundreds more artists who disappeared into some office building or café counter when 
their artistry took them no farther than their own imaginations, but whose lives layer onto 
this geography to their own degree.  
Miguel Pinero, the co-founder of the nearby Nuyorican Poets Café, took this deep-
rooted link between self and place quite literally. His ashes were scattered along the 
streets after he died in 1988. A bit of his 1985 “A Lower East Side Poem” explains, 
So let me sing my song tonight 
let me feel out of sight 
and let all eyes be dry 
when they scatter my ashes thru 
the Lower East Side. 
 
From Houston to 14th Street 
from Second Avenue to the mighty D 
here the hustlers & suckers meet 
the faggots & freaks will all get 
high 
on the ashes that have been scattered 
thru the Lower East Side. 
 
There’s no other place for me to be 
there’s no other place that I can see 
there’s no other town around that 
brings you up or keeps you down (2013) 
 
Pinero’s poetry lets me glimpse at this neighborhood in a new light. His words are both 
foreign and mine, offering what once was and what still is. They help me find community 
in these streets, grounding me in history and story and complexity.  
For a moment, at least, I am able to believe that I might set roots as deep as those 
in this place. His words, and the words and histories of so many more, help me write 
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myself into the land. They root me, just as the romantic notion of myself in this café once 
rooted me. 
 
Walking into the park across Avenue A, a couple in skinny jeans avoid colliding 
with a man in pleated slacks who is talking seriously into a cell phone earpiece, pacing 
back and forth as if he were inside a private office. Kneeling near him, an old woman 
tears into garbage cans looking for recyclables, and a girl in a short skirt and winter boots 
smiles as she walks past a man with two long gray braids falling down his shirtless barrel 
chest. On the park’s basketball court behind them, sixty high school boys in ties play and 
laugh and push.  
But I pause as I write this scene—wanting in part to include the wide variety of 
ethnicities and races in front of me, but it feels incongruous or incomplete to try. Race 
and culture intermingle. This neighborhood’s diversity of community creates a diversity 
of self that makes the terms multi-racial and multi-cultural feel clunky. You can see the 
layers of history around you in the faces, streets, fashions, and architecture, but you 
would have trouble trying to separate out the individual layer that would allow you to 
categorize someone so easily. Story and history are far too complex for such a task, and 
this neighborhood alone has seen innumerous changes and layers. 
Four hundred years ago this neighborhood was swampland north of a Lenni Lenape 
village. As the European settlement grew throughout the 17th Century, “Peg-legged” 
Peter Stuyvesant filled this area in for farmland, and over the next century, his 
descendants parceled the land into wealthy townhomes. German immigrants flooded in 
next, calling it Kleindeutschland, “Little Germany,” transforming the land into factory-
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fed slums in the mid-19th Century. Eastern European Jews and Irish and Italian 
immigrants moved in next as the city center grew north. This part of the city was called 
the Lower East Side then, from 14th Street all the way down past the Brooklyn Bridge, 
until returning World War II GIs and the Beats and bohemians took over the northern 
section, renaming it the “East Village” so that they could associate it with the artsy 
Greenwich Village rather than factory slums. In the ‘70s, the poet Bimbo Rivas renamed 
part of it Loisaida—the Spanglish version of the Lower East Side—as part of the 
Nuyorican movement with writers like Miguel Algarín and Miguel Pinero. Rising crime 
rates in the 1980s brought the name Alphabet City before increasingly wealthy crowds of 
artists, musicians, and art-minded hipsters brought money in, followed quickly by NYU 
students and yuppies, reclaiming the name East Village. 
I pass over many more histories—the Yippies and Zippies, the Arab and Bengali 
immigrants, fluctuating waves of homeless people and crusty punks, and so many more 
movements and groups that even the longest of histories could never do justice. I blur 
overlaps in time and sequence to make it easier. I create intersections on this landscape to 
simplify the movement of time and ideas, and ignore the rest.  
History after all, just like race and culture, is often presented like this—as grand 
intersections, static structures of the “known” rather than nuanced and changeable 
collections of people and stories that have been defined to suit various purposes. The 
history I covered above represents hundred of years, after all, with too many lives and 
stories to capture anything but generalizations and reductions.  
I edit, but all of the unspoken layers remain. You can see them in the faces and 
fashions of people, in their Shakespeare words and Kerouac clothes. Not everyone leaves. 
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Fashions recycle. Histories are lost and remembered. And while social policies like rent 
control and rent subsidies slow the neighborhood’s change, it doesn’t explain why you 
seem to be able to see 400 years continue to walk these streets.  
We layer and intersect, but history lives on. Germans stroll toward 
Kleindeutschland. NYU students study in the café. Eastern European Jews walk home 
from a long day in the factories. A Bengali cabbie walks from the mosque on First Ave to 
sit in Tompkins’ sun. And the Beats and bohemians ease out of their flophouse 
hangovers.  
While the individuals are sometimes gone, their influences remain in architecture 
and clothes and story. Even seemingly erased histories, like the Lenni Lenape, are not 
entirely gone, popping up in names like Manhattan, “the island of many hills” in a 
language that is now extinct, aside from a few small, meaningful breaths.  
The poet James Merrill laments that “everything in this city is torn down before 
you had time to care for it,” and “the sickness of our time requires that everything be 
blasted in its prime,” but I’m not sure about that (Lopate, 2008: 816). Sitting on this 
corner, I swear I see Peg-legged Peter Stuyvesant walking down Avenue A in his broad-
laced collar and linen breeches. He seems confused, wondering where all of his 
descendents have gone, and why they’ve allowed so many thousands to take over the 
beautiful country farm he had flattened so many hills to build.  
 
The waitress walks over to my table and asks if I need anything else. I do not and 
ask for the check. This is the third time she’s come over, and she’s already cleared my 
dishes. Without dirty dishes in front of me, I look like a vagrant, sitting on the café’s 
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property as if I’ve not bought anything. Her actions are intentional. The place is only half 
full, but she is looking to turn the table anyway, to open it up for someone who will buy 
something now, not someone who finished his lunch an hour before. After all, most wait 
staff only make the minimum $5 an hour, and this pay structure pushes her to push me 
out the door as quickly as possible. 
This is the current Manhattan story, the efficient American story, and this is why 
this café is no longer my spot. Rents have risen, or times are tougher, or culture has 
simply shifted, but whatever the cause, this place has turned from a small bohemian café 
into a business during my short seven years. Prices were slowly hiked, the free Wi-Fi was 
cut, half of the café was renovated into a leather-booth wine bar, and then they switched 
from self-service to table-service—adding the social pressure of a waitress constantly 
stopping by. Each move was meant to squeeze more dollars, and move more people 
through with increasing speed.  
Of course, I am partly to blame for this shift. By moving here and living in a 
renovated tenement building—paying more—I contributed to the death of the dream I 
chased by moving here.  
I pay my check and decide to walk through the park before heading home. I wander 
into the maze of ambling paths, through mini-parks and past couples and musicians. 
Children play in their playground, couples hold hands as they lie on blankets on the 
grassy hill, and squirrels run across my path as leashed dogs sniff past me.  
I turn up another path, but my stride slows. Walking toward me is a woman in her 
late 20s, wearing a long, flowered, cotton dress. She has on tall leather boots and a 
bohemian knit hat. She walks like she’s dancing with the leaves, smiling at the sky. With 
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Whitman by my side, I am love-flesh tremulous, watching her face, her limbs, in mystic 
deliria from head to foot. She nears me, and her eyes find mine. The moment extends to 
the back of my skull, down my spine, into my chest, into my stomach. I feel the rush of 
the poem of Whitman’s desire, the aching rivers of his “Song of Myself,” his epic 
American tale, seeking something yet unfound but diligently sought, some new true in 
the quest for a song of a fitful soul. The city melts around me as the moment of our linked 
eyes extends and expands. I am lost in time, free and lawless, a furious storm careering 
through me. I am left with only one thing to do. To take action. To be the protagonist of 
my own narrative.  







RIDING THE LOCAL: 
SHIFTING LANDSCAPES, SHIFTING STORIES 
 
Storms of coffee breath swirl past, mixed with early morning sweat, synthetic 
perfumes, and shampoo hair. Sounds and smells swirl from the dozens of bodies that 
touch my own or rest just a whisper away. My hand reluctantly grasps a dirty metal pole, 
moist from the touch of hundreds before me, as a woman’s hand brushes the small of my 
back and she straddles my leg. 
 “Stop pushing me, man,” a guy near me says.  
“Get your hand out of my pocket,” laughs the man next to him.  
They’re young friends laughing off a common commuter morning—strange bodies 
pressed against stranger bodies, everyone simply trying to get to work.  
What binds most of us together is the ordinariness of it all—each person on their 
way along individual routes from points A to points B, stuck together for this short period 
of time. But for me, today is different. I am not headed anywhere but here. I’ve taken a 
day off of work to do something foolish, something odd, something some might call 
masochistic. I plan to ride New York’s 1-line subway for 24 hours straight. 8am to 8am.  
I will leave the turnstiles only when I can’t find the food or bathroom I need, and 
I’ve brought nothing but a pen and paper—no phone, no music, no books, no distractions. 
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Call it a subway walkabout, a backyard adventure, or a nomadic excursion, but I 
want to explore an ordinary bit of life in an extraordinary way. I want to immerse myself 
in a lifecycle of this train I ride every day, a space where millions of people travel tight, 
repetitive loops between home and work and commerce and play, their lives briefly 
entwined… like this poor woman forced to straddle my leg just to get to work.  
At the height of rush hour I hopped onto the first 1-train that appeared, southbound 
from 14th Street. The subway car doesn’t stay full for long. Five minutes in and it’s 
already half-empty. This is the beauty of the local. While the 2 and 3 express trains blast 
past most stations along the red line, my 1-train lingers, hitting every stop it can, drawing 
a north-south line between the west Bronx and the southern tip of Manhattan.  
Rumbling along the tracks, we make frequent stops below the fashionable West 
Village, SoHo, and Tribeca, then under the tall sleek buildings of the Financial District, 
and the high-rise apartment views of Battery Park City. It’s a rapid movement through 
the city that creates an eclectic mix of people on the subway: expensive but drab suits 
next to beaten canvas slacks; colorful peacock scarves and pastel Capri pants next to dark 
loose-hanging blouses. Like a high school lunchroom, one could probably guess by their 
clothes where each is going and be right more than half the time. But not much more than 
half.  
New York neighborhoods evolve at a staggered pace—with both the 
impermanence of an international city and the slow turnover of rent-controlled 
apartments and public housing. Stories merge and swirl in unexpected ways. Class, race, 
and style intermix in a scene that reminds me of Langston Hughes’ subway poem,  
Mingled  





black and white  
so near 
no room for fear.  
(Jones 2011: 41) 
 
And there certainly is a mighty mix, but what strikes me most is not the pluralism of this 
subway car, but the silent avoidance in it. There are eighty people here and not a single 
word. And while one might expect eighty books or sets of earphones, less than a dozen 
people are occupied. Almost all stare blankly at the floor or walls. Almost no one speaks. 
But the scene is not silent, only the people are. The subway cars cry and scream 
with every stop and turn, metal scratching against metal as the wheels bend around every 
corner. Engines sigh at the stations and grumble against the walls, but no one’s eyes 
meet. Everyone stands still. Everyone stays silent. 
But today, my eyes dart. They dash. They discover. I follow one woman’s gaze to 
an ad for bariatric surgery. She seems to be reading it rather than staring blankly past it 
like most, but she is not overweight. She has the look of someone who prides herself on 
yoga and salads and I wonder what she’s thinking about. Could it be her weight? Or the 
obesity rate in our country? Or is she just noticing the misplaced period in the ad’s fine 
print?  
When I was younger, the conversations around our family TV centered on 
advertisements. My dad was a marketing consultant on Park Avenue and he loved to quiz 
us on audience and intent. “Who do the advertisers think watch this show?” he’d ask. 
An ad for home security became a discussion on gender and race. An ad for short-
term loans centered on poverty and desperation. He taught us to pause on these seemingly 
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inconsequential moments that expose the weaknesses in our culture that his industry 
manipulates in order to sell everything from super-sized soda to vanity surgery.  
My family’s common language is marketing. Not masonry, not carpentry, not 
painting. Selling stuff. So I read ads. I read them to read my culture, and these ads tell me 
that we don’t wash our hands often, we hop apartments frequently, we are morbidly 
obese, we dream of careers in labor, and we search for hope in pop philosophy: “This 
poster can make you happier than any other in the subway,” the philosophy center’s 
tagline promises.  
Fortunately we are more than what we buy, but ads aren’t inconsequential either. 
They offer a glimpse into a part of ourselves, a part of our desires, for good or bad. They 
offer an entry point into possibility, and just like the thin woman considering bariatric 
surgery, my eyes stall on an ad: “Choose your Trade,” a technical school offering training 
in welding, construction management, appliance repair, and automotive service.  
I linger because there was a time I considered that life. A year out of college I quit 
my cubicle job in a SoHo publishing house and headed west to work as a carpenter. I was 
going crazy sitting on my widening ass in front of a glowing computer screen for 50-
hours-a-week, trapped in Dante’s 7th circle of hell—the place where sinners are trapped 
immovable for eternity, slowly torn apart by harpies. “Crooked, fruitless, always in pain,” 
the story goes, “this is what becomes of those who take the easy way out” (2005). Yeah, I 
hated it that much….  
Jump ahead ten years and while I love the life I’ve found as a teacher, the ad still 
makes me pause. It makes me consider alternative versions of myself. The damn ad does 
its job. I could learn how to be an electrician, I think. Or a mechanic… 
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The subway car fills and empties at Canal, Franklin, and Rector until we reach 
South Ferry where the last of the riders hops off. The conductor sounds, “Last stop. 
Please exit the train.”  
Everyone leaves but me. For a quick moment—a second at most—I am alone on 
the train. I half expect someone official to poke his head in and ask, What do you think 
you’re doing? End of the line. And that would be understandable. I am a deviant now.  
The MTA’s Rules of Conduct are clear, “No person shall engage in any non-transit 
uses” (mta.com). In fact, according to their website, the only officially allowed non-
transit activities are campaigning and soliciting, and only with a permit. The intent is 
clear. A subway is transitional, a space for getting where you’re going, head down, eyes 
in soft focus, surrounded by silence. Step in. Stay quiet. Step out.  
But no one bothers me. People filter in, the doors close, and we start again, headed 
in the opposite direction. We pass through the Financial District, Tribeca, SoHo, and the 
West Village, then hit 14th Street, where I’d gotten on, and then stop a few times in 
Chelsea before reaching the packed platforms of 33rd and 42nd Street.  
The cars and platforms are consumed here by expensive blue suits and black 
blouses. These two stops lead to Penn Station, Port Authority Bus Terminal, Grand 
Central, and the New Jersey Path, and people are pushiest here, eager to get where 
they’re going faster than the person next to them. These are the captains of their 
industries, commuting from suburban homes in Connecticut, New Jersey, and upstate.  
The city these people see is the city of the daylight, and their determined faces 
reveal that there is no intimacy here, just an annoyed understanding that the subway is the 
space between their home and their office walls. 
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We drop them along the midtown high rises as we amble toward the Upper West 
Side. At 116th/Columbia and 137th/City College, students and late-to-work employees 
spill out, dressed in the casual clothes of university life. Up north, past 191st, the subway 
shoots above ground, riding high above the city streets on painted steel girders.  
We shoot through second-floor apartments in Fort George and Inwood, and the 
Bronx’s Marble Hill and Kingsbridge. Up here, faces often sag with sleepy eyes on the 
wrong end of a night shift. They empty out into the morning sun with slow eager steps.  
These are less affluent areas—the peripheral city, where the government has not 
bothered to put the subway underground. 
As we ride through, I can peek into living 
rooms and bedrooms on the bottom three 
floors of every apartment, brownstone, or 
row house. Mailmen and delivery trucks 
cruise the empty streets below. These 
neighborhoods are more residential. They 
slumber as the morning sun cuts a sharp 
shadow across everything but the rare 
treetop.  
We pull past the train depot where 
half a dozen 1-trains sit like toys in the 
sun, and into the northernmost stop, 
242nd/Van Cortland. It is 10:02am when 
the doors open.  
A 2014 section of the NYC subway map  





An hour and five minutes, south to north.  
The train barely lingers and only four people get on, one by one. They are each 
dressed in the casual clothes of low-level office workers, all women, and three of them 
carry shoulder bags that looked packed to the brim.  
The train pulls away and shoots back to South Ferry, then turns around yet again.  
Tourists slowly take over the cars. They ride eyes up and active, ready to explore 
new worlds. They have on comfortable clothes with sloppy patterns and they are unaware 
of the social rules and cues of subway travel, or they simply don’t care. They’re here to 
look and talk and move and explore. This is a new place for them, and they are seeking 
new stories. They are open to the world.  
As a traveler now myself—equally conspicuous with my own eyes up—I take 
advantage of this openness, talking to anyone who’ll have me. I chat with retired firemen 
from Long Island headed to see the World Trade construction, a nice German family 
whose college-aged daughter flirts with her eyes, and a gentle man in his late 60s headed 
north from Times Square.  
“I like to come in every few months for the culture,” the gentle man tells me. He’s 
here for the day from Connecticut to see a Broadway show. He’s killing time, headed to 
the Natural History Museum. “My wife and I used to come in every other month, but I 
don’t seem to make it in as often now.” 
“Always Broadway and a museum?” I ask. I do not ask him why he uses the past 
tense when talking about his wife. 
“Oh, different things, it doesn’t matter. I just like the feel of the city. It’s like I’m 
learning something simply by being here.” 
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I remember my own visitor’s vision of this city, having grown up in Connecticut 
only forty minutes away. In High School, I visited midtown for my father’s sterile-suited 
office parties, museums for school trips, and the East Village to make trouble. Rarely did 
those trips through this city take me anywhere but those specific spots, so it was a limited 
view, and a fairly unexamined one. 
After college I found myself reluctantly doing the commute from Connecticut for 
my first office job. I nearly lost my mind looping with suits, pouring like cattle onto a 
Metro-North train at 8:04am, sitting in a cubicle for hours with my eyes stuck mostly on 
a computer screen, and then pouring back off the train off each night at 7:36pm. It was 
not the way I wanted to write myself onto this earth—trapped in a loop I felt I had no 
control over. 
After about a year I’d had enough, so rather than follow my friends and move into 
the city once I’d saved enough money, I grabbed my tool belt and ran for the mountains. I 
spent a few years, on and off, in construction and carpentry, before the city sucked me 
back in—Chicago and then New York. Only then did I start to linger and explore. 
 
Just after noon, I eat my packed lunch while two officers peek into each car as if 
they are looking for someone specific. Around 2pm, I see my first beggar—far later than 
expected. He’s in his 50s and walks with two outstretched canes like a spider, jingling 
coins in the bottom of a paper cup. His throat catches his words, “Spare change?” The car 
is nearly empty—poor timing for his line of work, but with two canes it takes the entire 
aisle for him to move.  
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I’ve never seen this man before and it occurs to me that it feels odd. He’s on my 
line. Each New Yorker shares his schedule with other people. Our lives cross paths at 
similar times in similar places. Homeless people tend to cross our paths most often, 
presumably because they, like the rest of us, tend to work at the same places at the same 
times. It’s like seeing the guy at the coffee counter whose shift coincides with your 
schedule. Your ordered lives simply align.  
The city, after all, can be seen as a collection of individual loops, wrapping again 
and again to create overlaps in a web of stories. We each confine ourselves to the habits 
and patterns that build our social circles, neighborhoods, and commutes, but each 
person’s city is a small city. We each build our own, piece by piece, within the confines 
of the possible, and it is rare that we stray from them. So even in a city this big I’ve come 
to expect certain things. I am surprised to see someone new. 
One person whose loops overlap mine is an older man who sits in the subway 
tunnel between the L and the 1/2/3 stops. He brings a chair and several hand-written 
cardboard signs, including one that reads, “A New York Times Published Poet Sells His 
Poems.” Another sign explains that he’s a Pushcart Prize-winning poet, and he has the 
yellowing New York Magazine article to prove it. For a while, I saw him as a warning 
sign—this is what happens to most artists in this city, in this country—but regardless, 
each time I walk around the corner between the stops now, I expect him to be there. I 
notice it if he’s not. It’s almost as if he’s become part of my personal landscape—an 




The 1-train keeps moving. I’m on a linear journey here, a static loop down and up 
and down again like the never-ending pulse of a city. There are no deviations. There are 
no short cuts. I stay awake with coffee and conversation and do half a dozen loops from 
South Ferry to 242nd.  
Crowds swell in waves and tides and by 3pm I actually forget where I am on the 
line. I look out the window at the black wall behind my reflection, remembering that I’d 
like to see a tiled mural at the southbound Houston stop. I think I’m close until we pull up 
to 50th Street. Headed in the opposite direction. 
We turn around at 242nd and are headed south along Inwood’s sun-filled tracks 
when a group of middle school students in collared shirts and blue slacks or skirts hop on. 
It is 3:27pm. Another day is ending. Another shift. Most of these kids stand and push and 
laugh and flirt but one boy sits in the corner watching something on his tiny phone’s 
screen. I’ve done the same, my head in a mini movie, but this seems so tremendously sad. 
I want to scream: “Play is right there.” 
His buddies start a new game, using momentum. As the train brakes for the 
stations they jump as high as they can, leaving the rest of us behind to fly through the air, 
to travel on their own, to transcend this fixed space if only for a moment. They land and 
stumble and laugh and do it again.  
At the next stop, one kid stands behind the sedentary boy and jumps. He flies 
through the air as the subway car stops, flinging him like a human pendulum into the 
sitting boy. Both fall to the floor laughing. They play again, together, but after the next 
stop the train seems to sit for too long—twenty seconds instead of ten. Everybody looks 
around, wondering what’s wrong.  
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This is not a patient city. 
Above, the loudspeaker commands: “Kids, please don’t mess with the doors. There 
are people trying to get home from work. Please wait until you get to the playground.” 
It seems that another group is playing a different subway game. I want to know 
what. In fact, I kind of want to join. Seven hours in and I’m restless and tired and, 
besides, I don’t think play should be relegated to “play ground.” I’m tempted to get up 
and put thought into action, to join the kids in front of me, to fly through the air above. 
But at the next stop, the kids get out. Silence returns. So do the ten second stops.  
I ride south and back again until it is 5pm, the beginning of rush hour.  
Every workday, Manhattan’s population nearly doubles to 3 million people. This 
means that right now 1.3 million people are getting ready to flee the island. But I’m at 
242nd, as far north as you get, set for a reverse commute. I curse myself for not paying 
attention, for not lingering at stops to time it to the rush.  
Of course, I’d wanted to experience a lifecycle of this subway, and sitting here 
waiting, anxious to get back south, it occurs to me that a lifecycle doesn’t always mean 
an exciting life. Sometimes the world you experience floats in the ebb, and in that quiet 
you must find your own excitement.  
Mark Twain once said of his work as a riverboat captain, “The face of water, in 
time, became a wonderful book—a book that was a dead language to the uneducated 
passenger, but which told its mind to me without reserve, delivering its most cherished 
secrets as clearly as if it uttered them with a voice. And it was not a book to be read once 
and thrown aside, for it had a new story to tell every day” (2000).  
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It’s a beautiful thought—that if you pay attention you can read any landscape as a 
book of its own, but that would of course imply that reading is a wandering of its own. So 
it’s interesting too to explore that same metaphor even more deeply as a way of reading 
texts, as a way of lingering and exploring the shores and rivers of each book.  
Just like a river or subway line, a book might be perceived as a linear and static 
experience, after all, but we are able to focus on whatever we wish, and we can wander 
off-course with our imagination into its banks or current or shores. Text even changes in 
time the way a riverbank or path does—definitions change, cultural context change, and 
even the habits of reading change. So whether a river, book, or subway, the structural 
landscape below our feet is forever shifting. 
 With the subway, any straphanger knows this from delays and skip-stops and 
missed meetings. Some part of the subway system is always under construction.  
It’s been a reality since this subway system opened in 1904, starting as a 9-mile 
stretch from Harlem’s 145th street to City Hall. Now there are 842 miles of track—
enough rail to reach Florida—but only ¾ of it in operation.  
With a city so large, it is easy to forget how flexible the structures that lie below it 
really are. Just a few years ago the 9-train ran express along the 1, but now the 9 doesn’t 
even exist, while my apartment in the East Village waits for the new 2nd Avenue subway 
line to be finished.  
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The recession had its effect too. The state slashed MTA funding, forcing price 
increases, massive layoffs, and route cuts, resulting in sardine cars and unmanned and 
unsafe stops, particularly in the areas not considered valuable to economic efficiency, the 
poorer and blue-collar neighborhoods, the “outer-boroughs.” It is not only money that 
trickles from the center to the periphery, but public infrastructure and support as well. 
Just after 7pm, riding south out of the Bronx, a jovial man in his early 60s hops on. 
He offers little hellos to everyone. “Gorgeous day,” he says. “Wow, nice to be off my 
feet,” and on and on. No one responds. They look at him with annoyance or fear or 
apprehension or they pick at their hangnails.  
“Beautiful day,” I say when he gets near.  
His name is Desmonde and he moved here from Jamaica over twenty years ago. 
He is a mechanic in the Bronx and is headed home to the Upper East Side, defying the 
A topological profile and route map of the Interborough Rapid Transit Subway in 1904. It ran from City 
Hall (left, middle) north, then cut across 42nd to the west side, then split at 104th for one line to run north 





expectations of economic geography himself by working in a poorer area and living in a 
notoriously wealthy one.  
“So you like your work?” I ask.  
“Oh, yeah. I love it when I can fix a problem no one else can. I’m the guy they all 
go to when things get difficult,” he smiles. “I love that.” 
“Yeah,” I say, my mind back on that ad from this morning. “You get a problem 
and then you solve it. There aren’t too many jobs like that out there anymore. Most 
people get stuck doing some little specialized part of something else. We rarely get to see 
anything through.” 
He nods but is silent, as if I’ve just become that crazy guy who rants on the 
subway.  
“So what are some of the big problems?” I ask.  
“Most cars these days are more like computers,” he tells me. “I’ve been a 
mechanic all my life, but I had to go back to school for it when I came to the States.”  
I’m reminded of a few days in college when a friend and I took apart a ‘79 
International Scout to replace the starter. We ended up seeing rotten wires throughout and 
decided to rewire the entire truck. I tell Desmonde about it. 
“Yep,” he laughs, “you can’t do that with cars any more.” 
I already know this, but my heart sinks a bit still. I remember walking away from 
those days happy to have learned so much about how a car works. Now I couldn’t even 
consider fixing one without years of schooling. 
“So, what do you do?” Desmonde asks. 
“I run an educational nonprofit and I teach college. Writing and literature.” 
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“Oh, wow. Literature, huh? How do you teach that?” 
“Hm,” I pause.  
I do this for a damn living and I don’t know how to answer that question 
succinctly. There are deep academic debates about it and to make things worse, we’ve 
just passed the Columbia University stop. People will be listening.  
“Well, you help students look at books in different ways in order to explore culture 
and history. You hope they can then read the world like you would read a book,” I say 
quietly. “So one way you might do that is to help them consider how a book speaks to 
class. Or gender.”  
I look above for an ad to use as example and see the same liposuction ad the 
woman had been looking at this morning: “Single incision weight loss surgery: Virtually 
scarless!” The ad features a “before” picture of a frowning woman wearing sloppy 
clothes and a frown, and an “after” picture where she is slightly thinner but in gym 
clothes, make-up, and a smile, but I’m cut off before I can say anything. 
“Unless you’re using New Criticism,” a man across the aisle says. 
Shoot. Yes, New Criticism. I knew there would be someone from Columbia 
itching to get in there. Or Reader Response or Aesthetics or a number of other 
approaches, I’m tempted to say. 
“What’s New Criticism?” Desmonde asks. 
“It’s a close examination of the text,” I offer, jumping in to redeem my pride.  
“It’s the scientific way of looking at a text,” the man says. 
“You ignore the author, ignore history, and focus only on the way the text is 
constructed,” I add.  
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“Ignore history…huh,” Desmonde says.  
I’ve become that crazy guy again.  
But now I actually do want to rant. I want to say that those distinctions create 
unnecessary boundaries. I want to say that we need all of those approaches to work 
together. Exploring stories—and people’s motivations—is the key to most things in life, 
economic or social or otherwise. The more stories we experience, and the more 
connections we make, the better we navigate this world. These theoretical approaches 
should be ways of lingering, but they have to be in constant conversation with each other, 
looping and overlapping and running parallel as they do. And they rarely are. In my 
work, I get to spend time with high school students through the nonprofit, and 
undergraduates as a teacher, and the approaches that seem most prevalent now treat 
reading and writing as information transfer rather than a way to be generative and 
creative. Theories are laid on top of the texts, a single imposed loop with no deviation or 
lingering, a mechanized motion or tool to determine a specific meaning rather than ways 
of exploring possibility. In high schools, I see this as students are bombarded with the 
data-driven city, state, and federal requirements that privilege quantitative testing of 
reading comprehension and the kind of “writing” that can be scored inside of 30 seconds. 
It’s a situation that pushes teachers to teach quick analysis that dumbs down critical 
thought into sound bites, privileging a diagnostic approach to everything where new 
thought is dissuaded. And in college, if they write at all, students are similarly asked to 
take a stand, to have an opinion within a field they’ve only just started exploring, and are 
asked to do a very similar application of a singular “theory” as if taking a tool to an 
object. I find myself spending much of a semester de-programming students from seeking 
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out the quick and “right” answer, and teaching them instead to create and explore the 
ideas on the outskirts of genre and discipline. 
In 1966, Susan Sontag wrote about the troubling trend she saw growing in our 
approaches to art and literature in her essay “Against Interpretation.” Academic 
approaches were too focused on interpretation, she worried, and rather than seeing art as 
a living form, it was an object to be diagnosed. She rooted the problem in an inflated 
desire to find a “usefulness” to art, “which gives birth to the odd vision by which 
something we have learned to call ‘form’ is separated off from something we have 
learned to call ‘content,’ and to the well-intentioned move which makes content essential 
and form accessory” (1990: 4). We ignore the dialogic aspects of art and focus almost 
entire on the quest for a singular “meaning,” and we ask students to interpret it as quickly 
and as painlessly as possible. Sontag writes, “Interpretation makes art manageable, 
conformable.” (1990: 8). It pushes us toward laziness and didacticism, stuck in our own 
feedback loop of expectation and insularity. And it squashes what we should love about 
literature—the beauty of entering new worlds to add possibility, to push at the boundaries 
and challenge what exists, and to imagine what might be as we learn about the fluidity of 
movement and meaning within the structures of this semi-static world so that we may 
explore cultural or literary geographies and write ourselves better within them.  
I open my mouth to try and capture some of this but before I can formulate my 
words, Desmonde and New Criticism get off at 96th. We part ways with a polite smile.  
 
The city above switches in shifts and tides and by 8pm the crowds below are more 
date crowd than work crowd. Men step on dressed a bit shinier, a bit more colorful. 
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Women go darker, wearing black dresses and heels too high to walk in. Couples fill the 
subway along Midtown and the Upper West Side, while the Village and Columbia offer 
jean-wearing groups of friends. All the way north in the Bronx, and all the way south in 
the Financial District, people ride mostly alone, looking tired and worn, whether they are 
wearing thousand dollar suits or canvas pants.  
At 125th I get out to watch the sunset from the elevated platform high over Harlem. 
125th is Harlem’s lifeline and I can see much of it from this great height. To the east, 
gypsy cabs and buses fill the street as crowds spill over sidewalks. To the west, the 
Hudson River peeks through old factory buildings as the sun sets over the hills of New 
Jersey, splashing vibrant color across the water. 
I stop at more platforms up north, enjoying the outdoor air, the view, the night sky. 
There is politics behind why the subway tracks are elevated in the poorer areas of the 
city, and it is devastating and interesting, but right now I just want to enjoy the outside 
and leave that behind as I watch the world throb between lives. People return home. They 
decompress. Relax. Play. Neighbors eat dinner through windows that are only feet away 
from me. They read books to their kids. They watch TV. Their lights dim. I marvel at the 
openness of these lives. Subway cars rumble through their living rooms. 
By the time I reach 242nd again, leapfrogging up the outdoor platforms, the subway 
cars are ghost towns of slow-moving exhaustion.  
At 11pm I talk to a conductor, Anthony, who is headed home from 242nd to 
Brooklyn. He has on an MTA-issued collared shirt and black clip-on tie. I ask him if he 
likes his work. He does. He loves his union, he says, and hopes to get one more 
promotion before retirement. “I’m close anyway,” he says, “a couple years away and still 
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young enough to play. Other guys, they use their sick days for nothing—to go to a ball 
game or hang out with their girl or whatever. Not me man, I’m retiring early.” He steps 
off before I can ask him what he’s been saving time for all his life. 
At 1:30am I’m back in the Bronx headed south. I’m restless and bored and moving 
between cars, hoping to find someone interesting to talk to. At Columbus, I come across a 
girl who couldn’t weigh more than 95 pounds, couldn’t be more than 17, and wears low 
cut jeans showing off oversized star tattoos running down her flat stomach. Her thin tank 
top shows off small, bra-less breasts and she has on thick makeup that can’t hide how 
young she really might be. I say hello. She lives in the Bronx and is meeting friends at a 
McDonalds near Times Square. I’ve seen this McDonalds. It is right near the strip clubs 
and late at night nearly naked women sit around tables in front of big glass windows. 
“And do what?” I ask, probing.  
“Just hang out. Party,” she says, looking at me with a pregnant pause. “You should 
come by,” she says, getting up to step off the train. “Say hi. Maybe we can party too.”  
They say this city never sleeps but as the bar crowds dwindle the subway empties. 
Two nurses get on at 168th and ignore my hello with suspicion.  
At 242nd the only people who stay on besides me are the homeless. They are not 
kicked off. They don’t move. They sleep until the trains pull back out. This is their city. It 
is perhaps the only time they are allowed silence and privacy. There are more than 50,000 
homeless people in this city and fortunately most end up in shelters each night, including 
the 22,000 homeless children in our great city, but there are not always beds, nor always 
the desire for one. 
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I walk between cars as we start south but I soon realize that I’m in peoples’ homes 
now. The cars reek with individual smells—some sweaty, some boozy, some urine-
soaked, some moldy. Each person has their worldly possessions tucked closely by in 
backpacks or plastic bags. I see only one couple, curled up on a two-seater. They look 
large on the seat. Sweet, spooning, and snoring lightly. I feel surrounded in shadowed 
dreams, careening through the darkness. I am a voyeur. I find an empty car and pace it as 
we cross the Harlem River, past the lights of a 24-hour gym with a dozen people on 
treadmills, running in place.  
Dipping underground, the tracks are alive with workmen. Jerrybuilt strips of naked 
bulbs connected with exposed wire string steel pillar groves, showing off fungus floors of 
chewed gum and decomposed rats. Workmen sit on platforms watching other men work.  
Metaphors for the subway tend to be organic, nature-based—arteries to a body, 
bedrock to a garden. They turn the metallic clicks and sighs to pulse and breath. But 
while those metaphors are beautiful, they fall apart for me right now. They humanize 
machines in a way that seems to make us smaller than the things we create, turning us 
into cogs in a greater being. In all of this silence and darkness, each sound seems solitary 
to me now, distinct, alone, escaping metaphor, escaping story, each nothing but itself in 
this crumbling, rusting reality of manmade tools set in motion, each a bit of chaos in an 
empty structure entirely reliant on the participation of it’s riders.  
The world around me begins to fall apart. It’s just past 3am and I wonder why I’m 
still here. How often have I said that 24 hours in a day is too few? How often have I 
watched days disappear into months into years? But today lingers in all this 
contemplation and disruption. I can’t handle it anymore. Haven’t I seen enough? I 
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wonder. I’m tired and trying to justify going to bed for an hour while the rest of the city 
sleeps. I can come back for morning rush hour, I think. I bicker with myself and don’t see 
a single soul for what seems like hours.  
At 125th and Dyckman, at 231st and 238th, I get off at the platforms. I need air. I 
need sky. I need this elevated view of the city. Here I can see stars. There are stars above 
this city.  
I can see the moon. I try to remember the last time I saw the moon in the city. It’s 
been weeks. I wonder what that does to the human psyche. To the human body. Religions 
are based on the moon. Ocean tides are moved by the moon.  
I stand on the platforms looking up, soaking in rays like it were the sun. 
Soon I hear apartments rumbling—beginning before twilight as if night and day 
were personal events, not bound by the sun. I’m close enough to hear alarm clocks 
scream. 4am. 4:15. Lights and coffee and reluctant steps. 
I hop back on the trains full time again, walking between cars. They fill quickly 
with tired and worn and casual clothes, then doctors and nurses and doormen and flea 
market ties before the fashionable and sleek. People drown in their eyelids, move with 
dreams in their steps, and abort morning stretches against crowded doors and poles. 
Just after 7am, young students start taking over.  
I admit that my timing was calculated. I started at 8am because I wanted to end 
with the energy of students rushing for 7:45 homerooms and first periods. I wanted to end 
with the vitality and promise of the future.  
They don’t disappoint. The students get on one by one. We all do this in the 
mornings, waking up in our single-family homes, disconnected from friends and 
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extended families. But these kids reenter the social world faster, less eager to separate the 
world into categories of rules, less eager to be defined by the expectations of place and 
time. They amass around doors or seats or corners. Communities form. Sleepy eyes give 
way to morning chatter, then flirting, then playing and pushing and joking and, all of a 
sudden, at 7:36 exactly, somewhere between South Ferry and 242nd—everywhere 
between, I hope—the subway car transforms from a dark grave of sleeping dreams to the 
hope and play of enjoyment, of dancing and laughing and friendship and fun. A new 
ordinary is formed. A new rhythm. I see the scene and I smile. I am too tired to do much 








RUNNING WITH DESCARTES: 
THE BODY IN PLACE AND STORY 
 
Literature does its best to maintain that its concern is with the mind; 
that the body is a sheet of plain glass through which the soul looks 
straight and clear, and, save for one or two passions such as desire and 
greed, is null, and negligible and non-existent. On the contrary, the 
very opposite is true. All day, all night the body intervenes; blunts or 
sharpens, colours or discolours... 
—Virginia Woolf, “On Being Ill” (Brownley et al, 1999: 165) 
 
There is a smoothness of pace when I swim or ski that I am constantly seeking 
out—a transition of weight shifting from limb to limb in fluid connection to heartbeat and 
breathe and movement and effort. When you hit it right you feel weightless, effortless, 
like you’re gliding through the world.  
I’ve never come close to that as a runner. My feet fling back and forth centimeters 
above the pavement as if they’re begging to trip. I try to figure out where to put my 
shoulders, which feel too broad at the moment to be anything but gawky and awkward, 
but my head is tense. It feels connected to my shoulders as if they are nailed together with 
a two-by-four.  
The first mile of any run is always the most awkward. It is when I remember my 
body. I’ve usually been sitting at my desk or on my couch writing or reading or planning 
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a class or workshop, and very little but my fingers feel like they’ve moved for hours. It 
takes a bit to reconnect all the parts. 
Today I’m running down 1st Avenue on the Lower East Side of Manhattan, headed 
on a loop that will bring me downtown and then back up along the East River. I’m 
running on the sidewalk, hopping into the bike lane and street when there are too many 
people and the road is clear, but one thing is clear. This is not a city set up for runners. 
Even bike lanes are new here and they were fought vigorously by the car people. Running 
is still an afterthought. Even the parks are designed with the expectation that you will 
dodge bikes, walkers, and strollers. It’s what pushes most people to pay large sums of 
money to run on treadmills inside. 
I’m dipping in and out of people and traffic as I pass a favorite taco shop and 
Filipino bar, then an Italian place my brother goes to every birthday, and then an oyster 
bar that once had me throwing up between parked cars. I’ve lived here for years and one 
of the things I love about this place is the diversity of bars and restaurants set among this 
residential neighborhood of low buildings and quiet streets, but today I’m running past it 
all, trying to keep up my pace as I dodge all the amblers who are headed for food or 
drink. 
My muscles slowly wake up. My shins are sharp with a pain that will dissipate—a 
remnant from a repairing shin splint, and my thighs feel like massive disconnected pieces 
of meat, shaking back and forth and tensing on each hit to the pavement. I relax my 
shoulders and lean a bit forward, letting my neck bob on its own rather than fight it with 
the strain of my back. It all slowly comes together. 
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Running is a silly thing. Just a few minutes ago I was sitting in my comfortable 
apartment. I looked out my window and simply needed to be outside. I got restless. But I 
didn’t want to sit or stroll, I wanted to use some energy, so I grabbed my sneakers and 
here I am, quite literally running in a circle—downtown, over, and then back again.  
Sport is like this. There is little to it but the actual doing, and most sports seem 
even more arbitrary and odd than running in a circle. While you might be able to see what 
led to running or cross-country skiing—turning a once-regular action into competition or 
recreation, it becomes harder to figure out where basketball or tennis came from. You 
have to imagine it was an evolution of play, kids looking to have some random fun. And 
there’s beauty to that.  
Even the sports that command the highest salaries started that way. For instance, 
baseball started in the empty lots and alleys here in New York as “town ball,” a hybrid of 
some older European games pieced together in the diverse communities of the city. It’s 
fascinating to imagine kids from around the world bringing the traditions of their own 
culture’s games together and creating a hybrid that would fit in the square lots of the city. 
Soon, a new game was formed. And in 1845, a fireman and his friends formalized the 
first set of rules and the first organized club, the New York Knickerbockers (named after 
the fire station), and by 1857 there was a convention and a national association. All from 
a little back lot stickball…  
 
In high school I ran a bit for sports, but I’ve never been a runner. One of my 
favorite books, though, was deeply tied to the idea of running, The Call of the Wild, by 
Jack London. It’s the perfect book for the outdoorsy angst-ridden 14-year-old who feels 
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stuck in the suburban life of dull expectations. It follows Buck, a domesticated dog in 
California who is captured and brought to the Yukon to be a sled dog during the 1890s 
gold rush. Buck fights and kills his way to lead the team, and eventually succumbs to the 
“call of the wild,” leaving humans behind to lead of a pack of wild dogs.  
It was the perfect book for a kid who felt forever trapped inside school each day, 
sitting in the quiet rows of a slow-moving classroom. In a way, it exposed how close the 
walls around me were. It put emotion to a place, and after reading it, it was impossible to 
not imagine what it would be like to be “jerked from the heart of civilization and flung 
into the heart of things primordial” (2012). The book quite literally got my heart racing. 
My pulse quickened while I read, and it pushed me to want to run—to run from my 
home, from my culture. It layered into romantic desires for the outdoors and adventure, 
and it pushed me to ignore tamed books and focus on the ones that fed my desire to 
imagine worlds beyond my own. It was surprising, in fact, that I didn’t follow Jack 
London’s path, who dropped out of high school at 14 to travel the country as a hobo and 
chase down gold rush dreams in Alaska. His words built on the tensions and desires that 
welled up inside of me when I played sports or got antsy in class or dreamed of possible 
futures. 
This is the wonder of books. They create our sense of self and possibility and are 
even physically connected to our understanding and experience with the world.  
Literature is often relegated to the mind—an interior act—but a book can make 
you cry or flinch or shiver. It alters the world around you and places you in it. But too 




My feet slap the pavement hit by hit. The ground is hard and my thick-soled 
sneakers absorb some weight, but I blunt it further by trying to bounce off the balls of my 
feet, using the length of my feet to soften the impact. It’s a sunny winter day and the light 
and crisp air fight for my skin. I’m tingling with the cold as my blood begins to circulate 
faster. Warmth spreads from inside as my blood flows and the vessels near my skin 
dilate, and it comes from above, as the sunlight fights through the chill.  
I’m running down 1st Avenue, street by street, 9th Street, 8th Street, 7th Street, and 
on. Everything north of Houston is gridded. It’s the “new city,” the gridded and 
numbered city that was laid out in 1811 and built north through the 19th Century. It’s 
impossible to get lost here if you know how it works. The avenues run north-south with 
1st Avenue on the east side and 12th Avenue on the west, and the streets run east-west, 
from 1st Street to 210th Street up north. It’s a city built for economic efficiency where 
even the parks were a hard-fought afterthought, so it’s easy to see how play and sport 
have little value here.  
New York is often considered the economic center of the world, and because of 
that our culture’s work is managerial and administrative. But in a culture built on the 
cubicle, where we often feel disconnected from our bodies, sport feels nothing but 
necessary.  
I run because I want to feel connected to the world. I run because I want my feet 
planted firmly in the ground. In fact, I might even say that I run for the same reason I do 




Maurice Merleau-Ponty wrote about the meeting-place of mind and body as an 
intertwining, a chiasm “between extension and thought” (2004: 152). He challenges the 
separation of interior and exterior by using the metaphor of hands coming together, 
saying that when you put your own two hands together you both feel the physical hand 
and your hand is felt. You perceive the touch and the touching as the interior and exterior 
collide. He writes, 
Between the exploration and what it will teach me, between my movements 
and what I touch, there must exist some relationship by principle, some 
kinship. … This can happen only if my hand, while it is felt from within, is 
also accessible from without, itself tangible, for my other hand, for 
example, if it takes its place among the things it touches, is in a sense one 
of them, opens finally upon a tangible being of which it is also a part. 
Through this crisscrossing within it of the touching and the tangible, its 
own movements incorporate themselves into the universe they interrogate, 
are recorded on the same map as it; the two systems are applied upon one 
another, as the two halves of an orange. (133) 
 
In the moment of your two hands touching, your body and mind cannot separate. 
Between mind and body, “There is reciprocal insertion and intertwining of one in the 
other. Or rather, if, as once again we must, we eschew the thinking by planes and 
perspectives, there are two circles, or two vortexes, or two spheres” (138). He asks us to 
imagine a Venn diagram of the perceived world where mind and body can seem separate 
but also together, intersecting and intertwining.  
Merleau-Ponty was writing in part against one of the fathers of modern Western 
philosophy, Renee Descartes, who saved his Catholic soul in 1637 by separating mind 
and body, and God and world. Cogito ergo sum, he said, I think therefore I am. To 
Descartes, the soul lived in the mind and the body was a vessel—a machine to carry you 
around during your worldly existence and to be left behind when you died. He even 
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placed the connection from our godly souls to the body in a specific part of the brain—
the pineal gland, which was the seat of our soul and the place where all thought was 
formed and transferred to our earthly plane.  
And we built much of our society on that idea. It created a duality that Western 
culture is barely beginning to step out of, where medical doctors and psychologists are 
too often partitioned and disconnected from each other, and even where literature courses 
(the mind) and writing courses (the body) are separated in university. It requires the term 
“inter-disciplinary,” as if each discipline is actually separate, and developed cities 
without much thought to the body, privileging intellect and minimizing the body. 
 
Two months ago I ran a marathon with two women I know from rock climbing—
another odd sport where we climb our vertical loops for the simple sake of 
accomplishment. None of us had ever run a marathon before, so we were not planning on 
being competitive. We just wanted to finish the 26.2 miles. But one of the women, Dara, 
has two bad knees and knew she would have a tough time of it. It was mid-January and 
we had traveled to Florida to run a race there (and find a bit of winter sun). Dara and 
Minna arrived before me, so the day before the race they went to an amusement park and 
walked for miles in flip-flops. Without surprise, one of Dara’s bad knees began to act up 
on their amusement park walk. And yet she ran. None of us was there to be competitive. 
We ran for the simple sake of personal accomplishment, but she wasn’t going to miss out. 
She wasn’t going to give up. 
By mile ten, she needed to walk a bit. By fifteen, she needed to walk at least as 
much run. And by twenty-two she winced with each step.  
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Minna and I were in no rush so we stayed with her. Of course we did. It was not 
entirely about personal accomplishment either; we were doing it for social reasons too, so 
sticking together was worth a slower race.  
My mother, at 67, ran her own first marathon a year ago with a friend of hers. In 
the days before the race, she told me the advice that one of her friends had given her, “No 
matter who you run with, at some point you will end up annoyed or angry at the other 
person. It’s a long race to run with someone.” 
I can’t speak for how I annoyed Dara and Minna, but for me the moment followed 
a stupid comment I made at about mile eighteen. We were going slow, and talking a lot, 
so I told Minna about a study I’d read where researchers took a group of men and women 
and asked them to exercise to exhaustion. They wanted to build off of other studies that 
had shown that athletes were able to access reserve energy even when they were at the 
point of limp exhaustion. They wanted to explore how to access that reserve, so they split 
the group in two and had them exercise to get a baseline. Then they coached one group to 
“Self-talk,” encouraging themselves verbally with phrases like “You’re doing well” or 
“Feeling good” or “You’ve got this.” When the groups returned for a second attempt, the 
control group remained the same while the “self-talk” people reported that the exercise 
was easier even though their physiological responses (heart rate, etc.) remained exactly 
the same.  
By telling themselves they could, they accessed that reserve energy and made it so. 
Exhaustion, it seemed, was subjective and open to influence (Reynolds, 2013). 
Now, this probably sounds more wonky or geeky than like a “stupid comment” 
during a race, but I should step back for a second and explain that Minna is an elementary 
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school teacher through and through. She is filled with the kind of optimism that both 
infects a room with smiles, and fills the Internet with an overwhelming amount of 
saccharine quotes and links to the beauties in life’s small moments. In other words, she 
spreads her optimism as broadly as she can, and I know this. So when I told her about this 
study, she ignored the “self” in “self-talk” and began using that talk on us.  
We were walking. I was tired but relaxed, and Minna kept pointing out the signs of 
the people cheering when their signs included one of those phrases. “You’ve got this!” 
she said to me, pointing at a sign, “That one’s for you, Brice! You got this!”  
“Yeah… I’m walking,” I wanted to say. “Comfortably. I know I’ve got this.”  
Of course, she was saying it mostly to all three of us together, “We’re looking 
good, guys!”, so she might have been helpful or at least trying to encourage Dara, who 
was in her own special hell—walking, running, and jogging on a pained knee for 26.2 
miles. But as my mom said, it’s a long race to run with someone, and while we might be 
able to talk ourselves into the world, we’re never going to be alone while we do it.  
That study really only quantifies something that any athlete knows: you won’t get 
anywhere without a positive sense of possibility and an outward drive. In a way, it’s a 
silly society that requires a scientist to do that study. It was even something Homer wrote 
about in the Iliad, as Odysseus runs against Ajax:  
Desperately close to the finish, Odysseus knew he couldn’t get past, and 
gasped an inward prayer to Athene.  
‘Give it me, Goddess, help me, move these legs!’  
Pallas Athene heard him, and infused new power and lightness into his 
pumping hands and feet, lifting them quick and high. (Robinson, 2003: 21) 
 
This three-thousand-year-old epic poem offered the same result as the study. If you 
are attempting a feat beyond your abilities, call on the connections that link your world of 
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ideas with the actions of your body. Either Athene or your resolve will come to your aid.  
 
New York City only require physical education two times per week to graduate 
high school, and with many schools without proper facilities there are broad definitions 
of “physical education.” To make matters worse, many of the gym classes in the most 
struggling schools are forced to incorporate “academics” in gym, where play and exercise 
are drowned out with test prep. Privilege begets privilege and communities that struggle 
with education also often live in the areas ignored by “public” funds, leaving these 
schools with worse facilities and less time for music, sports, and even science. Schooling 
gets dumbed down to learning to a singular utility—to prove knowledge or take a test—
and play, imagination, and the kind of creative approach that allows us all to create new 
worlds and ideas is drowned out.  
And there are plenty of studies that show how wrong-headed this is. For instance, 
in studies of 9- and 10-year olds, researchers at the University of Illinois found a direct 
link between aerobic exercise and the brain’s ability to filter out unnecessary information 
in order to get to the good stuff. With exercise, they saw an increase in complex memory, 
and better coordination between action and thought. In the kids that exercised, they 
actually saw parts of the brain grow. Another study shows that even twenty minutes of 
walking before a test can raise a child’s test score; and in another, in Sweden, the military 
studied 18-year-olds doing their conscripted service and found a direct correlation 
between fitness and I.Q., even when looking at identical twins. (Reynolds, 2010)  
My route down 1st Avenue takes me across Houston, where the Avenue’s name 
changes to Allen Street and then splits where I’ll run southeast onto Pike to the river. I 
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cross Houston and run into the park, a small sliver of green running between Allen’s two-
way traffic. It is wide with basketball fields and playgrounds, and has a bike path and a 
walking path down its sides. It makes it a perfect bit of city running where you can shoot 
straight down through the Lower East Side, into Chinatown, and spit out at the river.  
I love this part of Manhattan. While midtown and downtown are plagued with 
skyscrapers that blind out the sun, the buildings here dip into a valley of low rooftops. 
Manhattan can seem like a flat island of cement, but it’s built on glacial till sitting on 
bedrock, and that bedrock mimics the dip of the Manhattan skyline. Or, I should say, the 
skyline mimics the bedrock. Building codes keep the rooflines low in this part, so on 
either side of me down 1st Avenue and Allen and Pike, there is rarely anything bigger 
than the six-story tenement buildings and storefronts. “Air rights” is a big deal here, 
where new buildings in this part of town will often have to buy the air above the 
neighboring buildings in order to build taller than code, all to avoid putting too much 
weight on the soft island soil. It turns this area to neighborhood. I run and dodge past 
people strolling slowly through, headed to the park to play basketball or mahjong or 
chess, or headed to the dog park or to stroll along on this beautifully sunny day. Many of 
these parks are new or renovated, and they are a testament to a growing grass-roots 
movement to add green to an over-purposed city. 
 
The novelist Haruki Murakami, who is an avid marathoner, writes, “as I run, I 
don’t think much of anything worth mentioning. I just run. I run in a void. Or maybe I 
should put it the other way: I run in order to acquire a void…. The thoughts that occur to 
me while I’m running are like clouds in the sky. Clouds of all different sizes. They come 
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and they go, while the sky remains the same sky as always. The clouds are mere guests in 
the sky that pass away and vanish…. The sky both exists and doesn’t exist. It has 
substance and at the same time doesn’t. And we merely accept that vast expanse and 
drink it in” (17: 2008). 
In education, there is a school of thought that speaks about “Write to Learn,” the 
idea that writing is not transactional but process-driven. It suggests that writing is a 
thought process itself—a of working out ideas by re-forming and expressing them. I find 
that running serves the same purpose for me. There is something about physical action 
that focuses the mind. In a way, it is like an Om or mantra in meditation, where you 
repeat the same phrase again and again to consume a part of your mind and make it as 
empty as possible. Writing and running and sport are like a meditation for me, a way to 
pause from one part of myself, and see what comes from it.  
But each run is different. Sometimes I feel very present in the world—feet on the 
pavement, and I am sometimes I float through—head in the imagination. In those 
moments, it’s possible to forget where I am sometimes, and that is one of the best 
feelings of all, when your running becomes automatic and natural and you are left with 
your thoughts. But it is also beautiful running with every sense active and alert, noticing 
the sounds of the skate park and the murmurs of two couples discussing their score in a 
mahjong game. And the dipping back and forth is perhaps the best part of running. 
As I take my turn from Allen to Pike, running alongside a skate park as the spring 
wind cuts through the late winter, I am brought back to Buck. London writes,  
But especially he loved to run in the dim twilight of the summer 
midnights, listening to the subdued and sleepy murmurs of the forest, 
reading signs and sounds as a man may read a book, and seeking for the 
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mysterious something that called—called, waking or sleeping, at all times, 
for him to come. (2012) 
 
 
The Call of the Wild is part of the American pastoral tradition in literature where 
the hero casts aside the domestic life to return to nature (another favorite in this tradition 
is Huckleberry Finn). In part, it was a reaction to industrialization and a calling for a 
more rural life, but London’s The Call of the Wild was a particularly bloody and 
gruesome one. He was a self-proclaimed socialist, but George Orwell said that his 
“exaltation of the primitive” and his focus on the dominance of the individual through 
violence was more akin to fascism (2000). I can see that, but London appealed to a 
younger me who was ready to burn any bridge or building to find a life that was more 
connected to the world. Industrialism, and it’s children in the services and cubicle 
industries do push us into a world where exercise can’t be anything but a commodity, and 
sport and play become spatialized, specialized, and cordoned off. They become as useless 
to the economy as a smile. They become as useless as a day off (unless that day off is 
spent spending money). And sport has evolved to become expensive. We don’t swim in 
the East River so swimming requires access to a pool now, and the hard, dirty surfaces 
require shoes for running, and it just goes up from there. 
But it isn’t just the goods that define this part of our culture. Walk down any street 
in Manhattan and you’ll see that the layout between rows of buildings allows for 
sidewalk, parked cars, a double-wide driving lane, parked cars, then sidewalk. Our streets 
are laid out so that cars get four lanes while pedestrians only get two.  
There is actually exactly as much space for parked cars as there is for walking. 





I started running in my late twenties when I realized that I had fallen into a 
sedentary lifestyle of office jobs that left me missing movement. I have never been 
someone who likes to exercise for exercise sake. I have never been a gym person. I need 
the motivator of sport and community to get my butt off the couch. I joined a water polo 
club and tried to reclaim some of the skill from when I played for UC Santa Barbara’s 
team, and I picked up rock climbing and I signed up for some triathlons. I’ve been 
dipping in and out of triathlons for a decade now, and I am running in part because I want 
to do a few more triathlons this summer.  
Since I was young, sports kept me sane. In high school they kept me in school. In 
order to stay on the water polo, swim, or lacrosse teams, I had to pass my classes. I got 
into UC Santa Barbara because of water polo more than my grades, and it was the simple 
act of being there that eased me into a love of academics. When I would get 
overwhelmed or restless I’d simply swim or surf or spearfish.  
I finished my BA and then earned a Masters and am now completing a PhD. Sport 
allowed me the time and opportunity to turn from being a hesitant student to a teacher. 
And it remained important. It was devastating to my psyche when I stupidly took a series 
of desk jobs in my 20s—editing, designing, management, etc—and I dropped sports and 
exercise for a few years. My happiness declined dramatically. I like my pasta and potato 
chips, like so many of us, and without a return to it I might have quickly joined the one in 
three adult Americans who are obese. That’s not one in three that is overweight. It is fat 
in your bloodstream fat. It is heart and liver and kidney failure fat. It is osteoarthritis and 
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cancer fat. It is diabetes and death fat. One in three.  
And for a bit I was on my way. By 29, I had slowly ballooned from a 190-pound 
college sports weight to 215 pounds. It was only through a return to club sports and 
outdoor activities that kept me from dissolving into my cubicle walls. Sports provided me 
with the motivation to get back off the mat, think more clearly, be more proactive, and 
both dive into a PhD and return to my college sports weight. Others are not so fortunate. I 
was only able to do it because I had a job that paid enough to allow me time away from 
work for exercise and money for a better diet.  
Daniel Liberman, an evolutionary biologist at Harvard writes that, “It’s only in the 
last 100 years, in fact maybe for many people the last 20, 30, 40, 50 years, that human 
beings have been able to lead extremely sedentary lives without any physical activity. A 
typical American today living in a post-industrial information technology world can get 
up in the morning, reach to the cabinet, get breakfast cereal that’s in a box, pour it, reach 
to the refrigerator, pour some milk in there. He or she can spend his or her entire day 
without ever elevating his heart rate or her heart rate.” He writes that we accept this but 
we shouldn’t. “It’s natural and normal for us to think that the world around us is normal. 
But our world, our lives today are profoundly abnormal, especially in the case of no 
longer having to use physical activity as part of our daily routine.” He writes, “We’ve 
also got this bizarre notion that finally came true, that our bodies don’t really matter.” 
(2012).  
 
One of the Western world’s anchoring canonical texts, Milton’s Paradise Lost, 
which was published in 1667 not long after Descartes, retells the games of the Iliad. He 
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takes these exalted moments and places them in hell. The fallen angels who have lost 
their battle with God pass their time in hell with running and racing. While Satan is on 
earth offering an apple to Eve in the Garden of Eden, these fallen angels race a violent 
race, and sing boastfully of “their own heroic deeds.” (Robinson, 2003: 73). Sport is for 
the unclean, it seems, for the ungodly. 
This idea that the body is sin and the soul is pure are so deeply ingrained in our 
culture that even the fact that we have known it, and combatted it for centuries doesn’t 
make a dent. Merleau-Ponty argues that we forever rewrite Descartes’ Cogito ergo sum. 
He writes that “it is not the ‘I am’ which is pre-eminently contained in the ‘I think’...but 
conversely the ‘I think,’ which is re-integrated into the transcending process of the ‘I am,’ 
and consciousness into existence’ (2004: 27). Merleau-Ponty argues for a rediscovery of 
the perceived world, and a renewed focus on our sensory experience. He writes that “one 
of the great achievements of modern art and philosophy…has been to allow us to 
rediscover the world in which we live, yet which we are always prone to forget” (2004: 
42).  
We can look to the marathon for an interesting metaphor to the intertwining of 
exercise, culture, and story. The marathon is said to have been born in Greece when a 
herald ran 26.2 miles to tell the Greeks “Nenīkēkamen!”, “We won!”—that they had 
defeated the Persians—before he died on the spot from exhaustion. (On a side note: the 
Greeks probably could have waited another hour to hear that great news and the poor guy 
could have survived to enjoy the peace…) But what we actually call the marathon is 
rooted in a poem. 
Basing his 1879 poem “Pheidippides” on the Greek histories surrounding the 
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battle, Robert Browning retells the story of the wartime herald who delivered news from 
the battle at Marathon to Athens. Browning writes, 
So, when Persia was dust, all cried “To Akropolis! 
Run, Pheidippides, one race more! the meed is thy due! 
‘Athens is saved, thank Pan,’ go shout!” He flung down his shield, 
Ran like fire once more: and the space ‘twixt the Fennel-field 
And Athens was stubble again, a field which a fire runs through, 
Till in he broke: “Rejoice, we conquer!” Like wine thro’ clay, 
Joy in his blood bursting his heart, he died—the bliss! (30: 1920) 
 
The Olympics were created at the very same time that Browning’s poem was popular, so 
the popularity of this work put a long run as a necessary sport. The 26.2-mile run was 
established and named after the Battle of Marathon, and today more than one million 
people run them each year. The summer Olympics even closes its games with the event. 
All from a few pieces of poetry…  
It’s amazing to pause and wonder about that. How many bodies have been altered 
from that poem? How many people ran faster or with a greater sense of history in their 
bones because of the writing done about running? And how many writers have written 
with a pace and beat that was due to the way they ran in the world? 
 
I reach the river and start to loop back north. The sky is clear blue and the river 
offers a bit of horizon. Before all I could see was buildings and the narrow caves of 
sunlight that pass between, but now it is a horizon that opens with river.  
The grass around me is yellow from a long wet winter that is still hanging on, and 
the boardwalk cuts a straight line of gray cement that funnels the river quickly and 
efficiently to the sea. There are nothing but runners on the boardwalk, and I jump right in 
with them.  
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As someone who doesn’t always love running, this is my favorite part of the run—
the moment when you are on a direct path home. There are no choices. There is no 
turning back early. You have a set amount of distance to get home and you have no 
choice but to complete it.  
I pick up my pace with this in mind and my eyes dart around. The boardwalk is 
manicured and clean and empty with the river on the right and sports fields on my left. 
Children and adults are collected in groups to play football, soccer, basketball, and plenty 
of other games I cannot see. Across the river sit more built landscapes, the condos and 
office complexes of Brooklyn’s waterfront that are filled with people sitting behind desks 
or on their couches.  
I wonder a bit as I run what this must have looked like when Henry Hudson 
anchored somewhere off this island in 1609 to trade with the Lenape Indians. This 
boardwalk would be replaced with water, without a doubt, and tall grasses and a forest 
would sit inland, but I wonder what a walk or run alongside the river might have looked 
like then.  
I’ve explored the digital overlays of this area as imagined in 1609 through the 
Mannahatta Project, a spectacular project that has mapped what the city looked like when 
Henry Hudson first made contact with the Lenape. I wonder what it would have been 
like, running down their trails through the wooded island. The path that is now Broadway 
was the Lenape’s central road, and it must have been a beautiful run at one time, before it 
was flooded with cement and cars. 
The Lenape had their own sports before we arrived. Lenape men tested their 
strength by wrestling, racing and jumping. In one game of skill, competitors threw spears 
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through a hoop rolling across the ground. They also played a version of Lacrosse, called 
Pahsahëman, with a ball made from laced deerskin and stuffed with deer hair. They 
formed two teams and tried to get the ball through the others’ goal posts. These games 
are often described historically as training for war or as ways to attract women, but one 
has to imagine there was also a sense of play and fun that didn’t always have to be so 
connected to the cultural economics of social capital and war. 
 
During that marathon with Minna and Dara, at some point around mile 13 or 14, 
Minna and I started talking about her class. I’d mentioned that I was a bad student once, 
and a restless one. She said, “I have a special place in my heart for her 3rd grade boys. For 
a while I was always annoyed with them. They couldn’t sit still. I’d turn around for a 
second and they’d be on the other side of the room. But I realized that it’s not their fault. 
We ask these kids to sit in place all day. They get sports twice a week. Twice. And for a 
short time. We’re killing these kids,” she said. “The boys and the girls both. So now if 
anyone looks restless, I let them stand while they work, and I try to get them up whenever 
I can. The most restless ones I have help me with stuff.” She even has them do yoga once 
a week inside of classroom time, and teaches them how to deal with stress. “But there’s 
so much we have to cover for testing and all of the standards. I wish I could do more.” 
In The Call of the Wild, Buck ran “through the pale moonlight or glimmering 
borealis, leaping gigantic above his fellows, his great throat a-bellow as he sings a song 
of the younger world” (2012). I’m not sure that I want to glorify and fetishize a world 
before cities and running water and vaccinations, but running along the East River, 
headed toward home with the sun on my brow and the wind whipping down the river, I 
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can’t help but empathize for the desire to have a closer connection to the ground at my 
feet.  
And to paraphrase London, it makes me wonder if we’re in danger of forgetting 
the old tricks stamped into the heredity of our breed. It all just makes me want to point 







PADDLING THE SEWERSHED: 
CITY AND NATURE IN EXPLORATION 
 
We’re on a grimy little blow-up raft in the middle of the Bronx River and I kind of 
want to know what the water tastes like.  
It wouldn’t be the smartest move, of course. Over the past two days, we’ve 
maneuvered downriver past garbage bags, abandoned bicycles, engine blocks, discarded 
socks, and grocery carts, and we’ve just reached the industrial part of the South Bronx. 
To our left are soot-covered factory buildings, and to our right there is a scrapyard 
shining in the sun. Four rusty barges float along it, filled with cars, refrigerators, and torn 
metal. One of the barges seems to be sinking…just like us.  
Our inflatable raft has several holes in it and it is filled with four inches of frigid 
water. But we’re close to the end—only two miles from where the Bronx River empties 
into the tidal East River.  
As long as we don’t hit another refrigerator we should make it. 
“We passed seashells about a mile back, yeah?” I ask my paddle buddy Cuong. 
“After that last portage? We must be tidal by now,” I say. “Taste the water. See if it’s 
salty.”  
“I’m not tasting this water. Are you crazy?”  
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There is an oily sheen to the black water. 
I laugh, “No, I don’t think would eith—” 
“Ok, fine, I’ll taste it.” He dips his fingers into the water and puts some into his 
mouth.  
I cringe. 
“Hm… Salty,” he laughs, “but that could be my fingers too. And it’s kind of oily. 
And cold.” 
 
Our trip began the morning before at the river’s headwaters in Valhalla, a New 
York suburb named for the heavenly hall in Norse mythology. The plan was to paddle the 
entire 24 miles of the Bronx River in two days. We’d start in the wealthy north, weave 
down through the pristine parks of the New York Botanical Garden and the Bronx Zoo, 
and end in the South Bronx. We knew it would be dramatic backdrop, traveling from the 
wealthiest areas to the poorest, and from nature preserves to industrial slog. It would be a 
tough ride. Only 8 miles of the 24 are part of the Bronx River Blueway—a protected 
waterway maintained by the parks service—and we hadn’t done much research beyond. 
There wasn’t much to be done. Very little has been written about paddling this river, and 
what was has been focused on the bottom section, and mostly on the pristine parts. 
Cuong and I are climbing friends, part of a group of New Yorkers who have found 
an outdoors community among the tall buildings and gray landscapes of the city and look 
to constantly rewrite our place as one where outdoors sports and adventure is possible.  
While we hop into cars or trains to get to the green or mountains when we can, we 
mostly seek out adventures within the city limits: bouldering in city parks, biking or 
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skateboarding through neighborhoods, or surfing and kiteboarding in Brooklyn, so why 
not paddling and camping? 
So when we noticed that the forecast was for a sunny, 50-degree weekend we 
decided it offered as good an opportunity as any to give it a go. There was snow on the 
ground, sure, and it would be 30 degrees at night, but we were ready to go. We had a $25 
canvas camo tent to “blend in,” and a 2-person blow-up raft, complete with pump, 
paddles, and patch kit, all for $44, so that Saturday we headed up the Harlem Line train 
up to Valhalla ready to paddle New York City’s only remaining fresh water river.  
“Fresh,” of course, is a bit of a misnomer. This river has seen its fair share of 
medical waste, floating bodies, and junked cars, sitting like tombstones along the river’s 
bank. It was used as a sewer for industrial waste throughout the 19th and 20th Centuries, 
and until 2007, Scarsdale, White Plains, Mount Vernon, and Greenburgh even dumped 
their raw sewage directly into the river during any heavy rain.  
Urban run-off is still an issue, with drainpipes ending in the river, and garbage 
bins, highways, and buildings lining the river, which is why the Parks Service website 
says they “commonly refer to sewersheds rather than watersheds” along the Bronx River. 
Urban renewal projects, re-zonings, and lawsuits over the past three decades have helped 
though, and organizations like the Bronx River Alliance have set up garbage nets and 
pulled out over 100 abandoned cars, and tens of thousands of tires.  
The phrase “urban renewal” is tricky though. To “renew” really just means to 
rewrite here, to redesign a part of the city to alter the way we interact with it, and that has 
meant both devastation and relief to this area. In the 1940s and ‘50s, Robert Moses 
redesigned much of the city, building parks and beaches in the wealthy areas and putting 
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public utilities and big block housing units in the poorest areas. His most wide-reaching 
effort, though, was to use eminent domain to make New York City more car-friendly. He 
put highways down Manhattan’s waterfronts and sliced up neighborhoods throughout the 
Bronx. His highway system forcibly displacing hundreds of thousands of people in the 
Bronx in order to connect the northern suburbs to Manhattan by car, and he drained funds 
from public transportation while doing it. He is widely considered both the most powerful 
city planner in New York’s history, and the most devastating (Caro 1975).  
Moses re-wrote the entire city, and this river with it. As he famously said of his 
work here, he “took a meat axe to the Bronx” (Harvey 10), slicing up communities with 
highways, pushing home prices down 
and the middle class to the suburbs. It 
devastated the Bronx, and as the 
place was degraded, it’s economy 
and environment degraded. 
 
In Valhalla, the Bronx River 
is not much more than a babbling 
brook, so we leave the rolled up raft 
in my pack and start hiking. The 
snow is a few inches thick and the 
trees are naked, exposing the 
highway on one side and train tracks 
on the other. The paths are not well 
A current map of the Bronx with the Bronx Park and 




worn so we’re breaking trail, both of us in old 
sneakers that push through the crusty snow.  
This trail is part of the East Coast Greenway, 
commonly dubbed the “urban Appalachian Trail,” a 
3,000-mile trail intended to link all of the major 
cities from Canada to Key West. It’s only 29% 
complete, but the hope is that it will offer 
uninterrupted parkland through areas that don’t 
typically have access to hiking or biking trails.  
Up here, of course, trail access feels expected. 
We’re on a quaint little walk through the suburban 
woods. 
Cuong, who goes by Koon because it was 
easier for childhood friends to pronounce in 
Michigan, is a bit better prepared than I am.  
“Paddling in jeans, huh?” he asks.  
I’m wearing thick, beige, workpants, but 
they’re basically jeans—perhaps a bit too much 
cotton for a river adventure, but it’s mid-March and 
I wanted some warmth for our 30-degree night.  
After a few pauses along the path, Koon says, 
“It looks like it might be deep enough. Let’s give it a 
try.” The river is fifteen feet wide and three feet 
The 24-mile Bronx River Greenway 







deep at its deepest, with sections that are nothing but bits of babble over rock and sticks, 
but we inflate the raft. 
The $44 raft was a splurge. We’d considered a $35 one that had only one air 
bladder and thinner plastic, but decided to go with one with three air compartments… just 
in case. Still, it’s a bit small for two grown men.  
We lay our packs lengthwise and each straddle our own. It is slow going, and 
we’re constantly using our oars to dislodge the heavy boat. The oars are small and 
flexible and they feel like they’re about to break on each shove off the bottom. 
 Less than half a mile downriver Koon let’s out a yelp. There’s a sharp stick barely 
below the surface and we’re headed right for it. “Watch out!”  
We both shove out paddles into the river but it’s too late. There’s the sound of a 
sharp tear and then air bubbles burping. We’re sinking. We both jump out into the knee-
deep water and drag the limp boat to the side. We’re only 4 or 5 miles into our 24-mile 
trip and we’ve popped part of the boat.  
“I think we were a little overanxious to get in,” I say. 
Koon gives me a look that lets me know I’ve stated the obvious. There is a four-
inch gash through the outside bladder—the compartment that gives the boat its shape. 
Without it we will become more inner tube than boat.  
We double-down with duct tape and our only patch, but decide to let the patch dry 
and the river rise. We carry the limp boat downriver a couple more miles deciding that 




White Plains is an urban center among suburbs and as we paddle under bridges and 
between buildings. People look down at us with smiles and amazement. The river is 
moving along now. Without trees and cover, the streets are warmer here, sending 
snowmelt and city runoff down the drains and into the river.  
“I have never been so excited to see street run off before,” I say. 
There are plastic shopping bags everywhere, along with the occasional bicycle, 
soda can, and tire. There are also shopping carts everywhere. 
“We could play shopping cart punch buggy, there are so damn many of these,” 
Koon laughs as we maneuver around another.  
Then it’s my turn to gasp. As we head under a highway overpass, I see the 
refrigerator. It is upside-down and backwards with a jagged edge sticking up just a few 
inches below the surface. There is another horrible tear followed by the gurgle of 
escaping air.  
We pull off and flip the boat but there is no repairing this gash. The floor of the 
boat is destroyed, leaving us with only one bladder left, the oval that offers the shape to 
the cockpit. It’s barely enough to keep us afloat but it will do. 
Moses’ downfall came on a wave of populist uprisings against these heavy-handed 
approaches to urban redesign. Moses wasn’t the only urban designer reshaping cities 
from a careless bird’s eye view, only one of the most impactful and trend-setting. 
Jane Jacobs fought this movement through activism, particularly to fight a 
highway that would have sliced through Washington Square Park in Greenwich Village, 
and by writing about the need for mixed-use neighborhoods and designs that allowed for 
small communities to grow naturally. Then in 1974, Henri Lefebvre wrote, The 
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Production of Space, arguing that social spaces are defined by our physical space. He 
attempted to dismantle both the theoretical and practical top-down approach to our 
understanding of people in the world, refocusing us on the concept of the everyday, the 
idea that in the everyday movements, and the everyday space, power and influence are 
both revealed and perpetuated. Urban decay begets social decay begets poverty begets 
urban decay and on and on. Poverty begets poverty, and people become stuck in the 
stories they tell about themselves, and that are told of them. The ideas of space and the 
everyday become determinants, and possibilities for social change.  
 
The river deepens again and we’ve moving along, but without an outer bladder we 
are almost round, and without a bottom bladder we sit low in the water. We must look 
like a teacup ride in an amusement park, spinning back and forth when each of us puts a 
paddle to the water, zigzagging downriver. And we’re taking on water. The refrigerator 
punctured all the way through in one part and our bags are getting wet. Koon, ever-more-
prepared than I am, it seems, has a waterproof bag wrapped around his pack. We are both 
sopping wet but my pants have swollen to the point that they barely stay up. 
We’re moving faster now though, headed into Scarsdale, Yonkers, and Bronxville.  
Scarsdale was one of the towns that dumped raw sewage into the river until 
recently and it is also one of the wealthiest towns in America. Money Magazine’s 
recently named it the number one “Top Earners Town,” with a median home price of 
$1.2 million. Until 2007, they literally sent their shit downriver, down through the South 
Bronx, which has the highest poverty rate of any congressional district in the country. 
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38% of people live below the poverty line here, as well as 49% of children (2010 
Census).  
In the 1990s, just as the country was beginning to have the wealth to reimagine a 
better urban renewal and a better post-industrial city, William Cronon angered a lot of 
environmentalists when he published an essay called “The Trouble with Wilderness.” 
Tracing our history of preserving the “wild” in parks, he suggested that we were building 
our country off of a fantasy that we could live one life, the urban life, and then preserve a 
separate, untouched, pristine wilderness. He suggested that this separation denies our 
place in nature and inevitably frees us to destroy those areas not within these “preserves.” 
Environmentalists worried that his argument would kill the national parks system, but 
Cronon was merely looking to build the idea of a more nuanced and intertextual 
relationship with “nature,” one in which humans see themselves as part of nature rather 
than seek out the romantic sublime or the rough-rider nostalgia as a tourist visiting the 
“wild.” He hoped to reduce the callousness that allows people to drop a wrapper into a 
stream or a municipality to dump sewage into the river, and for communities to see that 
every action has consequences on our ecosystem, whether in the “wild” or “civilized” 
areas.  
Koon and I paddle through the suburbs where big houses and parklands line the 
riverfront. The river is the cleanest here. The plastic bags and tires are gone and I can 
only imagine that they have local park crews come by regularly to clean it. Tall trees 
stretch over the water and blunt our vision of the buildings, but the river is very much a 
centerpiece to these towns, a soothing vein of green through suburbia. 
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We head south and the buildings grow denser and denser as the city lights begin 
turning on around us. We start looking for places to camp as the sun sets. We consider a 
golf course and a small island, and settle on an embankment just downhill from one of 
the outskirt downtowns. There is a convenience store a hundred yards uphill, and a condo 
complex on the ridge above, but we drag the boat out, hide it behind a fallen tree, and 
pull our soaking wet bodies onto shore. The hill is too steep to be buildable here and with 
trees against the highway on the other side, we seem to have found an oasis of trees in a 
concrete world.  
Our camo tent does the job. It is equal part camouflaged into the browns and 
greens of a tiny forest, and camouflaged into an urban detritus. At quick look, we might 
just be a bit of plastic washed ashore.  
We bring out wet clothes inside with the hopes that our body heat will dry them 
overnight and heat up some water to rehydrate some camp food.  
There are actually several camping spots in New York City, including several 
dozen tent sites throughout the Gateway National Recreation Areas in Brooklyn, Queens, 
and Staten Island. There are so few spots and so many people wanting to use them that 
the Parks Service holds online lotteries in order to reserve many of the spots.  
Of course, this is not one of them. There was no lottery here, just a condo on the 
hill and a construction site across the river to block the view of the Bronx River Parkway. 
I once had a girlfriend who hated the idea of camping, saying, “Why would I leave 
my perfectly good home to go sleep on the ground?” That question essentially ended the 
relationship, but she wasn’t wrong. Camping is ridiculous, and yet we still do it, and love 
it. There is something beautiful about lying down outside, even with a damp sleeping 
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bag, downhill from the city lights, and there is something even more peaceful about 
waking up with the sun and the sound of a woodpecker above. There’s a connectedness 
and simplicity to it all that offers perspective on need and desire and happiness. It’s a way 
of stepping away, and considering what you’ve got and what you really need.  
We pack up with the sunrise and get moving again. Through much of the northern 
Bronx, the river cuts back and forth under the bridges of the Bronx River Parkway, the 
Harlem Line Metro-North train line, and through business centers, public housing 
complexes, and apartment buildings. It follows the long lands of the Woodlawn 
Cemetery, where Robert Moses is buried, and then gives way to the parklands that 
include the Botanical Gardens and the Bronx Zoo. This is the start of the Bronx River 
Blueway, the final eight miles of the river that run alongside this part of the Greenway.  
Organizations like the Bronx River Alliance take small but surprisingly growing 
groups of people on summer paddles down this section, trying to involve the local 
community in everything from clean-up and restoration projects to simple fun, with 
yearly events like the Amazing Bronx River Flotilla race and the Bronx River Festival. 
There is a social aspect to this work that transcends traditional politics. Our actions in the 
world rewrite our relationship to it, and the place begins to change. And as the place 
changes, more people change. This basic premise lies beneath Lefebvre’s concept of the 
social production of space, and it roots the idea of spatial justice. To seek justice and 
equity and potential, we must question the ways we are organized and live in the 
everyday.  
It is no surprise either, then, that the Bronx River Alliance also embraces the idea 
of using the river as classroom. It brings students here to explore it as a scientific 
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laboratory of its own. These kinds of programs are near to my heart, breaking down the 
walls of the school in order to put education in action. In his book Place-Based 
Education, David Sobel promotes this philosophy of education, writing that we must 
“understand that a ‘grounded’ or ‘rooted’ learner stands within the world, acting on its 
many elements, rather than standing outside looking in, acting in large measure as an 
observer, which is the typical stance expected of students in schools” (11). He worries 
that separating our learning of the world from the actual world creates a disconnect 
between what we know and what we do. We end up with two versions of the world, the 
one we live and the one we learn, rather than a deeper understanding of how ideas act in 
the world. Much like Cronon hoping to wed our love of place and the utility of city, 
Sobel hopes that by marrying the two ideas we might see the world anew and perhaps put 
education in action in an everyday and local way. 
 The Bronx River is moving faster now, filled with the drainpipe run-off and 
tributary streams from above but still pocked with plastic bags trapped by tree branches 
and discarded children’s toys and car tires. Our low-lying boat gets caught on it all, and 
we seem to be constantly pushing off of tires.  
“Is that a beaver?” I ask. On a branch trapped in the river, there’s a small furry 
animal digging into a garbage bag. His nose is down so I can’t quite make him out. “Or a 
rat?” He pulls his head back up and looks directly at us.  
“That’s a beaver,” Koon says. “Cool.” 
In 1997 the first beaver on this river was spotted in 200 years. They’d been hunted 
for pelts by early settlers but one had apparently finally made its way back in. They 
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named him Jose, after the South Bronx Congressman who helped find funding for river 
restoration projects.  
I don’t know whether this is Jose or not—he looks far smaller than the beaver I 
saw in pictures of Jose, but it’s pretty cool all the same. Beaver live here. 
The beaver darts back toward shore and dives under water. 
As the city falls entirely away to trees, we reach a low bridge with gates and a 
security camera pointed at the water. “This must be the entrance to the Botanical 
Garden,” Koon says, and soon we see people walking along the wooded pathways, 
snapping pictures of trees and birds and us. People smile and wave and as we get closer 
to one of the paths a young couple stops with their young boy to wave at us. “Where are 
you guys going?” the father asks. 
“Down to the city,” I say. Although, of course, we are already in the city. 
“Really?” the mother asks. “They’re paddling all the way down,” she tells her son. 
“How far is that?” she asks us. 
“Oh, it’s probably seven miles to the East River. To Manhattan.” 
“Good luck!” the boy yells. 
There are three portages through this park—dammed parts of the river where we’ll 
have to walk the boat around on land. We need a permit to paddle through this section, 
but because it was a last minute trip we don’t have one, so when we’re directed to get out 
at the first portage we’re a little concerned that we have to walk a quarter mile through 
the actual Botanical Garden.  
We carry the boat down a thin road, past a small dam where the water cascade 
across a rough patch of ledges and mini-waterfalls, and then past an old stone mill before 
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we hit a road that takes us across a bridge. A golf cart with two maintenance guys comes 
over the hill toward us. 
“Is this going to be a problem?” Koon asks me.  
I have no idea but I look over my 
shoulder to offer the friendliest wave I 
can. 
 “Nice day to be out here,” one of 
the guys says. 
We head down a dirt path to the 
river just as a police cart comes over the 
hill. “Hurry up,” Koon says to me, and 
we dip out of sight, back into the river.  
The water opens up here as herons 
and egrets fly around us. The banks are 
far on either side now and we can see 
nothing but water and trees in any 
direction. There’s not a soul in sight. We 
chase a flock of ducks downriver until we 
head under the Fordham Road overpass 
and into the Zoo. Not far in, we reach the 
next portage, a pair of tall waterfalls at a 
wide point in the river. It’s a short 
portage but as we begin to paddle away 
The Bronx River Blueway from Woodlawn, Bronx 





we see two security guards pointing at us from above. One walks down toward us, but he 
is on a ridge twenty feet above.  
I yell a hello over the raging waterfalls and the guard stops. “How’d you guys get 
around those waterfalls?” he yells. 
”There’s a portage up there,” Koon says. 
“Yeah, there’s a path. We just carried the boat around.” 
The guard smiles as if amused and watches us paddle on past. 
The river is widest through the 
Zoo and the long horizons let us realize 
how slow and erratically we’re 
paddling, bobbing back and forth, 
shimmying down this broad river. 
Almost as if for protection or comfort, 
we find ourselves drifting toward the 
shore.  
We paddle under the Wild Asia 
Monorail, which carries passengers 
through Mongolian Horses, Asian 
Elephants, Red Pandas, and Bengal 
Tigers, and then we see a little head pop 
out of the water. Another beaver—twice as big as the first. This, I want to assume, is 
Jose, although with two who says there can’t now be three? Or four? 
A portage inside the Bronx Zoo  
(photo: Brice Particelli) 
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“I can’t believe there are beaver here,” Koon says, snapping a blurry photo before 
he dives underwater.  
We reach the last of the dams as the park ends at 180th Street, but the dam is under 
construction. Fish are being released by the parks service and slowly repopulating the 
river so they are building fish ladders to help them along. The dam also looks like its 
adjoining park is getting a facelift, and there will be more green to play on in this area. 
We empty our gear and carry the boat sideways down a thin trail, walk past the 
construction around the small waterfall, and let the boat slide down a bit of rock to the 
construction zone of the park. When we get to the other side, we see that the fence is 
locked, so we shimmy along the ledge of the bridge to pass the gear around the fence as 
the river rushes below.  
We cross the road and walk down along the river where the banks are made of a 
hundred yards of car tires, stacked eight feet high and holding up the land that carries the 
weight of a handful of apartment complexes. A woman is sitting in the yard nearby. 
“That looks like fun,” she says, “Can I come?” 
“I wish,” Koon laughs. “Look at how small this boat is.” 
Play is an undervalued act within all of this too. There is discovery in play, and we 
need horizons and possibility to do it. We are not just a couple of idiots out on a river that 
is not meant for recreation, after all. We are a couple of idiots looking to keep actively 
challenge what it is to live in this city. 
In the opening to Henri Lefebre’s Critique of Everyday Life, he promotes the idea 
of play, comparing it to art, saying that both are “transfunctional.” They are done for 
many reason, but they are also filled with agitation and disruption (2002: 3). Play helps 
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us develop new ways of seeing the world around us, and they help us produce new ways 
of moving through the world. Bringing students to a dirty river to play as they explore the 
biology and ecological history of the place they live in helps them create new 
understandings of the world they live in, just as two idiots, looking for an outdoors 
experience in the city begin to rewrite their own understanding of and place in the city. It 
is in these gaps between exaggerated or hyperbolic understandings of ourselves and our 
place in the world that play is most necessary. It is where play allows us to create and 
build new understandings and new worlds, even if it’s as simple as realizing that one 
actually can paddle down a river in New York City...  
We walk along the back of the apartment complexes until we can find a clear spot 
to climb down the mountain of tires and slip the boat back in. The river is contained from 
here on out. It is funneled by tires and then rocks and cement, and then the sides of rusted 
out factory buildings and industry. We pass an engine block and some more shopping 
carts and tons of discarded clothing and plastic shopping bags. There are tires 
everywhere, piled up in the river and almost as plentiful as the rocks. A swelled sock 
sticks to my paddle and the smell of oil is on my tongue. 
The buildings along the river here are often boarded, often dilapidated, and there is 
trash in most yards. The river is not a centerpiece now, but a sewage system running as 
an alley behind buildings.  
This area looks as poor as it is, but this district is actually the same one that holds 
the paid parks of the Bronx Zoo and the Botanical Gardens. Open space and green is right 
there, at the heart of the poorest district in the country, but it is behind a pay wall. For a 
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family of four to visit either, it would take most of a day’s work at minimum wage to 
walk in. The opportunity to rewrite your place in the world simply isn’t there for some. 
William Cronon wrote that our problem with the idea of wilderness is in the ideas 
that “It is an island in the polluted sea of urban-industrial modernity, the one place we 
can turn for escape from our own too-muchness.” But this escapism comes at a cost, not 
only in the lack of care to the everyday treatment of our local ecosystem, but in access. 
He wrote that the desire to preserve chunks of land as wild,  
became an important vehicle for expressing a peculiarly bourgeois form 
of antimodernism. The very men who most benefited from urban-
industrial capitalism were among those who believed they must escape 
its debilitating effects. If the frontier was passing, then men who had the 
means to do so should preserve for themselves some remnant of its wild 
landscape so that they might enjoy the regeneration and renewal that 
came from sleeping under the stars, participating in blood sports, and 
living off the land. The frontier might be gone, but the frontier 
experience could still be had if only wilderness were preserved. (2006)  
 
The wild must be preserved, but it would be preserved for the wealthy. And while the 
tiny pockets of public park down this river show progress, it seems clear that we’re still 
working within those same separations. 
We pass by a tree that hangs over the river. It has a rope swing dangling from it 
and I’m reminded of the young boy who died while swimming in a local swimming hole 
near here. With steep rock banks on either side, this seems like the only spot that looks at 
all like a swimming hole anywhere around. I grew up swimming in Long Island Sound 
off the coast of Connecticut, and visiting family on Kentucky Lake. I remember feeling 
grossed out when my feet hit seaweed, or by the soupy clay bottom of Kentucky Lake, or 
the flinch from when a fish would nibble at my toes. I cannot imagine growing up with 
this as a swimming hole, or with the desire to swim and play so great that I would be 
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willing to put my body into this water. But I also assume that if I’d grown up here, I 
would be among the first to try and get my friends to go for a swim. 
The river winds through Starlight Park, and then under a bridge where some 
teenagers wave and yell, “You can do it.”  
Among all of this grime and industry and trash there are pockets of park that stand 
out like wildflowers breaking through the sidewalk cracks.  
More recent urban renewal along this river has focused on local groups working 
with city, state, and federal governments. Perhaps the most famous here is Majora 
Carter’s “Green the Ghetto” project, which positioned the South Bronx parks as an 
environmental or spatial justice issue, demanding parklands among the defunct factories 
and wastelands. Groups like hers questioned why all of the parks had somehow ended up 
in the suburbs and wealthy areas of the city, while the South Bronx had been left with 
environmental degradation. They hoped to build both access as well as civic pride under 
the assumption that to live in a place that is covered in industrial debris and without open 
public spaces creates people who become used to those conditions. To alter the landscape 
of a place is to alter opportunity and possibility.  
We pass by another small sliver of park where an older man with dreadlocks sits 
on the steps smoking. He yells a hello and we wave back. 
“Everyone’s been so nice,” Koon says. “We’ve never heard anything but positive 
things this whole way.” And it’s true. We passed through wealthy towns where people 
largely didn’t ask questions, and through the parklands and poorer areas where people 
responded with nothing but joy and amazement, and past security guards and policemen, 
and we got nothing but smiles.  
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I wonder, of course, how the wealthy neighborhoods and parks might have 
responded if we were not a Caucasian guy and Asian guy but instead black, Hispanic, or 
middle eastern—the stories we tell ourselves are not reserved for place, after all, but I’m 
still amazed at the lack of negativity or disapproval along the way. 
The river dips away from the apartment complexes and deeper into the industrial 
south.  
 “We must be tidal by now,” I say. 
“Taste the water. See if it’s salty.” 
Koon takes a sip and I grimace 
and we paddle slowly, wiggling back 
and forth like a teacup, toward the last 
bend in the river. 
 “If that last bladder pops, we’re 
done,” I laugh, looking at a hundred 
yards of water on every side. 
”Yeah, but fortunately the parts 
that we’d be the most screwed if it 
pops—the deepest parts—are also the 
spots where we shouldn’t hit anything.” 
And we don’t. We turn the last corner and I pull out my phone to call Lauren, a 
friend who is waiting for us down near the New Fulton Fish Market, the industrial 
replacement for the once-neighborhood market on Manhattan’s Lower East Side.  
A garbage boom on the Bronx River with the 




She says she can’t find a place along the river to pick us up. It is all industry and 
fencing and the dock at the fish market is closed.  
We can see the East River in front of us and start looking for the first opening in 
fencing we can find. There’s a small gap in the fencing at a shipping yard for wholesale 
groceries and I ask her to meet us there.  
We pull off onto a shore of seashells, barnacles, and seagull poop but we are no 
longer worried about adding holes to the boat. We drag it onshore and walk up toward the 
parking lot, filled with tractor-trailers.  
While Koon pulls our gear out of the boat, I walk toward the road to wave Lauren 
down as she drives by.  
“I was just here,” she says. “The security guard kicked me out.” 
I hop in the car and we drive back to the opening in the fence, hoping the security 
guard doesn’t come back outside.  
We take a photo with our boat, showing off the torn up bottom before hopping in 
the car to find some dry clothes and warm food. As we drive away the security guard 
walks out of the building and toward us. I roll down the window but Lauren doesn’t slow 
down.  
 “We’re leaving,” Lauren yells out the window as we drive past. 
I can only imagine what it looks like to the security guard. A woman drives into 
the yard and is kicked out. Then she drives in again and when she leaves, suddenly there 
are two dirt-covered men in her car. 
I look back as the guard continues walking toward where we’d come from. She’s 
looking at us, at the trash bins, at the back of the loading docks, and at the rows of truck 
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container, but never at the river. She looks perplexed, probably wondering where these 
two men had come from. One of the containers, perhaps? The river probably never 
crosses her mind. 









STORYING THE SELF: 
IN DEFENSE OF PLAY  
 
Tomorrow 
we shall have to think up signs, 
sketch a landscape, fabricate a plan 
on the double page 
of day and paper. 
tomorrow, we shall have to invent, 
once more, 
the reality of this world. 
— Octavio Paz, “January First” 
Translated by Elizabeth Bishop (Turchi 2004) 
 
Several years ago I was in the Pacific Island nation of the Republic of Kiribati, 
traveling by freighter from island to island. I was on Tabuaeron Island, a remote tropical 
atoll that sits halfway between Hawaii and Fiji, and I had made friends with a local 
family. They’d offered me a place to stay because the only “hotel” on the island, a single 
room bungalow run by the island council, had shut down. Tabuaeron had some local 
market stores—like the one my host, Mike, and his family owned—but no restaurants, 
hotels, bars, or much else.  
Kiribati is a country where only 10% of the people participate in a cash 
economy—selling coconut meat, seaweed, and fish to this freighter that visits only four 
times a year. But it is also important to note that Kiribati is not a nation in poverty. They 
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are instead one of the few subsistence economy nations left in the world, where most 
people simply live off the land and sea.  
But Tabuaeron is different than any of the other of their 33 islands. Because of an 
1886 US law, Hawaiian cruise ships owned by foreign companies have to leave the 
country at some point during their tour. Little Tabuaeron, population 2,000, became the 
weekly stopping point for a Norwegian Cruise Liner carrying 3,000 tourist souls. The 
ship travels overnight to get here, and then dump these passengers off for 4 hours, more 
than doubling the population, and then bring them back on to continue their Hawaiian 
Island cruise. 
It’s a confusing situation for many of the passengers. An expat living there told me 
about it over drinks the night before they arrived.  
Nate was one of the three foreigners living on the island, an American ex-Navy 
Seal who had chosen to move here instead of reenlist, and he was married to a Kiribati 
girl who was on her second marriage at 17 years old (to his 26). They had just had a baby 
but Nate was forever 
restless. He was happy to 
be away from his past life 
but also getting a bit stir 
crazy, living on an island 
with no electricity, 
running water, telephone, 
or internet. He had moved 
there in part to step away, 
Sunrise over Tabuaeron Island’s lagoon.  




to remake himself, but the pace of his culture and its access to information and activity 
had written itself too deeply onto his being.  
On might think, then, that these tourists should be a welcomed bit of home, but he 
said he tries his best to stay away now.  
“I mean, let me give you one example of the type of people that come off that ship. 
The passport stamp line is two hours long,” he laughs, “Two hours. And they’ll stand 
there even though they are only in the country for four hours. They’ll spend their whole 
time here in line. They just want the stamp.” Many of the rest seem unaware that they’re 
even in another country, he told me. One day, as he was walking through the local 
makeshift market, he overheard one say, “Where did all of these people come from? Did 
they follow behind us on another boat?” Another time, he was lying in bed with his wife 
and baby and overheard a tour walking past his house, stopping at a tree on his property. 
The tour guide told them about the tree’s importance to the Kiribati religion, and then 
offered great detail about the traditional construction of their house. Nate and his wife 
laughed inside—the tree was an import from the long-gone British colonizers and the 
house was designed by a Frenchman who took traditional materials and made it his own.  
And on another day, he was walking with his baby and started talking to a couple 
about the weather. Before the woman could find out that he lived there she stopped him 
mid-sentence to castigate him, “I can’t believe you brought your baby onto this island. 
Do you know what kinds of diseases she could get? You don’t know this place. That 
baby is way too young to be in a place like this.”  
 “Yeah,” he said to me, “So I try and stay away from them all now.” 
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I woke up before the cruise ship skiffs started to arrive and walked through the 
center of town to say hi to some Kiribati friends who were setting up a table for the 
market. There was an urgency of time when I got there though that I’d not seen before 
and I felt a bit in the way, so I walked along the white sand beaches of the lagoon instead. 
As the first skiffs started to arrive, I headed back to the house, wanting to shower.  
Showers on Tabuaeron include a hand pump well and an old coffee can. You stand 
on a raised wooden platform behind a wall of corrugated metal sheeting and pour cans of 
water over your head, soap up, and then rinse off. So I began doing this, but soon tourists 
were walking down the road, past the house, and in clear view of me. 
I should stop here to say here that the Kiribati people are Micronesian, darker-
skinned than the Polynesian Hawaiians. This is important because I am not. I stood out as 
an outsider. And while that made me an oddity before the tourists arrived, it now linked 
me to this mass of people flooding the island. So as these tourists walked past a white 
man in a backyard pouring water over his head, they paused. They stared. Some took a 
step toward the property as if wondering if it was a ride. They wanted to try.  
Their confusions were somewhat understandable. The ship’s list of amenities 
includes a Bavarian Restaurant, a Japanese Pool, an Art Deco Cigar Club, a Mandara 
Spa, an English Pub, an Italian restaurant, a European-Opera-House-styled theater, a 
modern discotheque and board rooms fashioned after New York, Rome, London and 
Paris. The ship sounds like a study in commodified multi-culturalism in a way that might 
baffle anyone stepping off onto a “Kiribati Island”—especially if they’ve only barely 
been paying attention. And don’t we often go on vacation from work in order to pay less 
attention? Don’t we often expect to go on “rides” in recreation, whether that ride is a 
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plotted-out hike that guides us through the best waterfall or grove of trees, or a zipline 
that leads us through the forest, or a monorail tour through Mongolian Horses, Asian 
Elephants, Red Pandas, and Bengal Tigers?  
Isn’t this what Debord was talking about when he said our society was now 
organized around commodity fetishism—where we’ve replaced reality with 
representation of reality that can be packaged and sold, and where “the perceptible world 
is replaced by a set of images that are superior to that world yet at the same time impose 
themselves as eminently perceptible”? (2005: 36). Haven’t we all rewritten our world—
our geography of storied existence, or our literary geography, if you will—so it is easier 
to read? 
Jamaica Kincaid wrote one of the more searing essays against tourism in her essay, 
“A Small Place,” where she leads us on a tourist’s trip to her home, Antigua, in the 
second person. In what feels like a direct attack use of the “You” narrator, she points out 
all of the things that you, a tourist, chooses to ignore when visiting her island—the 
economic disparities between tourist and toured, the corruption that grows from 
postcolonialism, the pain that comes from being a tourist destination, and the troubled 
mindset of a tourist looking to get away from thinking, despite the realities of the 
privilege that allows them to be a tourist. She writes, 
The thing you have always suspected about yourself the minute you 
become a tourist is true: A tourist is an ugly human being. You are not 
an ugly person all the time; you are not an ugly person ordinarily; you 
are not an ugly person day to day. From day to day, you are a nice 
person. From day to day, all the people who are supposed to love you on 
the whole do. From day to day, as you walk down a busy street in the 
large and modern and prosperous city in which you work and live, 
dismayed, puzzled (a cliché, but only a cliché can explain you) at how 
alone you feel in this crowd. … But one day, when you are sitting 
somewhere, alone in that crowd, and that awful feeling of displacedness 
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comes over you, and really, as an ordinary person you are not well 
equipped to look too far inward and set yourself aright, because being 
ordinary is already so taxing, and being ordinary takes all you have out 
of you, and though the words “I must get away” do not actually pass 
across your lips, you make a leap from being that nice blob just sitting 
like a boob in your amniotic sac of the modern experience to being a 
person visiting heaps of death and ruin and feeling alive and inspired at 
the sight of it. (14-17). 
 
She challenges us to take a critical look at tourism as a way to explore what we see as 
ordinary—the ways we see ourselves in the world and our expectation that these grand 
facades are somehow normal and fun.  
Of course, I do not separate myself entirely from that crowd either. It is all a matter 
of degree. I was on a travel grant to write about Kiribati, and I hoped that bringing stories 
of this place would promote some change to the ways my own country lives and sees, but 
I was still there thanks to my privilege, and acting from within it.  
For instance, years later I still grimace at my response when my host offered me a 
second serving of some canned semi-spoiled vegetables. I turned it down and Mike 
asked, “But how will you get your vegetables?”  
I brushed off my answer, but in my head I thought, “I’ll get them when I get home 
in a few weeks.”  
Of course, these were their only vegetables on an island that has little but coconut, 
taro, seaweed, breadfruit, and fish. In fact, this can of vegetables was the privilege of 
their lives, my hosts who were part of the 10% who earned cash to buy canned goods, so 
he couldn’t understand how I would turn that privilege down.  
We talk ourselves into normal. We set the boundaries of our landscape, as well as 
our desire to investigate, observe, linger, and push at it.  
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Travel, for me, was in part anthropological—it was a way to step outside of my 
own culture to see how other people lived, and to bring those stories back to rewrite 
perception of the everyday. Exploring these spaces of my not-knowing allowed me to 
discover more about economics, culture, history, and even (especially, perhaps) how to 
interact with people whose realities and histories are so vastly different from my own.  
Each of these layers helps me read the world anew, expand the reach of my 
imaginative horizons, and write myself into the world in a different way. And as someone 
who hopes to affect the way culture writes itself on the grand scheme through teaching 
and writing and speaking, travel allows me to see what the gaps are in our perception of 
the world, and to find new ways to represent our shared landscapes, calling on those gaps 
so that I can explore them alongside a reader or student. 
Writing and reading and telling story merges together for me as a literary 
exploration of its own, a way to frame and reframe through the experience of story. 
Exploratory travel—either at home or in a foreign landscape, offers an interesting parallel 
to our experience of reading literature, which Wolfgang Iser suggests allows us to be 
“transposed to a realm outside our bodily existence, having the illusion of leading another 
life. We are with and simultaneously outside ourselves, and we obviously enjoy such a 
doubling” (312).  
This anthropology of travel, experience, and reading, allows us to explore and 
compare new cultural norms, new adaptations, new interpretations, new opportunities, 
and new selves that we can then cherry-pick to aid in the creation of our ever-changing 
selves and ever-changing perception of the world. These explorations not only offer 
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comparisons to expand our own understanding, but they open up horizons for further 
opportunities and further explorations. The world gets bigger as you read, not smaller. 
Learning is layering possibility and history into a living world, placing the future 
potential alongside the historical past and layering it onto our perception of the present. 
And as we explore the literary landscapes of text and place in this way, we experience 
alternatives to the life we currently lead, rewriting past, present, and future. This has 
always been the great draw to anthropology, the desire to compare cultures and selves 
and see what we can make of the gaps.  
It is a desire very much paralleled to Roland Barthes’ idea of where we find 
pleasure in texts, quoted in the introduction. In a text, “two edges are created: an 
obedient, conformist, plagiarizing edge (the language to be copied in its canonical state, 
as it has been established in schooling, good usage, literature, culture), and another edge, 
mobile, blank (ready to assume any contours), which is never anything but the site of its 
effect: the place where the death of language is glimpsed” (1975: 6). There is an 
anthropology of text within this, a way of pushing at the gaps and boundaries the same 
way we can through travel—if we choose to.  
 
The essays you just read are travels of their own. Like all travels, there is privilege 
in the time allowed for stepping away and investigating the local, and, in varying degrees 
in these specific travels, there is privilege in race and fitness and socialization that allow 
me to go unencumbered down the Bronx River, passing through paid parks with nothing 
but a smile, and being able to run and walk and paddle as some of my methods of 
exploration. But what I hope to accomplish through this kind of study is to recast reading, 
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recast place, recast our study of culture, and better blur the outside gaze with the inward 
to explore the spaces between the structured stories within our lives and cultures, and 
thereby rewrite some of the ways we see out everyday and the ways we see the 
supposedly passive actions of walking and reading. It is an attempt to expand ways of 
reading the everyday through exploration, wandering, and wondering.  
As explored in “Riding the Local,” one of the problematic approaches to literature 
is that it is often focused on interpretation. Rather than seeing art as a living form, it is 
often seen as an object to be diagnosed. Susan Sontag writes, “Interpretation makes art 
manageable, conformable” (1990: 8), and this desire guides us to want to be led, to 
expect a tour, and to seek out the intersections, symbols, and meanings rather than 
embrace the gaps between new worlds in a way that allows for possibility, and pushes at 
the boundaries. 
As Sontag and others have noted, much of our understanding of story and the 
structures of our utility-driven world is unfortunately built from Plato, who situates art 
and story as, at best, a copy, and at worst, destructive. Exploration and wandering are 
devalued in preference for a quest for meaning and interpretation—a defined and single 
telling of story and ourselves. Plato compares Homer’s Iliad and The Odyssey to a 
painting of a chair, which he sees no value in. 
He asks, “must we not infer that all these poetical individuals, beginning with 
Homer, are only imitators; they copy images of virtue and the like, but the truth they 
never reach? The poet is like a painter who, as we have already observed, will make a 
likeness of a cobbler though he understands nothing of cobbling; and his picture is good 
enough for those who know no more than he does, and judge only by colours and 
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figures.” Therefore, “neither science nor true opinion can be ascribed to him. Imitation, 
then, is devoid of knowledge, being only a kind of play or sport, and the tragic and epic 
poets are imitators in the highest degree” (1986: Book X).  
But story to Plato is not only a bad fake, it also feeds on people’s desires and is 
overly concerned with human desires and passions. Story leads us astray. “Poetry feeds 
and waters the passions instead of drying them up; she lets them rule, although they ought 
to be controlled, if mankind are ever to increase in happiness and virtue” (1986: Book X). 
Thousands of years later, we still struggle with the value in art and story. Walter 
Benjamin is perhaps most indicative of where we are now. He similarly applies a mimetic 
understanding of story, but he puts positive power to the poet’s ability to influence. In his 
essay, “Storyteller,” he defines story by saying that, “In every case the storyteller is a 
man who has counsel for his readers.” Story tells us how to live and has “an orientation 
toward practical interests” (86). The fairy tale, he says, is then “the first true storytelling” 
(102), and an example of how a story must pass experience to the reader in order to give 
counsel. The novel, however, is excluded, because it “gives evidence of the profound 
perplexity of the living” (87). Storytelling is dying, Benjamin says, because this direct 
counsel is disappearing and a profound perplexity is replacing it. And we see that others 
agree, as schools eliminate poetry and art and shift toward utility in reading.  
This line of thought from Plato to Benjamin to today offers an understanding of 
how we too often approach literature, seeking definition and solidity in a way that 
reduces possibility and makes our own worlds smaller. Story becomes either a symptom 
to be diagnosed or a manual for life—a hidden bit of cultural counsel that we must learn 
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directly from, or a way to categorize and spatialize our literary and cultural selves. It 
turns us into miners of information looking for a tool or key to be applied to an object.  
These approaches diminish our ability to enter a text critically and creatively.  
As I hope the ways of playing and lingering throughout these essays tells, play is 
how we establish new worlds, it is how we push at the boundaries of existing concepts of 
story and the story of place.  
In Truth or Method, Hans Georg Gadamer comes to the defense of play by 
suggesting that,  
Play has a special relation to what is serious. It is not only that the 
latter gives it its ‘purpose’: we play ‘for the sake of recreation,’ as Aristotle 
says. More important, play itself contains its own, even sacred, seriousness. 
Yet, in playing, all those purposive relations that determine active and 
caring existence have not simply disappeared, but are curiously suspended. 
The player himself knows that play is only play and that it exists in a world 
determined by the seriousness of purposes. But he does not know this in 
such a way that, as a player, he actually intends this relation to seriousness. 
Play fulfills its purpose only if the player loses himself in play. Seriousness 
is not merely something that calls us away from play; rather, seriousness in 
playing is necessary to make the play wholly play. Someone who doesn’t 
take the game seriously is a spoilsport. The mode of being of play does not 
allow the player to behave toward play as if toward an object” (102-103)  
 
So how do we wander through texts? How do we linger? How do we play? As a 
writer, I have an affinity to approaching a text through the play of form—writing out of 
texts and exploring the intricacies of rhetorical style, but I am also a lover of history and 
critical theory, so I do not see any one answer. And I believe that is part of the beauty of 
it. “Play requires a willingness to allow the emergence of something new,” Gadamer 
writes, “often in a social situation where we might find a new way of being in the world” 
(102). Play is world-expanding. 
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There is a quote I return to on occasion when confronted with didactic approaches 
to reading. Anthropologist Michael Taussig, in defense of a more narrative approach to 
cultural study, calls the action-oriented, over-confident, over-messaged writing he often 
sees, “agribusiness writing.” This tradition, he says, “wants to drain the wetlands… As if 
by magic the disorder of the world will be straightened out. Rarely if ever with such 
writing do we get the sense of chaos moving not to order but to another form of chaos” 
(2010: 28). Instead, we might look to embrace and wander through the profound 
perplexities.  
To embrace this chaos is to embrace, perhaps, what Lefebvre called a dialectic 
humanism, a desire to see the dialogic nature of humanity. Lefebvre writes that a “critical 
study of the everyday contributes toward a dialectical anthropology which is itself 
dependent upon (or coincidental with) a dialectic humanism (2002: 95).  
These essays are their own dialectic study of the everyday—various ways of 
lingering and sitting within the texts that surround us. And hopefully they offer multiple 
metaphors for ways of exploring and interrupting the layers of meaning and form and 
possibility.  
Reading should be about getting lost, after all. It should be as creative and as 
world-making as writing is. But it requires the desire to lose oneself, as Gadamer puts it, 
and find a seriousness within the wandering, and in that way to rewrite interpretation as a 
“play-experience” that creates a dialogue with the artwork that can then creates its own 
unique truth.  
By understanding yourself as part of a dialectic relationship between viewer, 
creator, participant, and student, you begin to look at the world as an intertextual one. 
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You become empowered by the understanding of its composition and, by learning this 
language of landscape, you can write upon it. 
In the coda to My Cocaine Museum, Michael Taussig promotes the use of a more 
dialogic and narrative anthropology, suggesting, “This is why we write and why we write 
strange apotropaic texts…made of spells, hundred and thousands of spells, intended to 
break the catastrophic spell of things, starting with the smashing of vitrines whose sole 
purpose is to uphold the view that you are you and over there is there and here you are—
looking at captured objects, from the outside” (315).  
The preceding essays were built as a dialog of cultural inquiry, study, and 
exploration. I hope that by breaking down the separations of history, story, and self-
storying in “Playing in the Intersection,” and the overreliance on structured spaces and 
academics in “Riding the Local,” and the separations of mind and body in “Running with 
Descartes,” and nature and city in “Paddling the Sewershed,” we can work toward a 
theory of an anthropological embodiment in place, in literature, and begin to play in the 
spaces between what we’ve determined to be “meaning” and to rewrite the world around 
us through our experiences in the everyday.  
Perhaps then, we will look at that horrid cruise ship as a metaphor for our 
structured experiences, and be faster to question, and begin to take that same critical eye 
toward our own parks, our own cities, and our own texts, in order to rewrite our 
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